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Abstract 
Sustained water scarcity conditions due to increased fresh water demand necessitates 
water authorities to consider alternatives for supplementary water supply. Water 
recycling in a sustainable manner is increasingly being practiced around the world for 
protection of water resources. Abundantly available rackish water sources with 
suitable treatment can be used for recycling purposes. On the other hand, grey water 
recycling has been accepted due to the quantity and quality of this source compared to 
sewage. A typical household’s grey water contains approximately 70% of the domestic 
wastewater and its TDS, COD and TOC concentrations are 49.7, 39.7 and 38.3% less 
than medium sewage. Grey water treatment for reuse will not only decrease the rate of 
fresh water consumption in urban areas but also will reduce the pressure on wastewater 
treatment plants. These substantial improvements are obtainable by means of an 
appropriate treatment technology in a sustainable and efficient manner. Water is also 
closely interconnected with energy. Water extraction, treatment, transport and 
distribution all requires energy. In regard with the exigent situations predicted for water 
and energy in future as well as their interactions, the potential of solar powered 
treatment technologies are investigated as an attractive and promising solutions.  
This research compared three innovative solar-based treatment systems from a selection 
of a broad range of technologies that have been used for brackish and grey water 
treatment. The treatment systems were assessed through a multi-criteria decision 
analysis method embedding twelve sustainability indicators under three major criteria. 
Pairwise comparison of indicators and selected system  revealed that the solar powered 
vacuum membrane distillation (SVMD) system was the most sustainable technology 
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option for both brackish and grey water treatment based on economic, environmental 
and social pillars. 
Vacuum membrane distillation (VMD) is an emerging technology for water treatment 
which comprises of evaporation and condensation processes that mimic the water cycle 
in the nature. Higher rate of flux produced by VMD distinguishes this method from 
other types of membrane distillation processes. A lab scale VMD treatment system was 
set up to demonstrate the response of the permeate flux rate to the various operating 
parameters. The permeate flux rate achieved were between 0.27 to 6.44 L/m2.h. The 
maximum flux rate was obtained at 65 ˚C feed-water temperature, 6.90 L/min feed flow 
rate and 7 kPa absolute pressure on the permeate side. An online data acquisition system 
for VMD incorporating LabVIEW program is able to store data of temperature sensors, 
pressure probes and flow metres. Available models for prediction of the permeate flux 
were evaluated using observed experimental data. These data indicated that the 
permeate flux is highly influenced by variation of permeate side pressure followed by 
feed temperature and flow rate. Also, variation of these parameters was investigated in 
terms of energy consumption to determine an efficient combination of operating 
parameters. Optimum operating parameters were 7 kPa pressure, 65 ˚C temperature and 
1 L/min flow rate. On the other hand, quality of the permeate water was measured after 
each test to determine the value of turbidity, coliform count, TDS, TOC, TN, Ca, Mg, 
Na, Fe and Al. The water quality tests performed for three brackish water (groundwater, 
mine water and swimming pool salt water) and seawater samples before and after 
treatment showed that VMD enables to remove 99.9 % TDS from raw water samples 
along with complete rejection of coliforms. Measured parameters of the permeate water 
met the water quality guidelines for multi-purpose re-use.  
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Membrane lifetime and the performance of MD process are influenced by scaling and 
pore wetting. A new analytical model incorporating the scaling and/or intermediate pore 
blocking followed by cake formation was developed to predict descending rate of the 
permeate flux. The model simultaneously combined force balance and pore blockage 
theories to illustrate the open pore-area reduction on the membrane surface. This model 
after calibration provided excellent fits to a range of experimental flux data. Sensitivity 
analysis of the model was carried out for variation of flow rate, viscosity, particle size, 
crystal shapes and concentration of feed solution. The model is highly influenced by 
TDS and TSS concentration, particle diameter and fee water flow rate. The model has 
been verified for the application of VMD for brackish water samples.  
The VMD process is rarely used for wastewater treatm nt due to penetration of feed 
through the membrane as a result of active surfactants present in detergents and this can 
be measured as linear alkylbenzene sulphonate (LAS). The presence of LAS will reduce 
the contact angle between the solutions and the membrane surface. The contact angle 
tests performed for natural and synthetic grey water samples illustrated that direct 
treatment of these sources are impossible using polypropylene (PP) and polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF) membrane types for VMD process due to pore wetting. An empirical 
model was proposed to correlate contact angle and LAS concentration. Experimental 
works were carried out for three hydrophobic membranes. The highest values for 
contact angle were achieved by polytetrafluoroethylne (PTFE) followed by 
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and polypropylene (PP) membrane types. The 
observation also showed that the contact angle decreases in the presence of surfactants 
and has to be maintained above 90º for a membrane used in VMD process.  
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Solar energy was embedded into the VMD process for special attention given to the 
energy consumption of the VMD system. Innovative SVMD unit was designed, 
assembled and tested. A simulation study of heat and mass transfer of a membrane-
based distillation process was developed using assigned equations for the components. 
The performance of the system was continuously monitored over a two month day time 
period under natural and dynamic local weather conditi . The simulated model was 
validated against experimental data and it was shown that the model is highly sensitive 
to solar irradiance since the operating pressure and flow rate were kept constant. The 
model predicted well the experimental observations f treated permeate flux when fresh 
water was used as a feed. Sensitivity of the simulated permeate flux was investigated for 
variation of pressure, temperature, flow rate values and membrane characteristics.  
To overcome the problem of pore wetting for grey water treatment by SVMD, electro-
coagulation (EC) was incorporated as a pre-treatment unit. EC is an effective 
technology for LAS removal. The COD and TOC concentration was reduced by 85.8 
and 71.0 %, respectively. A range of current density and circulation rate of EC unit was 
performed, and the permeate water quality was monitored. The two factors: water 
quality and energy consumption determined the optimised value for current density and 
circulation rate. The EC unit was combined with SVMD system, so that a successful 
field test under real condition was carried out. 
Innovative aspect of this research work takes into account the three pillars of 
sustainability for brackish and grey water treatment. The solar powered electro 
coagulation and vacuum membrane distillation (SECVMD) is the world's first solar 
powered vacuum membrane distillation unit that has t e ability of grey water treatment. 
SECVMD can potentially save up to 70 % of water in a typical household if all grey 
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water generated is treated. A new analytical model development along with simulation 
study has been performed for such an innovative treatm nt system. Both theoretical and 
experimental studies will help engineers to better design a high quality water production 
system in future. More research needs to be undertaken t a pilot scale to proof the 
viability of this system for a real world application. 
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1 Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Preamble 
Fresh water demand increase due to the population gr wth, climate change and new 
industrial activities necessitates the importance of water recycling and preservation of 
water resources. In other words, remedy of the water shortage can be solved by 
replacement of treated water for multi-purpose usage. The main options for recycled 
water are industrial, agricultural, indoor and outdoor urban reuse. On the other hand, the 
close relation between water and energy anticipates exigent situations in both aspects. 
So, in a situation of an energy crisis, more serious water problems are expected. 
Brackish water refers to water that has more saline than fresh water, and can be the 
result from mixing contaminated water with fresh water. Industrial and urban recycling 
includes the treatment and reuse of brackish waters and wastewaters. The role of 
brackish water reuse has been introduced as a sustainable response to the diminution of 
fresh water availability (Saadi and Ouazzani 2004; Sivakumar et al. 2013a). Mine water 
discharge from mining operations can be reused withproper treatment technology to 
save groundwater sources. Seawater is known as an unrestricted source of providing 
drinking water, but it is trading energy for water. Groundwater is located underneath the 
earth's surface, and can be found in soil pore spaces or in the fractures of rocks. 
Groundwater is known as a vital source in many countries, and it may be deteriorated 
by contamination from various diffused and point sources. Besides, heavily-polluted 
sewage such as black water is not suitable for reuse without suitable treatment 
(Elmitwalli et al. 2007) whereas, grey water is now accepted as a supplementary water 
supply option due to its quantity (70% of the domestic wastewater) and quality 
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(contains about 30% of the organic matters) (Al-Jayyousi 2003). Grey water is defined 
as the residential and commercial wastewater that includes water from bathtubs, spas, 
showers, hand basins, washing machines, laundry troughs, dishwashers and kitchen 
sinks excluding any input from toilets, bidets, urinals or heavily polluted industrial 
processed water. Since kitchen grey water carries the highest levels of organic 
substance, suspended solids, turbidity and nitrogen, some engineers and scientists 
exclude it from grey water. 
Treatment of brackish or grey water for a specific purpose requires the study of water 
quality characteristic of both influent and effluent, and permeate must satisfy acceptable 
water quality guidelines. Brackish and grey water quality characteristics vary with the 
source. A wide range of values is observed in properties such as turbidity, total 
suspended solids (TSS), total dissolved solids (TDS), biochemical oxygen demand 
(BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), pH, total organic carbon (TOC), total 
nitrogen (TN), total phosphorous (TP) and coliforms. In order to fulfil a water reuse 
guideline, a sustainable treatment system has to be dev loped that satisfies the triple 
pillars of social, economic and environmental objectiv s. Suitable technology for 
brackish and grey water treatment requires the ability to achieve excellent removal of 
organics, solids and surfactants (mostly in grey water). A broad range of physical, 
chemical and biological processes have already been studied for brackish and grey 
water treatment. In the case of grey water treatment, critical literature review indicates 
that these processes individually are not sufficient to fulfil the required water quality 
standards. The major drawback for a physical process is the degradation of the organic 
fraction. Variation of flow and potential shock loading effects are disadvantages of a 
biological process. Chemical process requires high chemical consumption for this 
treatment. Mine water quality may be deteriorated by any of the processes such as mill, 
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flotation and refining results in low pH, high sulphate content and different dissolution 
of dissolved ions (Rieger et al. 2009). Application of lime and sulphides, wetlands and 
ion exchangers have been studied as various unit processes for mine water treatment in 
order to remove inorganic pollutants and heavy metals (Kalin et al. 2004). Poor quality 
of the permeate water, maintenance costs and gypsum sludge production are some of the 
main disadvantages in mine water treatment systems.  
Membrane separation technologies are employed in industrial wastewater treatment, 
water reuse, product recovery and recycling due to the tightening of environmental 
regulations (Alkhudhiri et al. 2012). Membrane technology becomes more attractive in 
water reuse and wastewater treatment, and can be divide  into isothermal and non-
isothermal groups. The transmembrane hydrostatic pressu e, concentration of feed 
solution and electrical or chemical potentials are known as a driving force in isothermal 
membrane processes such as microfiltration (MF), ultrafiltration (UF), nanofiltration 
(NF) and reverse osmosis (RO) (Khayet 2011). Non-isthermal membrane technologies 
such as membrane distillation (MD) processes are ben fitted by the pressure difference 
across the membrane. These technologies can compete with multi-stage flash (MSF), 
multiple effect evaporation (ME) and vapour compression (VC) systems; however, they 
are still under development in the laboratory stage. 
The thermally driven separation process, MD, only al ow vapour to pass through a 
hydrophobic porous membrane. The membrane is a barrier that separates the gaseous 
phase from the entry liquid due to the surface tension forces which assists in the 
formation of a liquid-vapour boundary layer. Thus, MD is not as sensitive to feed 
concentration as that of RO, however, it is necessary to precisely select the physio-
chemical properties of the membrane in order to prevent wetting phenomenon. 
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Membrane wetting followed by membrane fouling arises once the pressure difference 
across the membrane overcomes the liquid entry pressu  (LEP). In such a situation, the 
feed solution infiltrates the membrane pores and affects the hydrophobicity nature of the 
membrane. The effective vapour pressure difference produced by temperature 
difference and/or reduced pressure across the membrane is operated in different ways in 
four configurations of MD such as direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD), 
sweeping gas membrane distillation (SGMD), vacuum membrane distillation (VMD) 
and air gap membrane distillation (AGMD) (Khayet and Matsuura 2011a). The VMD 
process has a number of advantages over conventional MD techniques. The most 
notable feature is the fact that distilled water can be produced at higher flux and lower 
operating temperatures, resulting in lower operating costs (Safavi and Mohammadi 
2009). 
The vacuum pump in a VMD process reduces the permeate side pressure below the 
saturation pressure of the feed solution. Consequently, a liquid-vapour interface 
prevents contact between the liquid feed and the membrane surface. This interface 
minimises the heat transfer losses within the system and reduces the potential for 
membrane fouling. Hence, lower energy is required to achieve similar flux in 
comparison to DCMD and pressure driven desalination pr cesses (Mericq et al. 2011). 
Thermal energy is required to heat the feed solution in order to reach the desired 
temperature for the adjusted vacuum pressure. Thus, electrical and thermal energies 
required for the distillation systems can be supported by a renewable source of energy. 
Renewable energies suggest alternative solutions alg with two benefits: reliability and 
cost. These non-exhausted, non-polluting and potential sources are solar, wind, ocean, 
biomass and geothermal energies. Heat and electricity generated from solar power has 
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drawn widespread consideration from scientists and engineers. The application of solar 
power for a water treatment process reduces stress on the water and energy resources 
nexus.  
Thermal and electrical energy can be derived simultaneously by means of a photovoltaic 
thermal (PVT) panel. PVT panel or a combination of a solar collector and a PV panel is 
useful for thermally driven systems. Electrical energy can be supported by a common 
PV panel. Variety types of PV panels are available with different efficiencies and cost. 
For example, the crystalline silicon type of PV as a dominant technology with the 
conversion efficiency of about 16% (Wu and Hou 2011) converts sun radiation into an 
electrical current. A system may include batteries to store the energy or it can be 
directly connected to the panels via a regulator. Thermal energy is also provided by 
collectors, solar stills or solar ponds to absorb and transfer solar radiation. Several 
parameters such as the material, inclined angle, orientation and glazing play an 
important role in the efficiency of a collector. 
 
1.2 Justification of the research 
Water and energy scarcity is becoming much more important throughout the world. An 
integrated urban water management strategy must involve a sustainable water treatment 
system as a suitable response to increasing demand of fresh water in urban areas. A 
typical Australian urban household produces 280 L/day of grey water that has the 
potential for recycling at the source. About 50% of all the wastewater generated within 
a household can be reused depending on the permeate qu lity. Industrial activities also 
consume large amounts of fresh water from surface or underground sources. In order to 
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conserve the vital water and energy sources, and reduce the costs of wastewater 
treatment plants, stand-alone water treatment systems can be installed.  
Previous researches conducted the experimental invest gation of a treatment process to 
evaluate the permeate water quality. The present resea ch considered a new approach to 
select, design and perform a suitable water treatment system. Although recent treatment 
technologies for brackish and grey water treatments met the economic and 
environmental assessments, a multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) has been carried 
out in this research to select an innovative treatmnt technology for water and 
wastewater treatment. This procedure involves a variety of parameters which directly 
influence the installation and the performance of such a system. The present work 
suggests comparison between appropriate and innovative treatment technologies 
through an analytical hierarchy process (AHP). The VMD process has been investigated 
by a variety of treatment tests. The lack of research regarding the quality of the 
permeate water regardless of feed solution for VMD was identified. Different feed 
solutions were treated along with exploration of the effect of a variety of operating 
conditions on the permeate flux. The experimental results have been compared to the 
theoretical models that have been introduced for the permeate flux. Fouling and wetting 
as one of the major drawbacks for VMD process was intensely studied to find an 
appropriate solution to overcome this phenomenon. This research first proposed an 
analytical flux decline model for MD processes which had not previously been 
considered. Then an experimental investigation of wetting problem has been carried out 
to investigate the influence of surfactant. The contact angle between the feed solution 
and the membrane surface has to be improved in order to prevent penetration of a feed 
solution into the membrane pores. A critical review of linear alkylbenzene sulphonate 
(LAS) removal in this research advises the application of coagulation for surfactant 
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elimination resulting in contact angle increase. The present work designed and 
constructed a new solar powered VMD system with the ability to monitor online all 
meteorological and operating condition parameters. Extensive research in this area has 
been achieved via a simulation model to predict the SVMD performance. 
 
1.3 Aims and objectives 
The main objective of this thesis is to treat brackish and grey water by means of a 
sustainable treatment system and produce high quality permeate water that can be re-
used for multiple purposes. Accordingly, the specific objectives of this research study 
are as follows: 
• Critical review of previous studies on brackish and grey water treatment 
technologies as well as the membrane distillation pr cess. 
• Sustainability assessment of innovative solar-based treatment systems based on 
environmental, economic and social pillars. 
• Perform laboratory investigation of the performance of VMD for brackish and 
grey water treatment under various operating conditions. 
• Conduct theoretical investigation of the mass and heat transfer through the VMD 
and development of an analytical model to predict the decline of permeate flux 
under different operating conditions. 
• Undertake experimental investigation of the fouling and wetting problems 
associated with hydrophobic membranes used in VMD studies. 
• Demonstrate the performance of solar-powered VMD under various weather 
conditions. 
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• Simulation study of the solar thermal driven VMD using MATLAB. 
• Laboratory and field investigation of the performance of electro-coagulation as a 
pre-treatment unit followed by VMD for grey water treatment under various 
operating conditions. 
 
1.4 Scope of the research 
An efficient solar-based membrane distillation technology is developed with respect to 
the treatment of specific water sources. This research has a great benefit to the scientific 
community for the design of both large scale governme t initiatives and smaller private 
systems in the future. Accordingly, this study provides a comprehensive literature 
review on brackish and grey water treatment systems. Membrane distillation which 
mimics what occurs during water cycle in nature is also studied as an alternative option. 
Not only the advantage and disadvantages of these syst ms were considered, but also 
the cost and its impacts on human life were investigated. 
Appropriate technologies have been selected for both rackish and grey water treatment 
with the view of using solar energy and eliminating chemical consumption. Three 
innovative systems were selected in each area, whereas the selection was limited to 
those technologies that are compatible with solar energy and contain enough 
information for analysis. These systems have been evaluated via AHP in order to rank 
them under sustainability pillars. 
The conducted research focuses on the concepts of VMD and the heat and mass transfer 
theoretical modelling. Available theoretical models have been compared to the 
experimental results by varying vacuum pressure, feed-water temperature, flow rate and 
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salinity concentration. The experiments were conducted for two available hollow fibre 
membrane and pleated membrane modules in the market. Swimming pool salt water, 
seawater, coal mine discharge water, groundwater, natural and synthetic grey water 
have been treated with the VMD system. The efficieny of the VMD process in removal 
of each relevant parameter was illustrated. 
An analytical model has been developed for the permeate flux decline in MD processes 
using force balance and pore blockage theories. The model has been validated by the 
experimental results from VMD process for different salinity concentrations and various 
operating conditions. The model has also been verified through available literature data 
for four experimental results of the DCMD process. The model contains only a system 
dependent constant which is determined based on the operating conditions and the 
membrane characteristics. 
The wetting problem occurring in grey water treatment has been investigated through 
the measurement of contact angle between the membrane surface and the grey water 
samples. The influence of LAS concentration on the contact angle reduction has been 
illustrated using a variety and concentration of LAS solutions. An empirical model was 
determined to predict the contact angle associated with the concentration of LAS in the 
solution. Contact angles were measured for three hydrophobic membrane samples: 
polypropylene (PP); polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF); and polytetrafluoroethylene 
(PTFE). 
In addition, a field study has been performed for a stand-alone solar powered VMD 
system for two months. Operating parameters as well as the meteorological sensors 
were monitored online for each test. The influence of solar radiation, ambient 
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temperature and wind speed on the performance of solar p wered vacuum membrane 
distillation (SVMD) system has been investigated. 
Permeate flux for the SVMD system was predicted through a simulation study by 
MATLAB. Mass transfer through the membrane was determined using heat transfer and 
thermodynamic equations for the SVMD system.  
In order to solve the wetting phenomenon in the SVMD system for grey water 
treatment, a suitable pre-treatment system such as electro-coagulation has been 
incorporated. An existing electro-coagulator unit from a previous study treated grey 
water samples, and the most effective parameters such as circulation rate and current 
density were varied through the experimental work. Online TDS concentration has been 
monitored and sampling at specific time intervals ha been performed for contact angle 
measurement. A suitable combination of operating parameters has been determined in 
terms of energy consumption and water quality improvement. Finally, the electro-
coagulator unit was incorporated with the solar powered VMD system to treat grey 
water. Duplicate sampling was performed for all untrea ed and treated solutions to 
measure appropriate water quality parameters. Relevant water quality parameters have 
been selected in regard to the feed solution type. 
 
1.5 Research outcomes 
The major contribution of this thesis is treatment of brackish and grey water by means 
of an innovative solar powered membrane system. This thesis involves the following 
achievements: 
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• Three sustainable treatment systems were introduced in both view of brackish 
and grey water treatment. The selected systems were adapted with solar energy. 
• VMD was selected as the best solution through the ass ssment exerted by AHP. 
Four indicators have been incorporated for each enviro mental, economic and 
social criterion to pair-wisely compare the systems. 
• VMD shows the ability to remove contaminants from the feed solution and 
produce high quality permeate water. The sensitivity of the permeate flux to 
pressure, temperature and flow rate was analysed. 
• The proposed analytical model predicts well the declin  of the permeate flux 
under different operating conditions for VMD and DCMD processes. 
• Fouling followed by wetting problem occurs for the membrane module used in 
the VMD process depending on the LAS concentration of the feed solution. It 
has been shown that the contact angle play an important role in this approach. 
• SVMD can produce reasonable permeate flux rate which is highly sensitive to 
solar radiation and less to the ambient temperature. 
• A program derived by MATLAB can simulate the performance of SVMD using 
accurate calculation of heat and mass transfer. 
• Electro-coagulation as a pre-treatment unit for VMD can significantly reduce 
LAS from grey water which can be treated by means of SVMD. 
 
1.6 Overview of thesis 
This thesis presents published and submitted works as journal and conference articles in 
chapters three, five, six, seven, eight and nine. The research carried out in different 
stages covered a number of tasks as sown in Fig. 1-1. So, the literature review is 
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concentrated on the existing brackish and grey water treatment systems along with their 
benefits and weaknesses. Theoretical backgrounds are presented in relevant papers in 
the following chapters. The thesis comprises ten chapters followed by a list of 
references and appendices. A brief outline of each chapter is given below: 
Chapter one presents background information which introduces the proposed research, 
novelty and potential of this research, aim and key objectives of the research followed 
by the methodology to achieve them in the scope and limitation of this study. It also 
concludes with the outline of the thesis report. 
Chapter two contains a comprehensive literature review on: brackish and grey water 
characteristics to understand the water quality of the effluent; Major treatment 
technologies and the results compared to the water reuse guidelines; MD configurations 
and the concept of mass and heat transfer in VMD; Membrane characteristics and the 
major problems for wastewater treatment in order to investigate the suitable pre-
treatment unit; solar power application for desalination. 
Chapter three explains the selection of the VMD, the most sustainable treatment system 
for brackish and grey water treatment, through an analytical hierarchy process (AHP). It 
describes technical review of the proposed treatment systems. The available data of 
these systems are categorised into three major criteria. The mathematical analysis has 
been performed on the input data to rank the systems based on the priority of the 
selected criteria. 
Chapter four explains the preparation of feed solutions and their characteristics. It 
describes the methods used for monitoring the operating conditions, measuring the 
water quality parameters and collecting the online data. It further explains the details of 
the materials and equipment used in the laboratory and field study of VMD. 
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Chapter five presents the results of laboratory testing conducted on the performance of 
the VMD under different operating conditions. It also contains the results of laboratory 
works and models available for describing the heat and mass transfer in the VMD. It 
further discusses the water quality improvement by means of VMD for a variety of feed 
solutions. 
Chapter six is devoted to the analytical model developed for the decline of permeate 
flux in MD processes. The model is proposed by capturing the theory of force balance 
and the concept of pore blockage results in accumulation of the particles on the 
membrane surface. It further introduces a new approach for prediction of the decline 
rate of flux based on scaling and intermediate blocking phenomena. An equation for 
increase of the roughness of the membrane was determined and embedded in the open 
pore area reduction function to calculate the rate of decline of the permeate flux. This 
model has been validated by various operating conditi s and has been verified through 
a number of experimental studies. The sensitivity of the model was also analysed by 
various parameters such as concentration of feed solution, diameter of particles, shape 
factor, flow rate and viscosity. 
Chapter seven presents the experimental test for wetting and fouling phenomena in the 
VMD. The effectiveness of the LAS on the contact angle reduction has been determined 
through the measurement of contact angle for three special types of membrane. An 
empirical model has been proposed and calibrated using experimental results collected 
from different solutions. It further illustrates the trend of flux during wetting 
phenomenon along with the permeate water quality using ynthetic grey water for 
treatment. 
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Chapter eight presents the innovative design of the solar thermal VMD followed by the 
simulation of its performance. The fundamental equations for heat and mass transfer 
have been incorporated in describing heat and mass b lance of a membrane-based 
distillation process using thermal renewable energy. The dependency of the predictive 
model to unsteady climate situation has been assessed and validated against 
experimental data.  
Chapter nine proposes the experimental test of the electro-coagulator unit in order to 
improve the contact angle between the membrane surface and the fed solution. It has 
been shown that electro-coagulation has the ability to remove the surfactants present in 
grey water. Five different flow rates and current densities were tested to find the most 
effective conditions to achieve the required contact angle. This chapter explains the use 
of electro-coagulation as an effective pre-treatment unit for the solar thermal VMD that 
prevents grey water penetrating the membrane pores. 
Chapter ten provides a summary of the findings and conclusions from the literature 
review, theoretical, experimental and simulation analysis. It presents further works that 
need to be done associated with the solar powered electro-coagulation and vacuum 
membrane distillation system. 
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Figure 1-1 Thesis outline flowchart  
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2 Chapter 2 Review of the Brackish and Grey Water 
Treatment Technologies 
2.1 Introduction 
The water situation in many countries are reaching critical levels and the challenge is 
how to find sustainable alternative sources while significant efforts are being made to 
decrease per capita household water consumption. In central, western and southern arid 
regions of Australia, lack of finding alternative water sources may cause significant 
negative effects on one’s health and the environment. Several researches illustrated the 
role of brackish and grey water reuse in a sustainable manner. In other words, the 
potential of brackish and grey water reuse is now widely accepted as a sustainable 
alternative to respond to the increase demand of fresh water and environmental 
protection. 
Brackish water contains high levels of TDS concentration depending on the type and 
many other parameters allocated to the source. Greywater contains organics, solids and 
microbiological matter and they need to be treated to the acceptable reclaimed water 
quality standards. For example the Australian guideline for grey water non-potable 
reuse requires the treated water quality of BOD5 < 10 mg/L, TSS < 10 mg/L and total 
coliform count < 10 cfu/100mL (EPA 2013). 
A wide variety of studies have been undertaken in brackish and grey water treatment 
involving conventional physical, chemical, physiochemical and biological processes. 
However, the focus of this chapter is to critically review the treatment technologies and 
their efficiencies in terms of meeting the guidelin requirements by treated water 
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quality. Thus, the available guidelines for water reuse are presented and the 
technologies are assessed. Treatment of brackish waters such as swimming pool water 
and groundwater as well as seawater are discussed briefly, however more attention is 
devoted to mine water discharge characteristics and treatment. Grey water 
characteristics and the variety of treatment technologies are also presented and 
discussed. Disadvantages of each process and the limitations of each technology are 
explained in order to highlight the appropriate processes which can comply with the 
aims of this research. 
Over the past few decades, various desalination technologies have been developed 
including thermal distillation and membrane based processes. The main technologies 
currently being employed for both seawater and brackish water desalination are MSF 
and RO (Khayet 2013). At present, RO is still considered to be relatively expensive. 
Hence, many researchers have focused on minimising its cost. Among the well-
developed methods, MD is one of the most practical and economical process (Saidur et 
al. 2011). Therefore, in this study the MSF and MD technologies are compared to select 
a suitable method of brackish water desalination. 
 
2.2 Water quality consideration and standards 
2.2.1 Brackish water characteristics 
The quality of brackish water may vary from low salinity groundwater to absolutely 
contaminated industrial wastewater. The focus of this section is to characterise the 
quality of groundwater, seawater, swimming pool water and mine water in order to 
investigate the suitable treatment process. 
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The quality of groundwater is subjected to geological properties of its site and aquifer 
levels. Groundwater contains a variety of chemicals associated with natural sources and 
landscapes. Discharged waste in local areas may also affect the physical and chemical 
water quality variation of groundwater. Dissolved solids originating in the precipitated 
water are divided into three categories. Total dissolved solids (TDS) includes major 
elements such as Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+, HCO3
-, SO4
2- and Cl- which comprise 1 – 1,000 mg/L 
TDS concentration, however Fe2+, K+, CO2, F
- and NO3
- create 0.01 – 10 mg/L TDS 
concentration. Finally, trace components contribute small amounts of 0.0001 – 0.1 mg/L 
TDS concentration (Gordon and Enyinaya 2012). Most groundwater characteristics are 
presented in Table 2-1. pH value varies between 6.0-8.5 unless groundwater is exposed 
to a special contamination (Burke et al. 2002). Groundwater contains 10 mg/L iron for 
pH of less than 8, and the concentration can reach to 50 mg/L. However, Acid waters 
and mine wastes may increase it to more than 6,000 mg/L. Calcium concentration has 
an average of 15 mg/L in surface and higher in groundwater. A high concentration of 
600 mg/L was also measured in some samples. Brines will ignificantly improve it to 
75,000 mg/L. Manganese concentration is also influeced by acid mine water drainage, 
and increases from 0.2 to 10 mg/L. The concentration of sodium may also reach to 
1,000 mg/L. Potassium is usually found to be less than 10 mg/L in groundwater. 
Sulphate concentration is commonly less than 1,000 mg/L except the area which is 
subjected to acidic mine drainage. Groundwater contains low concentration of less than 
10 mg/L Chloride. Total mineral constitutes dissolved in groundwater is less than 3,000 
mg/L.  
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Table  2-1 Summary of groundwater quality characteristics (Burke et al. 2002) 
Parameter Concentration (mg/L except for pH) 
pH 6.0-8.5 
Fe
2+
 10-50 
Ca
2+
 15-600 
Mn
2+
 0.2-10 
Na
+
 <1,000 
K
+
 <10 
SO4
2-
 <1,000 
Cl
-
 <10 
TDS 3,200─4,860 
 
Seawater is contaminated from different sources such as wastewater discharges into 
rivers and agricultural activities. Dissolved organic matters and metal impurities as well 
as suspended particulate substances are observed freely in seawater. Seawater TDS 
content may vary from 7,000 mg/L in the Baltic Sea to up to 45,000 mg/L in the Persian 
Gulf (Gatto 2012). The average concentration of the majority of seawater ions is 18,980 
mg/L of Cl
-
, 10,556 mg/L of Na
+
, 2,649 mg/L of SO4
2-
, 1,272 mg/L of Mg
2+
, 400 mg/L 
of Ca
2+
 and 380 mg/L of K
+
 as shown in Table 2-2. This composition makes 99.9% of 
the TDS of seawater (TheOpenUniversity 1995). Negatively charged ions consist 63.4% 
and positively charged ions involve 36.6% of TDS. 
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Table  2-2 Summary of seawater quality characteristics (TheOpenUniversity 1995) 
Parameter Concentration (mg/L except for pH) 
pH 6.0-8.5 
Ca
2+
 400 
Mn
2+
 1,272 
Na
+
 10,556 
K
+
 380 
SO4
2-
 2,469 
Cl
-
 18,980 
TDS 34,482 
 
Salt water swimming pools have become popular over th  years as they do not cause 
itchy eyes or skin and are pleasant to swim in. However, all swimming pools are high in 
dissolved salts and have the potential for contamintio  from various types of 
pathogenic organisms and hence suitable water treatment methods including 
disinfection are essential. High chlorine levels are required for sensitisation of salt 
water, and can be present in the form of hypochlorous acid. Nitrogenous compounds 
derived from urine and sweat and disinfection by products such as chloroform and 
chloroacetic acids can also form in swimming pool water. These compounds are the 
reason for the characteristic odour of a swimming pool. Moreover, chloroform is a 
suspected carcinogen and known as a health hazard to humans. Accordingly, human 
wellbeing especially babies or children's health is affected by the absorption of such 
biological contaminants and chemical pollutants (Barbot and Moulin 2008). 
The diversity of mine water quality is due to many factors: excavation type (surface 
mining and sub-surface mining), mine location, mining process and the water source. 
Poor water quality at a mine site is responsible for acid mine drainage (AMD), mine 
dewatering, processed water and mineral processing water. Mine water discharge, 
especially AMD, is recognised as one of the most serious environmental problems 
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because of its typically low pH and high concentrations of metals. Sulphidic metal and 
certain types of coal mines that contain sulphur when exposed to the atmosphere 
produce AMD since waste materials from the mining operation are subjected to the air 
and water. Among the variety of sulphide minerals, the predominant AMD producers 
are iron sulphides, pyrite and marcasite (Demetriou et al. 2010). The dominant ions 
observed in mine water are Fe2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Mn2+, Al3+, and sulphate (SO4
2-) occurring 
in the operation processes. 
Large amounts of water need to be pumped to the surface from aquifers or reservoirs for 
use in various mining processes. This quantity greatly depends on the mining processes, 
groundwater or reservoir levels. However, mine water quality varies widely from mine 
to mine depending upon the local conditions, and will contain elevated levels of heavy 
metals, suspended solids, organic materials, dissolved solids and conductivity due to the 
effect of processes such as milling, flotation and refining (Rieger et al. 2009). Every 
mine is unique in terms of its potential for producing sulphate, chloride and heavy 
metals, so the nature and size of the treatment altern tives will vary from site to site. 
Apart from AMD, a typical range of mine water characteristics has been identified in 
the literature (Sivakumar et al. 1994). 
It is important to recognise the potential problems as ociated with each mine to preserve 
the surrounding environment and minimise the impacts. A brief review of mine water 
quality for coal and metal mines for surface and unerground operations was conducted 
and results are summarised in Table 2-3 (Bosman et al. 1990; Duplessis and Swartz 
1992; ADTI 2000; Maree et al. 2001; Murarka et al. 2002; Geldenhuys et al. 2003; 
Perry et al. 2005; Cox et al. 2006; EPA 2008; Gammons et al. 2009; Nganje et al. 2010; 
Navarro Torres et al. 2011; Caruso et al. 2012; Zakir et al. 2013). Table 2-3 presents the 
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range of pH values as well as the concentration of dominant ions. Sulphide minerals, 
predominantly pyrite and pyrrhotite, when exposed to oxygen and water reduce pH 
values. The concentration of sulphate is high in surface mines. However, in Australia 
the concentration is low, resulting in higher levels of pH compared to the minimum 
values indicated for other mines. Concentration of magnesium, manganese and iron are 
relatively low. However, sodium and chloride concentrations are reasonably high. These 
are responsible for high TDS concentration in Australian mine water discharge. The 
concentration of sodium and chloride is also considerable in underground mines 
compared to the surface mines.  
 
Table  2-3 Summary of mine water quality parameters and values 
Parameter (mg/L 
except for pH) 
Surface mine Underground mine Australia* 
Coal mine Metal mine Coal mine Metal mine Average 
pH 1.8─9.63 2.7─8.4 2.1─8.4 2.8─8.9 7.4 
SO4
2-
 0.03─21,115 740─14,000 15─4,096 65─3,350 430 
Ca
2+
 9.6─88.2 106─490 9.9─516 25.89─376 917 as CaCO3 
Mg
2+
 0.44─28 20─530 5─180.91 16.8─153 120 
Na
+
 1.59─45.2 10.1─70 12.3─996 42─1,600 1,600 
Mn
2+
 0.16─980 11─321 0.02─74 0.6─87 0.35 
Cl
-
 1.34─102 106─430 16─1,066 1.18─1,750 1,400 
Al
3+
 2.73─2,240 1.7─10 0.01─108 1─220 - 
K
+
 1.2─28 0.8─29 1.44─8 2.2─8.2 - 
Fe
2+
 0.01─2,640 0.1─4,900 0.04─787 1─69 10 
TDS 29─8,790 2,000─10,000 65.5─4,780 3,200─4,860 8,100 
*Source: (Seneviratne 2007) 
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2.2.2 Grey water characteristics 
Grey water characteristics are highly variable since it is defined as any wastewater 
produced within a household other than from toilets. This includes wastewater 
emanating from showers, baths, laundry, hand basins a d kitchen sinks. The 
characteristics of grey water from different sources are summarised in Table 2-4 (Hypes 
et al. 1975; Jeppesen 1996; Surendran and Wheatley 1999; Nolde 2000; Al-Jayyousi 
2003; Jefferson et al. 2004; Ramona et al. 2004; Nghiem et al. 2006; Pidou et al. 2008; 
Chin 2009; Li et al. 2009b). A more detailed analysis reveals that kitchen wastewater 
has the highest level of total solids (TS) and organics as well as oil and grease. Laundry 
sources contain the most TDS concentration among other sources, and shower 
wastewater involves the lowest level of TN and TP. 
Wastewater from baths, showers and hand basins contains soaps, shampoos, toothpaste, 
personal care products, skin residues, hair, hair dyes and body fats (Li et al. 2009b). 
Thus, some odour, turbidity, bacteria, anionic surfactant and high temperatures are the 
main characteristics of this source. The highest value of pH, in the range of 8.1 to 10 
originates from laundry grey water (Eriksson et al. 2002). It also contains a complex 
mixture of chemicals, elevated salinity levels, high concentration of bleaches, oils, 
paints, solvents and non-biodegradable fibres from clothing. Kitchen grey water 
includes food residues, high amount of oil, fat and dishwashing detergents. A good 
biological treatment requires the ratio of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus COD:TN:TP 
to be closer to 100:20:1 (Tchobanoglous and Burton 1991). To achieve this, the mixture 
of kitchen grey water with bath and laundry will avoid the deficiency of both 
macronutrients and trace nutrients that improves the biological treatment (Li et al. 
2009a). The level of BOD for bathroom, laundry and kitchen wastewater indicated that 
these grey water sources have low, medium and high biodegradability, respectively. 
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The wide range of coliform counts presented in Table 2-4 is originated from washing 
children’s clothes, raw chicken and meat. The bathroom and laundry grey water were 
found to contain 6-70×106 and 7-56×105 per 100 mL total coliforms, and 1-6×103 and 
1.6-9×104 per100 mL faecal coliforms, respectively. The grey water from the kitchen 
has the highest value of total coliforms and E.Coli above 2.4×108 and between 1.3×105-
2.5×108 per100 mL, respectively (Eriksson et al. 2002). Mixed grey water also contains 
high level of total and faecal coliforms at 7×103-8×107 and 1-1.5×108 per 100 mL, 
respectively. 
Table  2-4 The range of grey water characteristics adapted from given sources 
Parameter Bathroom Laundry Kitchen Mixed Wastewater 
Temperature (ºC) 29-31 28-32 27-38 27-38 13-38 
Turbidity (NTU) 28-240 14-296 43-298 14-222 67-340 
pH 6.4-8.1 8.1-10 6.3-7.4 5-8.7 5.9-7.7 
TDS (mg/L) 126-218 504 1,060-1,690 135-368 250-850 
TS (mg/L) 250-631 410-1,340 1,500-2,410 15.3-458 200-1,200 
TSS (mg/L) 40-153 2.7-250 3.1-185 6.4-330 24-608 
COD (mg/L) 24-633 12.8-725 3.8-1,380 13-590 45-1,000 
BOD5 (mg/L) 76-200 48-380 536-1,460 55-391 28-400 
TOC (mg/L) 30-100 100-280 390-720 72.5-125 42-290 
TN (mg/L) 5-17 0.28-21 0.31-74 0.54-18.1 20-117 
TP (mg/L) 0.11-2 0.06-57 0.06-74 0.0064-0.6 3.2-30 
Oil and grease (mg/L) 37-78 8.0-35 - - 38-94 
Total coliforms (cfu/100mL) 70-6×106 56-7×105 >2.4×108 7×103-8×107 3.5×108 
Faecal coliform (cfu/100mL) 1-6×103 9-1.6×104 1.3×105-2.5×108 1-1.5×107 3×108 
 
2.2.3 Water reuse guidelines 
The water quality guidelines, especially for discharge to the environment or reuse 
purposes, vary from country to country. Domestic water reuse standards have been 
developed by various countries depending on their needs. Since drinking, ingestion via 
water spray, direct contact and salinization of soil are possible problems associated with 
urban grey water reuse, human health and environmental protection are two important 
aspects of these guideline requirements. Since discharged water to environment and 
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water reuse has to be strictly controlled, the relevant guidelines are presented in this 
section. 
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA 2004) introduces the 
following guideline for fresh water and other purposes. Levels of pH between 6.0 and 
8.5 are acceptable for drinking water and a range of 5.0 to 9.0 is allowed for other 
purposes. The colour may not exceed 15 colour units for drinking water, but this is not 
applicable to agricultural or industrial water supplies. Concentration of 250 mg/L is 
allocated for sulphate in potable water along with total TDS of 500 mg/L. The allowable 
concentration of dissolved inorganic substances is set at 1,000 mg/L for irrigation and 
stock watering as well as aquaculture. Sulphate can affect the taste of water and can 
have laxative effects at concentrations above 600 mg/L. The level of sulphate is set by 
environmental agencies in many countries at 250 and 500 mg/L for mine effluent (Silva 
et al. 2012). The World Health Organization (WHO 2004) does not recommend a 
health-based standard for sulphate in water. It is noted that when sulphate concentration 
exceeds 500 mg/L, the taste becomes noticeable. The Ministry of Environment of the 
Province of British Columbia has established a maxium of 100 mg/L of sulphate as a 
guideline for the protection of freshwater aquatic life. Australian and New Zealand 
Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality established the maximum 
concentrations of 15 mg/L BOD, 40 mg/L COD, 10 mg/L CO2, 3,000 mg/L TDS and 40 
mg/L TSS for the protection of aquaculture species (Australian and New Zealand 
Environment and Conservation Council 2000). Also, the concentrations of N3-, P3-, Cl-, 
Al 3+ and Fe are limited to 5 mg/L, 0.05 mg/L, 0.2 mg/l, 5 mg/l and 0.2 mg/L for long-
term irrigation. A standard for mine effluent discharge presents acceptable 
concentrations of 0.2 mg/L, 0.005 mg/L, 0.1 mg/L 0.1 mg/L, 5.0 mg/L, 500 mg/L and 
1,000 mg/L for Al, Cd2+, Mn2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, SO4
2-, and TDS, respectively along with a 
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satisfactory pH range of 6.5 to 8.5 (Billin 2013). Accordingly, maximum levels are set 
and the water quality must meet criteria for certain parameters and must not be toxic to 
aquatic life. A suitable treatment system is required to fulfil the guidelines. 
The level of turbidity, TSS, BOD5 and faecal coliform counts of treated water should be 
less that 2 NTU, 5 mg/L, 10 mg/L and 2.2 cfu/100mL, respectively for unrestricted non-
potable urban water reuse. These values are tolerated for outdoor gardening purposes, 
and they are limited to the level of 5 NTU, 45 mg/L, 10 mg/L and 10 cfu/100mL for 
turbidity, TSS, BOD5 and faecal coliforms, respectively. For restricted urban water 
reuse such as outdoor washing and toilet flushing, the turbidity, TSS, BOD5 and faecal 
coliform counts of treated water should be less than 5 NTU, 20mg/L, 6 mg/L and 3 
cfu/100mL, respectively. Domestic wastewater reuse guidelines from selected countries 
are summarised in Table 2-5. 
The turbidity, TSS, BOD5 and faecal coliform counts of treated water less than 2 NTU, 
3 mg/L, 6 mg/L and 2 cfu/100mL, respectively are select d in this research for 
evaluation of the treatment technologies. The select d haracteristics limits are for 
unrestricted urban non-potable reuse which includes th  lowest values for turbidity, 
TSS, BOD5 and faecal coliform counts. This limitation for unrestricted use of treated 
grey water includes gardening, washing, irrigation and toilet flushing except drinking. 
Therefore, to fulfil these criteria, the removal of at least 99.4%, 99.3%, 99.1%, and 7 
log for BOD5, TSS, turbidity and faecal coliforms from raw grey water source are 
essential. This calculation is performed by considering the average value of 391 mg/L, 
330 mg/L, 222 NTU, and 1×107 for BOD5, TSS, turbidity and faecal coliforms of grey 
water, respectively.  
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Table  2-5 Domestic wastewater reuse guidelines 
Country/Organisation Purpose 
T
urbidity 
(N
T
U
) 
T
S
S
 (m
g/L) 
B
O
D
5 (m
g/L) 
F
aecal 
coliform
s 
(cfu/100m
L) 
T
otal coliform
s 
(cfu/100m
L) 
Australia, 
New South 
Wales (Power 2010) 
Subsurface irrigation - 45 30 - - 
Surface irrigation - 45 30 - 100 
Toilet flushing 2 20 20 - 30 
Australia, Queensland (Brennan 
and Patterson 2004) 
Garden watering - 30 20 - 100 
Australia, 
EPA Victoria (EPA 2013) 
Subsurface irrigation - 30 20 10 - 
Canada, British Columbia (Meays 
and Nordin 2013) 
Unrestricted urban 
non-potable reuse 
2 5 10 2.2 - 
China (Ernst et al. 2007) 
Toilet flushing 5 - 10 3 - 
Irrigation 20 - 20 3 - 
Washing purpose 5 - 6 3 - 
Costa Rica (Dallas et al. 2004) 
Irrigation - - 40 1000 - 
Unrestricted urban 
non-potable reuse 
- - 40 100 - 
Germany (Al-Jayyousi 2003) Unrestricted urban 
non-potable reuse 
2 - 20 100 500 
Israel (Gross et al. 2007) Unrestricted urban 
non-potable reuse 
- 10 10 1 - 
Japan (Al-Jayyousi 2003) Landscape 5 - 10 10 10 
Spain, Canary Islands (USEPA 
2004) 
Unrestricted urban 
non-potable reuse 
2 3 10 - 2.2 
Taiwan (Lin 2005) Toilet flushing - - 10 - 2 
USA, California (USEPA 2004) Unrestricted urban 
non-potable reuse 
5 - - - 23 
USEPA (USEPA 2004) Unrestricted urban 
non-potable reuse 
2 - 10 14 - 
USA, Florida (USEPA 2004) Unrestricted urban 
non-potable reuse 
- 5 20 25 - 
USA, Texas (USEPA 2004) Unrestricted urban 
non-potable reuse 
- 3 5 75 - 
USA, Washington (USEPA 2004) Unrestricted urban 
non-potable reuse 
5 30 30 23 - 
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2.3 Treatment technologies 
Treatment objectives are usually based on the reduction of the impurities to acceptable 
levels in order to meet relevant water standards or guidelines. Appropriate treatment 
technologies have to be reviewed and investigated to response water management 
strategies such as contaminant removal and impurities minimisation. Physical, chemical 
and/or biological processes may be required to treat brackish and grey water depending 
on the characteristics of the water source and the reuse purpose. The physical and 
chemical parameters of brackish water vary widely. However, the biological 
contamination is usually low. The major problems are high levels of dissolved matter 
and undesirable compounds. Available treatment technologies for groundwater, 
seawater and swimming pool salt water are briefly explained in chapter three and five. 
Hence, suitable treatment technologies for the other contaminated sources (mine and 
grey water) are described here. 
The technologies for mine water treatment can be placed under different categories such 
as neutralisation of acid, removal of metals, desalination and removal of specific target 
compounds (Thiruvenkatachari et al. 2011). Ammonia, sodium-based and 
lime/limestone processes, as well as biological sulphate reduction, are major 
neutralisation methods. Metals can be removed by a chemical precipitation process 
followed by an oxidation pond. Membrane-based technologies, ion-exchange and 
electrochemical processes are in the desalination category. A representative selection of 
these processes is described in this section. 
Grey water treatment systems could be broadly divided into physical, chemical and 
biological processes. Coarse filtration was among the first technologies investigated for 
grey water treatment (Hypes et al. 1975). It was repo ted that low quality effluent 
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restricted the application of coarse filtration (March et al. 2004; Li et al. 2009b). On the 
other hand, physical processes are not recommended individually for grey water 
treatment due to their low performance in reduction f organics, nutrients and 
surfactants. Chemical processes such as coagulation nd advanced oxidation are 
appropriate for turbidity and organic matter removal. High capital cost and chemical 
consumption are considered to be the weakness of these processes. Physicochemical 
processes, such as chemical coagulation followed by filtration and disinfection can 
produce high quality water which is not susceptible to chemical shocks. It was 
expressed that these systems are easy to scale up but high costs and chemical 
consumption are the disadvantages (Sostar-Turk et al. 2005). A number of biological 
processes can be used to treat grey water. Rotating biological contactor (RBC), 
membrane bioreactor (MBR) and biological aerated filter (BAF) were found to be 
suitable treatment processes since they need no chemi al consumption, they are easy to 
scale up and they provide high quality effluent (Friedler and Hadari 2006; Lesjean and 
Gnirss 2006). 
 
2.3.1 Mine water treatment 
2.3.1.1 Physical processes 
The main challenge of mine water treatment is the high level of total dissolved solids. In 
recent years there has been mounting attention to the integration of membrane 
technologies for mine effluent water treatment and reuse. The application of an 
integrated membrane system and membrane distillation is a physical process. An 
overview of the performance of RO and integrated UF and RO are discussed. 
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In the RO process, chemical composition of the feed water influences the pressure 
applied and the type of membrane. Mine water with pH 8.4, a TDS concentration of 4 
g/L and a sulphate concentration of 2.2 g/L was treated by a coagulation pre-treatment 
unit for suspended solids removal followed by RO (Duplessis and Swartz 1992). The 
pH of the pre-treated water was adjusted using sulphuric acid to between pH 5.5 and 6.5 
for effective flocculants (FeCl3) formation. The pressure was controlled to be 
continuous at around 30-40 bar. High quality permeate was achieved by reduction of the 
concentration of Cl-, SO4
2-, Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Fe2+ and COD from 220 mg/L, 2,200 
mg/L, 917 mg/L, 176 mg/L, 80 mg/L, 0.3 mg/L and 70 mg/L to 26 mg/L, 14 mg/L, 26 
mg/L, 2 mg/L, 0.0 mg/L, 0.1 mg/L, and <2 mg/L, respctively. The RO process 
produces high quality water that can be potentially reused for many purposes; however, 
operating costs vary considerably depending on the quality of the feed solution. 
Fouling, brine disposal, membrane replacement, chemical consumprtion and mechanical 
failure of the membrane are the two major disadvantages of this process as well as 
membrane cleaning and brine disposal. 
The efficiency and performance of the integrated UF and RO membrane system in mine 
water treatment was investigated for a copper and coal mine (Shao et al. 2009). The 
integrated system for this application was a combinatio  of outside-in pressurised 
hollow fibre UF followed by spiral wound RO membranes. The main advantages of the 
incorporated UF and RO membranes are the low turbidity of the permeate water, the 
reliable removal of bacteria and viruses and highly automated nature of backwash and 
chemical cleaning. During the performance of the integrated membrane system, the 
concentration of TDS was reduced from 8,458 mg/L and 10,000 mg/L to 335 mg/L and 
536 mg/L for coal and copper mine waters, respectivly. 
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The stable operation of the membrane separation system relies on suitable pre-treatment 
of raw water. However, UF membranes eliminate only small amounts of oil or dissolved 
organic compounds and the hardness of the water that reduces the membrane fouling 
rate for RO. The evaporation and distillation method used in desalination units has not 
been studied as a thermal-based technology for mine wat r treatment. It can be an 
opportunity for a physically-based thermally driven system such as MD to improve the 
quality of the permeate water for reuse in a mine sit . The relevant water quality 
parameters for the feed and permeate water of the physical processes are summarised in 
Table 2-6. 
 
2.3.1.2 Chemical and ion exchange processes 
The treatment of AMD by lime and limestone is certainly the most commonly used 
commercial process. Lime and limestone neutralise AMD through precipitation of 
gypsum, which results in sulphate removal. The sulphate ion concentration determines 
the solubility of the gypsum at this level. Moreover, lime increases water pH which 
results in the precipitation of most toxic metals. Aeration of the feed tank can also assist 
in the oxidisation of Fe2+ and Mn2+. This process is inexpensive in the construction 
stage. However, the lime and limestone process is less efficient in terms of the permeate 
water quality and the reaction time. 
Two types of open and anoxic limestone neutralisation methods are available. Open 
channels containing coarse limestone aggregate makeno attempt to cut off oxygen, so a 
larger mass of limestone is required compared to the anoxic type. Open systems are 
designed to increase the pH of water from >2 to 6–8. Field results from a number of 
mines prove that open systems are capable of removing approximately 70% of Fe, 40-
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50% of Al3+, and 10-20% of Mn2+ from mine water (Skouse 1997). The anoxic 
limestone method consists of layers of coarse limeston  aggregate buried in carefully 
constructed drainage lines to maintain low oxygen co ditions in order to keep dissolved 
iron in its reduced state. The major function of the anoxic system is to raise the pH from 
>2 to 6–8. 
Another alternative neutraliser is magnesium hydroxide that can produce more metal 
hydroxide sludge with lower volume compared to limestone and sulphides, since the 
solubility of metal sulphides is usually less than metal hydroxides. However, sodium 
hydroxide is known as an expensive but highly reactive compound and ammonia is 
famous for its high solubility and smaller sludge production. 
More recently, a limestone process was developed that is capable of reducing the Mn2+, 
Cu2+, Mg2+, Fe2+ and SO4
2- concentration in AMD by an average of 59.9%, 94.3%, 
28.2%, 69.1% and 67.7%, respectively (Silva et al. 2012). This approach performed 
acceptable sulphate reduction for moderate anion cocentrations using limestone 
whereby, calcium concentration was increased. Complete sulphate removal is 
performed with the COD/SO4
2- ratio of higher than 0.67. The pH was increased to 8.1 in 
the permeate water. Although, the process was cost effective, the poor quality of the 
permeate water in terms of TDS was a disadvantage. Nevertheless, it can be used as an 
appropriate pre-treatment for membrane technologies and electro-dialysis in order to 
prevent fouling and microbial growth in the system. 
Very acidic mine water effluent at Navigation Coalmine near Witbank in South Africa 
was neutralised through adding limestone and reclaimed by the addition of lime to 
remove the sulphate (Geldenhuys et al. 2003). Finally, the pH was adjusted using 
carbonate dioxide in the gas phase which was recovered from the first stage of the 
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treatment process. For a 10 m3/day plant capacity, a hydraulic retention time (HRT) of 
one hour, a gypsum crystallisation time of 2.7 h and 0.5 h in the calcite precipitation 
stage was determined. The concentrations of SO4
2-, Mg2+, Mn2+ and Cl- were decreased 
from 3,000 mg/L, 160 mg/L, 17 mg/L and 16 mg/L to 1,219 mg/L, 3.03 mg/L, 0.01 
mg/L and 0.00 mg/L, respectively, while Ca2+ and Na+ concentrations were increased 
from 420 mg/L and 41 mg/L to 542 mg/L and 46.8 mg/L, respectively. Precipitation of 
dissolved Mg2+ after lime treatment at pH 12.3 enhanced sulphate removal. The sludge 
of gypsum and magnesium hydroxide is produced as waste in this treatment process. 
The removal of sulphate to below the saturation level of the gypsum and the 
neutralisation of acidic mine water are the two main advantages, while the production of 
a mixed sludge and low removal rate of some cations are its major disadvantages. 
A calcium silicate feedstock, dunite (a rare rock with at least 90 percent olivine) and 
barium salt can also be used to remove dissolved sulphate from mine water. Calcium 
silicate is capable of neutralising acid solutions in the same way as limestone, but in the 
presence of heavy metals, silicic acid species are absorbed into the metal surface and 
lead to the formation of colloidal complexes. In this way, negatively charged colloids 
stabilise the metals (Ziemkiewicz and Skousen 1998). The effectiveness of acid mine 
drainage treatment by dunite was investigated using the addition of 1, 10, 100, 250 and 
500 g dunite to one litre AMD (pH 2.8) which increas d the pH of the AMD solution to 
pH 2.9, 4.1, 5.7, 6.7 and 7.8, respectively (Demetriou et al. 2010). Significant 
precipitation of Cr3+, Co2+, Ni2+ and Pb2+ is derived in the permeate; however, the 
concentration of Mn2+, Fe2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ remained 79.8 mg/L, 156.8 mg/L, 39.8 
mg/L and 141.6 mg/L, respectively, for one of the samples using 10g/L of dunite 
solution. The application of dunite in AMD treatment is cost effective because it is 
naturally available. 
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Among the barium salts, barium sulphide (BaS) was found to be highly insoluble and 
outstanding for sulphate removal over the entire pH range (Bosman et al. 1990). The 
procedure is very similar to the lime and limestone tr atment process along with 
sulphate removal gas elimination and a water softening stage. In this study, BaS reduced 
the sulphate concentration of 17,500mg/L and 2,060 mg/L of two very acidic samples 
(pH 1.4 and 2.7) to 175 mg/L and 190 mg/L, respectiv ly. The only advantage of the 
BaS process is the shorter retention time compared to limestone. 
The ion exchange process can remove potentially toxic metals, chlorides and sulphate 
complexes from mine water. The feed solution is firt passed through the cation loading 
stage using strong acid cation resin to remove cation like Ca2+. Carbonate is then 
eliminated in a degassing tower and finally the anion loading stage removes sulphate. 
The technical feasibility of a developed laboratory plant ion exchange using lime and 
sulphuric acid was evaluated for treatment of AMD (Schoeman and Steyn 2001). 
Precipitation of lime and gypsum raised pH from 2.7 to 8.5 while the sulphate 
concentration was decreased from 8,000 mg/L to 1,980 mg/L. The concentration of 
Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, Fe2+, Mn2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ were also reduced from 490 mg/L, 420 
mg/L, 70 mg/L, 100 mg/L, 182 mg/L, 186 mg/L, 550 mg/L to 50 mg/L, 20 mg/L, 50 
mg/L, <0.1 mg/L, <0.1 mg/L, <0.1 mg/L and <0.1 mg/L, respectively. The disadvantage 
of this method includes its high cost dependency on feed quality as well as gypsum 
sludge output in the regeneration of the ion-exchange resins. Table 2-6 shows a 
summary of the chemical treatment results. 
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2.3.1.3 Biological and passive processes for mine water treatment 
The most common biological and passive treatment systems based on sulphate-reducing 
bacteria are natural and constructed anaerobic and aerobic wetlands, bioreactors and 
biosorption (Kuyucak 1998). The efficiency of biological and passive processes 
depends on both the quality and the quantity of the raw mine water. Sulphate-reducing 
bacteria can convert sulphate to sulphide in anaerobic conditions in the presence of 
organic carbon nutrient. Organic materials are added into the system to provide a slow 
release of nutrients to bacteria while limestone and soil also improve the nutrient 
mixture to increase alkalinity. 
In wetlands, mine water drains by gravity, subsequently metal removal and 
neutralisation via a range of physical, chemical and microbial processes are exerted. 
Aerobic wetlands reduce suspended solids and increase water retention times while 
precipitates are retained on plant surfaces. They must receive water with pH >6 which 
has reached a dissolved oxygen concentration at saturation level, usually from a pre-
treatment system. Aerobic wetlands are effective in many situations for the removal of 
Fe by 60–95% but low precipitation of <10% of Mn2+ is obtained. Anaerobic wetlands 
pass AMD through organic rich material to remove oxygen from water. Anaerobic 
wetlands are effective in the treatment of AMD with pH >2.5 and ambient oxygen 
concentration at the surface. Its long term maintenance can be minimised by vegetation. 
Bioreactor systems, an engineered process to neutralise AMD and precipitate metals, 
consist of a sulphate reduction bioreactor and metal sulphide precipitator. These 
systems are suited for the treatment of AMD with pH 3.0-5.5 at the saturated level of 
oxygen. Biological materials are used in biosorption systems to remove metal ions by 
adsorption/absorption performance. Bacteria, algae and fungi accumulate heavy metals 
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from mine water. It has been shown to be a successful treatment in the removal of Mn2+ 
concentrations from 30-100 mg/L to <5 mg/L (Duggan et al. 1992). 
In a bioreactor, the COD/sulphate ratio of >0.67 possesses sufficient organic matter for 
the complete reduction of the available sulphate. An anaerobic bioreactor with a cone 
for sludge separation was used to reduce sulphate from a calcium carbonate treatment 
stage of AMD (Maree et al. 2001). Feed solution waspumped to the bioreactor at a rate 
of 8 to 16 m3/h while ammonium sulphate and phosphoric acid were added to maintain 
a COD:N:P ratio of 1,000:7:2. The results demonstrate that the dissolved sulphate 
concentration was reduced from 8,342 mg/L to 198 mg/L. The pH 7.7 is also achieved 
in permeate. In this integrated process, the remaining dissolved sulphate from the 
calcium carbonate treatment stage is efficiently removed by biological sulphate 
reduction; however, the production of various types of ludge is the only disadvantage.  
Wetlands are usually known as a cost effective and passive treatment technology. Metal 
precipitation as carbonates or sulphides occurs from their oxidation at suitable pH. The 
existence of a large wetland consisting of three cells was verified by the precipitation of 
metal sulphides (Machemer et al. 1993) Both an up-flow and a down-flow water stream, 
a substrate of fresh mushroom compost and limited vegetation were incorporated in the 
cells. The results showed that pH was increased from 3.01 to 6.17 while concentration 
of sulphate was decreased slightly by limestone from 1,700 mg/L to 1,560 mg/L. In 
addition, this process was successful in reducing Al, Fe, Zn, Cu, Ni, Cd and Pb by 
98.3%, 83.7%, 99.5%, 93.7%, 88.9%, 68.8% and 79.9%, respectively. Whereas, the 
concentrations of Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+ and Cl- were increased from 44.3 mg/L, 376 mg/L, 
140 mg/L and 6.29 to 54.4 mg/L, 452 mg/L, 161 mg/L and 19.8 mg/L, respectively. The 
process is, therefore, effective in the reduction of heavy metals; however, sulphate 
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concentration was not greatly reduced. The quality of permeate waters for biological 
processes are given in Table 2-6. 
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Table  2-6 Summary of water quality of the treated mine water via the reviewed 
processes 
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pH 5.5─6.5 8.1 8.5 7.8 7.1 8 7.7 6.17 
SO4
2-
 14 302.1 1,219 - 182.5 200 198 1,560 
Ca
2+
 2 142.8 542 - - 50 - 452 
Mg
2+
 0.0 36.3 3.03 - 7 20 - 161 
Na
+
 26 - 46.8 - - 50 - 54.4 
Mn
2+
 - 11.3 0.01 78.4 - <0.1 - 29 
Cl
-
 26 - 0.0 - - - 30 19.8 
Al
3+
 - - - - - - - <0.06 
K
+
 0.1 <0.73 - 85.5 - <0.1 <56 7 
Fe
2+
 - - - - - 350 - - 
 
2.3.2 Grey water treatment 
2.3.2.1 Physical processes 
Physical processes such as sedimentation and filtration re suitable in reducing the 
organic pollutant and turbidity of grey water. The main disadvantage of this treatment 
option is its poor performance in the fulfilment of the reuse guidelines (Friedler and 
Hadari 2006). 
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Researches on physical treatment of grey water for indoor application are summarised 
in Table 2-7. Open channel spiral wound UF membrane module was used for grey water 
treatment (Li et al. 2009a). Permeate exceeded 0.5 mg/L and 28.6 mg/L, and less than 1 
NTU for SS, TOC and turbidity, respectively. Higher l vels of TN and TP in the 
permeate depicted the weakness of the UF module. Similarly, the UF membrane 
application was studied for grey water treatment in individual houses (Nghiem et al. 
2006). It was recognised that calcium plays an important role and high calcium 
concentration may result in the formation of aggregat s results in pore blocking. Grey 
water constituents influence on the performance of submerged hollow fibre UF 
membranes (Zenon ZW1) has a nominal pore diameter of 0.04 μm, and it is reported 
that, the major fouling factor is the combination of low calcium ion concentration and 
humic acids (Oschmann et al. 2005). The treatment of low strength grey water by 
different UF and NF membranes are examined, and it was reported that high quality 
water was obtained by increasing the molecular weight cut off (MWCO) in UF 
membranes (Ramona et al. 2004). Turbidity removal of 92.2%, 94.1%, and 96.7% was 
achieved for MWCO of 30, 200, and 400 kDa, respectiv ly.  
Treatment of kitchen wastewater by slanted soil filter was investigated, and it was 
concluded that the soil filter decreased the TSS from 105 to 23 mg/L, and removal of 
65.2% and 84.5% were achieved for BOD and COD, respectively (Itayama et al. 2006). 
They reported the improvement of micro-organisms removal in combination with 
disinfection. Also, the use of a sand filtration followed by a MF membrane was 
investigated by Al-Jayyousi, 2003. Removal of 98.9% turbidity was reported, however 
other water quality parameters including BOD were removed poorly. It can be 
concluded that MF could not decrease BOD, hence the treated water has the potential of 
microbial regrowth. Similarly, a nylon sock filter was used for the treatment of bath 
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wastewater, and the level of effluent turbidity, SS and COD was found to be 16.5 NTU, 
18.6 mg/L, and 78 mg/L, respectively (March et al. 2004). 
Interestingly, different COD removal was achieved using metal membrane filters with a 
variety pore size in fibre filter media, however, high cost of membranes and poor 
particle removal of fibrous filters were the two main disadvantageous (Kim et al. 2007). 
Although, the initial level of COD was notably low, 70% reduction of COD was the 
highest removal percentage using the 0.5 µm pore size membrane. The influence of pore 
size on treatment characteristics was also studied, an  COD residual of 9, 6, 9, and 12 
mg/L was reported after grey water treatment with MF, UF (300 kDa), UF (50 kDa), 
and UF (15 kDa) membranes, respectively (Ahn et al. 1998). Higher MWCO of the 
membrane increased the removal rate due to the reduction of pore size. NF and a MF 
membrane types were also investigated for grey water treatment, and the anionic 
surfactant removal of 92-98% was achieved by all three NF membranes (Funamizu and 
kikyo 2007a). 
The reviewed studies only focused on sand or membrane filtration and did not consider 
other alternative physical processes. Satisfactory pe formance of the NF membrane and 
some UF membranes was shown in low strength grey water treatment. On the other 
hand, limited information over the costs of physical systems and no information on the 
energy consumption were reported. Only March et al. (2004) reported a capital cost of 
26,826 AUD to produce treated water at a flow rate of 5.2 m3/day for the technology 
comprising nylon filters, a sedimentation tank and a isinfection unit. The calculation 
showed operational and maintenance cost of $1.07 AUD/m3 is applicable for the 81 
room hotel in Spain, whereas saving of $1.55 AUD/m3 was estimated in this system 
(March et al. 2004). 
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Table  2-7 Grey water treatment technologies based on physical processes 
Reference 
Type of grey 
water 
Technology 
Effluent quality/Removal 
Turbidity TSS  BOD COD 
(NTU) % (mg/L) % (mg/L) % (mg/L) % 
Li et al. (2009) Mixed UF membrane (0.0062 µm) 0.5 99.6 - - - - - - 
Kim et al. (2007) Roof cleaning Metal membrane (0.5, 1, 5 µm) >2 - - - - - 6.9 70.0 
Nghiem et al. (2006) - UF membrane (0.04 µm) 0.4 99.7 - - - - - - 
Sostar-Turk et al. (2005) Laundry UF membrane (0.05 µm) - - 18 48.6 86 55.9 130 53.6 
RO membrane - - 8 55.6 2 97.7 3 97.7 
Itayama et al., (2004) Kitchen Slanted soil filtration - - 23 78.1 166 65.2 42 84.5 
Ramon et al., (2004) Low strength 
UF membrane (400kDa) 1.4 92.2 - - - - 80 45.2 
UF membrane (200kDa) 1 94.1 - - - - 74.3 49.1 
UF membrane (30kDa) 0.8 96.7 - - - - 50.6 69.3 
NF membrane 0.6 98.0 - - - - 15 93.4 
March et al. (2004) Bath Nylon sock filter 16.5 17.5 18.6 57.7 - - 78 54.4 
Al-Jayyousi (2003) Mixed Coarse filtration 32.3 27.4 - - 12.3 63.1 35.7 75.0 
MF membrane (0.5µm) 0.34 99.0 - - 4.7 61.8 22.2 37.8 
Ahn et al. (1998) 
- MF membrane (0.1µm) - - 0 100 - - 9 88.0 
- UF membrane (300kDa) - - 0 100 - - 6 85.7 
- UF membrane (50kDa) - - 0.2 100 - - 9 81.2 
- UF membrane (15kDa) - - 0.2 100 - - 12 70.0 
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2.3.2.2 Chemical and ion exchange processes 
Coagulation, granular activated carbon (GAC) and disinfection are known as chemical 
unit processes in water and wastewater treatment. Oxidation techniques are defined as 
the application of oxidants such as ozone (O3), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), chlorine and 
potassium permanganate. Furthermore, advanced oxidati n processes enhance this 
technique through high level of intermediates activation.  
There are few researches on chemical, ion exchange d oxidation processes in grey 
water treatment (Table 2-8). Bath wastewater was treated by coagulation and magnetic 
ion exchange processes, and turbidity, BOD and COD removal of 90.8%, 88.8% and 
65.2% was achieved by chemical coagulation with aluminium salt, respectively (Pidou 
et al. 2008). Also, it reduced TN and total coliforms from 18 mg/L and 56,500 
cfu/100mL to 15.7 mg/L and less than 1 cfu/100mL, respectively. Also, the application 
of magnetic ion exchange without coagulation process reduced the turbidity, BOD, 
COD and total coliforms to 8.1 NTU, 33 mg/L, 272 mg/L and 59 cfu/100mL, 
respectively. Chemical oxidation with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of ferrous ions 
found no improvement in COD reduction (Ksibi 2006). The combination of Electro-
coagulation (EC) with disinfection treated low strength grey water, and the removal of 
90.7%, 69.0%, 60.9%, and 60.0% was achieved for the turbidity, SS, BOD, and COD, 
respectively (Lin 2005). The distinct difference with other chemical technologies was 
the low HRT of 15 min. A combination of coagulation, sand filtration and GAC 
adsorption was applied for laundry wastewater (Sostar-Turk et al. 2005). Treatment by 
GAC reduced the level of TSS, TP, TN, BOD and COD from 35 mg/L, 9.9 mg/L, 2.75 
mg/L, 100 mg/L and 180 mg/L to, 5 mg/L, 1 mg/L, 2.6 mg/L, 10 mg/L and 20 mg/L, 
respectively. The major disadvantages of this system include the consumption of 
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chemicals and high sludge production. A good result for grey water treatment along 
with its short HRT was achieved by photo-catalytic oxidation with titanium dioxide and 
UV disinfection. The removal of 6 log for total colif rms and 81.3% of COD 
concentration were achieved (Pidou et al. 2009).  
The acceptable HRT values for chemical technologies w re about 20 min and 30 min 
for EC/disinfection and coagulation/sand filter/GAC, respectively. Limited information 
shows that it would initially cost 109,829 AUD to produce treated water by 
coagulation/sand filter/GAC system at a flow rate of 200 m3/day (Sostar-Turk et al. 
2005).  
A number of chemical technologies for grey water tra ment have been illustrated based 
on literature review. Higher initial costs than physical treatment systems and chemical 
consumption are the significant disadvantages. Combination of coagulation, filtration 
followed by disinfection are categorised as physicochemical processes in this research. 
Aluminium and iron salts or electrodes are used in coagulation to promote the removal 
of organic carbon and colloidal solids.  
The available literatures on physicochemical treatment processes are limited, hence, 
only a handful of researches are presented in Table 2-9. Pollutants removal by EC and 
EC/electro-flotation (EF) processes are benefited by long lifetime of electrodes, ease of 
maintenance and operation and a lesser amount of sludge production (Emamjomeh and 
Sivakumar 2009). The results showed that aluminium electrodes, monopolar 
connections and up-flow configuration performed better in the EC process. Similarly, 
the COD removal of laundry grey water by EC/EF showed 62% removal of COD in 40 
min (Wang et al. 2009a). Number, type and the configuration of electrode plates were 
examined for specific duration. Also, biopolar EC/EF process for laundry wastewater 
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was not only acceptable in terms of turbidity and COD reduction, but also short HRT 
was achieved for this process (Ge et al. 2004). 
Indoor pilot plant filtration and disinfection unit for grey water reuse costs of 202,143 
AUD for the average reused flow of 50 m3/day (Gual et al. 2008). An average total 
coliforms removal of 4.8 log and 4.4 log was reported for filtration/disinfection and 
filtration/activated carbon/disinfection, respectively (Hypes et al. 1975). The system 
with and without activated carbon reduced TSS from 500 mg/L to 394 mg/L and 549 
mg/L to 460 mg/L, respectively. Also, the poor removal of turbidity was obtained in 
both systems. Domestic waste water reclamation using a UF membrane followed by 
reverse osmosis and the disinfection technique was investigated, and less than 1 NTU 
and 1 cfu/100mL were achieved for the turbidity and total coliforms in the permeate 
(Hall et al. 1974). High removal of 90.2% for TSS was the main advantage of using RO. 
Based on the literature it is clear that the EC/EF system improves the quality of 
reclaimed water with simple operation than the chemical method. However, very 
limited studies have been conducted for the use of lectro-disinfection (ED) and its 
application using solar power that will promote its choice as a green technology. 
The acceptable HRT in chemical technologies were about 20 min, 30 min and 40 min 
for EC/Disinfection, Coagulation/Sand filter/GAC and Photocatalytic oxidation, 
respectively. Information on capital, operational and maintenance costs was limited to 
EC/disinfection and coagulation/sand filter/GAC technologies. The EC/disinfection unit 
involved 0.09 AUD$/m3 of capital cost and 0.21 AUD$/m3 of operating cost whereas 
the capital cost for the coagulation/sand filter/GAC unit was 0.16 AUD$/m3 and the 
operating cost was 0.57 AUD$/m3. The operating cost comprises energy, chemicals, 
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sludge treatment and labour costs, respectively. No information on energy consumption 
and water savings were available. 
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Table  2-8 Grey water treatment technologies based on chemical processes 
Reference Type of Grey water Technology 
Effluent quality/Removal 
Turbidity TSS  BOD COD Total coliforms 
(NTU) % (mg/L) % (mg/L) % (mg/L) % (cfu/100mL) log 
Pidou et al. (2008)  
Bath, Shower and Hand 
basin 
Al Coagulation 4.28 90.8 - - 23 88.8 287 64.0 1 4.75 
Fe Coagulation 5.2 88.8 - - 30 85.4 288 63.9 1 4.75 
MIEX 8.14 82.5 - - 33 83.9 272 65.9 59 2.98 
MIEX + Al 3.01 93.5 - - 27 86.8 247 69.1 1 4.75 
MIEX + Fe 3.3 92.9 - - 29 85.8 254 68.2 1 4.75 
Ksibi (2006)  Domestic Wastewater H2O2 Oxidation - - - - - - 44 86.3 - - 
Lin et al. (2005) Low strength EC/disinfection 4 90.7 9 69.0 9 60.9 22 60.0 - - 
Sostar-Turk et al. 
(2005) 
Laundry GAC - - 5 85.7 10 94.9 20 92.9 - - 
Parsons et al. (2000) - TiO2 
Oxidation/UV 
- - - - - - 26 81.3 0 6 
 
Table  2-9 Grey water treatment technologies based on physicochemical processes 
Reference 
Type of 
Grey water 
Technology 
Effluent quality/Removal 
Turbidity TSS COD Total coliforms 
(NTU) % (mg/L) % (mg/L) % (cfu/100mL) log 
Wang et al. (2009a) Laundry EC/EF (Al) - - - - 84 62.1 - - 
Gual et al. (2008) Mixed Filtration/chlorination 32 17.5 27.3 15.2 54.6 24.9 - - 
Ge et al. (2004) Laundry EC/EF (Al/Ti) 10.85 80.3 - - 8.25 83.1 - - 
Hypes et al. (1975) 
- Filtration/disinfection 9 47.1 460 16.2 - - 34 4.77 
- Filtration/activated 
carbon/disinfection 
9 60.9 394 21.2 - - 4 4.40 
Hall et al. (1974) - Filtration/RO/disinfection 1 96.7 0 100 - - 1 7.70 
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2.3.2.3 Biological processes 
The combination of physical and biological treatment such as MBR is highly preferred 
due to its small footprint, reliability and high quality of final product. A wide range of 
biological processes including MBR, RBC, BAF, SBR, and MABR have been studied 
for the treatment of grey water (Table 2-10).  
A successful treatment of grey water using MBR with submerged UF modules achieved 
92.2% and 97.2% removal of COD and BOD (Paris and Schlapp 2010). Faecal coliform 
count of 1 cfu/100mL in the effluent met the guideln s for reuse in toilet flushing, 
laundry washing and irrigation. The investment costs of RBC and MBR are very 
sensitive to the size of the system, and in comparison, construction and installation of an 
MBR system is much more expensive than the RBC (Friedler and Hadari 2006). Four 
types of biological processes in grey water treatmen  were described and it was deduced 
that the submerged MBR and side-stream MBR achieved xcellent BOD removal and 
high quality effluent compared to BAF and MABR (Laine 2001). Also, the necessity of 
disinfection was recognised during the storage and distribution system. In addition, poor 
quality water was produced by MABR technology.  
A submerged ZeeWeed MBR system by Zenon was operated for low strength grey 
water treatment, and the removal rate was greater than 95% for the turbidity, BOD and 
COD (Merz et al. 2007). TN and TP concentrations were r duced from 15.2 mg/L and 
1.6 mg/L to 5.7 mg/L and 1.3 mg/L, respectively. Also, a submerged plate and frame 
MBR treatment unit for kitchen grey water reduced the concentration of SS, COD, TN, 
and TP from 90 mg/L, 493 mg/L, 21 mg/L, and 7.4 mg/L in the influent to 1 mg/L, 24 
mg/L, 10 mg/L, and 3.5 mg/L in the effluent, respectively (Lesjean and Gnirss 2006). 
This system showed good performance of grey water treatment under low HRT and 
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sludge retention time (SRT). Similarly, a submerged membrane reactor for grey water 
treatment reported that the turbidity, BOD and COD was reduced to 1 NTU, 5 mg/L and 
40 mg/L, respectively and no SS were detected (Liu et al. 2005). Correspondingly, the 
treatment of higher load grey water through a flat pl te submerged MBR was operated 
for 87 days at a constant flux of 0.22 m3/ 2d at the mean HRT of 13.6 h (Huelgas and 
Funamizu 2010). The COD level reduced from 675 mg/L to 26.3 mg/L in the permeate 
water. The SBR technology was able to reduce COD, TP, TN and ammonia from 830 
mg/L, 7.7 mg/L, 53.6 mg/L, and 1.2 mg/L in the influent to 91 mg/L, 6.5 mg/L, 34.4 
mg/L and 0.41 mg/L in the effluent, respectively (Hernandez Leal et al. 2008). 
However, it was not efficient enough compared to the MBR systems. 
An anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) treated grey water  HRT of 20, 12 and 8 h that 
reduced the level of COD to 402-469 mg/L (Elmitwalli et al. 2007). The experiments 
showed that 12 hr HRT gave the highest removal of 41% for COD. Also, treatment of 
high strength grey water with BOD concentration of 300-1,200 mg/L was performed by 
an anaerobic filtration at HRT of 19 h (Bino 2004). Poor quality of the permeate water 
was achieved in these two technologies in terms of BOD and COD. 
Low strength grey water from showers and hand basins was treated by a system 
comprised of a primary settling tank, biological treatment with 3 RBC in series, 
secondary settling, sand filtration and UV disinfection (Eriksson et al. 2007). The BOD, 
COD and TOC was reduced from 93 mg/L, 142 mg/L, and 72 mg/L to 6 mg/L, 25 mg/L 
and 13 mg/L, respectively. Similarly, a physiochemical treatment (sand filtration and 
disinfection) was combined with a RBC, and high removal efficiency was achieved for 
turbidity, SS, and BOD removal (Friedler et al. 2005). This technology effectively 
reduced 58%, 87%, 96% and 72% of the TP, TN, ammonia a d organic nitrogen, 
respectively. Also, the application of reclaimed water for toilet flushing was achieved 
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by the RBC system (Nolde 2000). The reuse of grey water from office building was 
investigated by using a MF membrane and it was successful in decreasing the level of 
SS to 1 mg/L (Shin 1999). 
The reviewed biological treatment systems show that BOD reduction was excellent in 
MBR and RBC systems, whereas, TSS concentration was reduced efficiently in MBR. 
All of the systems require disinfection process for permeate water. In summary, the 
strength of grey water and shock loading are two major criteria that affect the operation. 
Although, limited data on cost and energy consumption are available for biological 
technologies used, the application of renewable energy is essential in order to convert 
them into a green technology. 
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Table  2-10 Grey water treatment technologies based on biological processes 
Reference 
Type of Grey 
water 
Technology 
Effluent quality/Removal 
Turbidity TSS  BOD COD Total coliforms 
(NTU) % (mg/L) % (mg/L) % (mg/L) % (cfu/100mL) log 
Paris and Schlapp (2010) Mixed HUBER MBR - - - - 4.2 97.2 28.2 92.2 1 5.67 
Huelgas and Funamizu 
(2010) 
Washing 
machine/Kitchen 
Flat-plate 
Submerged MBR 
- - - - - - 26.3 96.1 - - 
Hernandez et al. (2008) High strength SBR - - - - - - 91 89.0 - - 
Merz et al. (2007) Shower Submerged MBR 
(UF 0.1 µm) 
0.5 98.3 - - 1.5 97.56 1.15 98.9 68 3.31 
Elmitwalli et al. (2007) - UASB - - - - - - 469 31.1 - - 
Eriksson et al. (2007) Bath/ Shower/ 
Hand basin 
RBC - - - - 6 93.6 25 8.2 - - 
Lesjean and Gnirss (2006) Kitchen MBR - - 1 98.9 - - 24 95.1 - - 
Friedler et al. (2006) Low strength RBC/Sand filter 0.4 - - - 1.5 - 40 81.0 - - 
Liu et al. (2005) Bath Screening/MBR 1 99.4 0 100 5 96.8 40 82.3 - - 
Friedler et al. (2005) Low strength RBC 1 97.0 8 81.4 2 96.6 40 74.7 1 5.78 
Low strength MBR/chlorination 0 100 13 87.4 1 99.0 47 77.2 27 4.05 
Bino (2004) Mixed Anaerobic filtration - - 107 - 375 50.0 - - - - 
Laine (2001) 
Synthetic Submerged MBR 4 - 4 92.3 1 97.6 7 94.5 2 6.00 
Synthetic Side-stream MBR 1 - 4 93.1 1 99.5 2 99.3 1 4.48 
Synthetic MABR 6.6 - 13 75 9 78.1 17 86.7 2.0×104 2.00 
Synthetic BAF 3 - 6 88.5 4 90.2 13 89.8 2.0×104 2.00 
Nolde (1999) Mixed RBC/UV - - 1 - 5 96.7 - - 1.0×104 0.70 
Shin, et al. (1999) Office grey water SBR - - - - 5 - 20 74.7 - - 
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2.4 Membrane distillatio
2.4.1 Configurations of membrane distillation
MD is a thermally driven separation process which mimics what occurs in nature in 
terms of water cycling. MD technique purifies the solutions through 
condensation method. Hydrophobic porous membran
processes to isolate the entry liquid from a gaseou phase on the permeate side. So, 
vapour is transferred across the membrane by a pressure difference force, arising from a 
temperature difference or reduced pressure, from the fee
Four types of MD processes apply this pressure diffrence in different ways as shown in 
Fig. 2-1. 
Figure 2
 
DCMD is the simplest configuration. Vapour phase form inside the membrane due to 
the temperature difference across the membrane. Vapour transfers from the hot feed 
Hydrophobic membrane
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stream to the permeate side, and will be condensed back to the liquid phase by the cold 
stream. The pressure difference depends on temperatur  variation across the membrane. 
DCMD is suitable for desalination and concentration of aqueous solutions, since the 
laboratory-scale DCMD has been widely studied (Khayet and Matsuura 2011a). The 
main disadvantage is its low energy efficiency in commercial applications (Chen et al. 
2011). That is due to the heat energy required for the driving force resulting in the 
highest heat conduction loss.  
AGMD incorporate a condensation surface along with the permeate side of the 
membrane. This configuration achieves the highest energy efficiency, however the flux 
rate is low (Alkhudhiri et al. 2012). This configuration is applicable for a wide range of 
distillation purposes. The main advantage is that more heat energy will be used for 
vaporization in AGMD than that of DCMD. The low rate of permeate flux is because of the 
resistance of vapour inside the air gap.  
SGMD transfers vapour on the permeate side by means of a gas flow. This is mostly 
applied for the removal of volatiles from an aqueous solution. The flux rate is higher 
than AGMD in regard to the reduction of the resistance on the permeate side. However, 
the initial cost and also the heat energy for maintaining the process are reasonably high 
(Alklaibi and Lior 2005). 
VMD applies vacuum pressure on the permeate side of the membrane to reduce the 
pressure below the saturation pressure of feed solution. Meanwhile, vapour will be 
transferred from the permeate side to the external condenser by means of this pressure 
application. It is useful for volatile matters removal (El-Bourawi et al. 2007). The main 
advantage of this configuration is the improvement of the driving force at the same feed 
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temperature. Of the four configurations, VMD is the most appropriate MD technology 
in both energy efficiency and water quantity aspects for research. 
 
2.4.2 Vacuum membrane distillation 
Desalination by VMD has grown steadily over the past years (Khayet and Matsuura 
2011a; Khayet 2013). In fact, VMD is progressively becoming recognised and accepted 
as an economically, competitive and energy efficient alternative to conventional 
membrane separation processes such as regular distillation and RO. The VMD process 
rejects all non-volatile constituents such as ions, di solved non-volatile organics, 
colloids and pathogenic micro-organisms, and produces ultra-pure water. The VMD 
system has a number of advantages such as the production of pure distilled water at 
lower operating temperatures, resulting in lower operating costs (Safavi and 
Mohammadi 2009). Vacuum pressure on the permeate side of the membrane reduces 
the pressure below the saturation pressure of the feed solution in the convective 
transport process which occurs in VMD. A liquid-vapour boundary layer is created on 
the surface of a hydrophobic membrane due to the surface tension forces that prevent 
liquid solution from entering its pores. It is therefore, necessary to carefully select the 
physico-chemical properties of the membrane in order to ensure the best performance. 
Wetting can happen only if the hydrostatic pressure exceeds the liquid entry pressure 
(LEP) of the water. During VMD, a liquid-vapour interface minimises heat transfer 
losses within the system and reduces the potential for membrane fouling. Therefore, 
similar flux rates are achievable with lower energy compared to other membrane 
distillation and pressure-driven desalination processes (Mericqa et al. 2011). 
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The available literature on the theory behind mass transfer in VMD (Lawson and Lloyd 
1996; Alklaibi and Lior 2005; Al-Obaidani et al. 2008; Mohammadi and Safavi 2009) 
and small scale experimental system design, construction and installation (Xu et al. 
2006; Criscuoli et al. 2008a) have been studied and e ergy and cost effectiveness 
studies of large scale VMD systems have illustrated heoretically that VMD is 
competitive with other distillation methods (Wu et al. 2006). The kinetic theory of gases 
through porous media is proposed by the Knudsen flow m del, the viscous flow model, 
the molecular diffusion model and any combination of these models for mass transfer in 
membrane distillation systems. Theoretically, both molecule-molecule and molecule-
pore wall interaction occurs in a VMD process. The pr diction of experimental data by 
the proposed model is presented in this research. 
Monitoring the performance of VMD and investigation f the flux sensitivity to feed 
flow rates, temperatures and vacuum pressures will help to identify specific correlations 
that these parameters have with flux. The effectiveness of VMD to treat specific water 
sources and the effects of their properties on the flux and fouling of membranes has to 
be investigated to improve the design and implementation of an efficient distillation 
method. 
 
2.4.3 Membranes and modules 
The characteristics of the membrane play an important role in flux determination, 
liquid-vapour interface establishment and separation efficiency in a VMD process. Pore 
size, membrane thickness, hydrophobicity, chemical resistance, porosity, material 
composition and heat conductivity determine the permeability and stability of the 
membrane. The hydrophobic nature of the membrane dep nds on pore size, membrane 
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materials and liquid characteristics. It is possible for water to intrude into the pores as a 
result of the application of higher pressure than LEP, membrane fouling or scaling, due 
to salt deposits at the pore entrance. Salt deposition at the pore opening can provide a 
hydraulic pathway through the membrane as moisture condenses on the salt and can 
cause contamination of the permeate (Li and Sirkar 2005). Flat-sheet and hollow fibre 
membranes also make up the laboratory-scale MD modules. The benefit of moving 
from flat-sheet to hollow fibre membranes is the higher membrane surface area to 
module volume ratio, so it is an essential parameter of membrane distillation modules 
which exhibits high packing density, or surface area (Khayet et al. 2004). 
Membranes considered in VMD must be significantly more hydrophobic than with 
other MD processes due to the existence of vacuum pressure in the VMD process which 
favours wetting of the membrane pores and liquid penetration. Increased hydrophobicity 
has been achieved in a number of studies using special materials. Coating is an effective 
alternative for reducing the wetting of the pores as it keeps the feed solution at a very 
small distance from the membrane surface. Since there is no positive pressure on the 
feed side of the membrane, there is no driving force to pass water through the 
hydrophobic coating. Obviously, higher porosities, larger pore diameters and a more 
open coating lead to a higher flux rate, but larger pore sizes reduce the critical entry 
pressure required for feed water to penetrate the membrane pores. Therefore, following 
membrane characteristics are essential for effectiv vacuum membrane distillation:  
• Hydrophobicity, 
• High porosity (70-90%), 
• Large surface area which results in higher flux andlower conductive heat 
loss (Khayet 2011), 
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• Thermal stability and low thermal conductivity of 0.04-0.06 W/m.K 
(Khayet and Matsuura 2011a), 
• Chemical resistance to feed solutions, 
• High LEP between 100 - 200 kPa (Khayet and Matsuura 2011a), 
• Large contact angle >100º, 
• Small thickness, 
• Narrow pore size distribution. 
 
2.5 Summary 
Brackish and/or grey water reuse is essential to prtect drinking water supplies 
corroborated in sustainable and integrated urban water management strategy. A brief 
description of the studies on the characteristics of brackish and grey water had been 
illustrated. The potential of these sources for reuse was evaluated. The available and 
relevant water reuse guidelines were represented comprehensively. The importance of 
standard values and the quality of raw feed water was well emphasised. Past 
experimental studies carried out under brackish andgrey water treatment were 
investigated to evaluate the systems. It was reveald from the literature review that a 
majority of these studies are focused on chemical and biological treatment processes in 
order to achieve high quality permeate water. 
A sustainable approach is required to compare these sy tems and propose the best 
option for treatment. Basically, these systems must be able to achieve excellent 
treatment of the solids, organic and microbial contaminants. Most of the conventional 
physical processes for treating grey water are unable to fulfil the water reuse guidelines. 
However, the result also depicts that certain chemical unit processes can meet the water 
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reuse guidelines for only the selected parameters. Removal of SS, high operational and 
maintenance costs and chemical consumption are the significant problems associated 
with these technologies. If the chemical coagulation can be replaced by EC, the 
requirement of chemicals is eliminated. Moreover, the electrical and thermal energies 
can be supplied from a renewable source. The highest percentage removal of SS, BOD, 
COD and total/faecal coliforms has been obtained by biological processes. MBR was 
the only technology that successfully achieves a good microbial removal without a 
disinfection unit. Long HRT is the parameter that influences the performance of the 
biological process. 
Additionally, a limited number of experimental studies were reported in the application 
of MD for brackish treatment. Furthermore, the VMD process and the application of 
solar energy were discussed concisely, since the following chapters completely cover 
the literature review relevant to this topic. The full theoretical background of VMD in 
terms of heat and mass transfer is presented in chapter five. The lack of research for 
fouling phenomenon in MD was described in chapter six. Wetting as the main problem 
of MD as an alternative solution for brackish and grey water treatment is discussed in 
chapter seven. Finally, the literature review of the application of solar power in MD is 
presented in chapter eight.  
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3 Chapter 3 Multi-Objective Analysis for the Selection of a 
Sustainable Brackish and Grey water Treatment System 
Submitted to Environmental Engineering and Management Journal (Under review) 
Mohammad Ramezanianpour and Muttucumaru Sivakumar 
Sustainable Water and Energy Research Group, GeoQuest Research Centre, School of 
Civil, Mining and Environmental Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Information 
Sciences, University of Wollongong, Wollongong. NSW 2522, Australia 
Abstract 
Brackish and grey water reuse is widely accepted as a uitable response to the 
increasing demand of fresh water in urban areas. On the other hand, strict environmental 
regulations have obligated the development and imple entation of membrane 
separation technologies for production of municipal otable water, in industrial water 
supply and in wastewater treatment. Together with potential energy crisis in the future 
has highlighted the importance of renewable source of energy for membrane separation 
processes. This research aims to compare three solar-powered grey water treatment 
systems and three water distillation systems in order to select the most sustainable 
option based on the environmental, economic and social criteria. The selected systems 
are cost effective, have satisfactory quality of perm ate water and consume minimum or 
no chemical additives. The application of solar energy is considered in the assessment 
method for all three systems. The three solar-based gr y water treatment systems 
examined in this study are categorised into physical (v cuum membrane distillation), 
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physiochemical (electro-coagulation and ultra-filtration) and biological (membrane 
bioreactor) processes. On the other hand, the threesolar based water distillation systems 
evaluated in this study are categorised into solar powered vacuum membrane distillation 
(SVMD), solar powered multi-stage flash distillation (SMSFD) and solar powered 
direct contact membrane distillation processes (SDCM ). The multi-criteria decision 
analysis (MCDA) technique is incorporated to identify he most sustainable technology 
option. Specifically, an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is optimised to evaluate the 
treatment systems against the three sustainability p llars. Twelve sustainability 
indicators under the three major criteria have been incorporated through AHP for 
pairwise comparison. According to the analysis performed, the physical process of 
SVMD was selected as the most sustainable technology option for both brackish and 
grey water treatment. The SVMD system is benefited by both electrical and thermal 
energy of solar power, and has the ability to produce high quality permeate water within 
the acceptable standard for potable use. 
Keywords: Analytic hierarchy process, Brackish and grey water treatment, Solar 
energy, Sustainability. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Significant stress is exerted on available water and e ergy sources by a variety of 
industrial and agricultural activities, population growth, urbanisation and affluence 
together with the effects of climate change. Water nd energy scarcity throughout the 
world is leading to substantial effort to design sustainable water and wastewater 
treatment systems. Brackish and grey water recycling is now widely accepted as a 
supplementary water supply option for urban areas. Reuse of these alternative sources 
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not only reduces the massive volume of water consumption in urban areas, but also 
decreases the rate of wastewater influent to the treatment plant. A variety of physical, 
chemical and biological treatment systems have been proposed for brackish and grey 
water treatment and reuse. Depends on the quality of he treated water, they can be 
reused for drinking, toilet flushing, gardening and washing. 
Since, grey water includes a variety of contaminations from different sources, single 
physical, chemical or biological process may not be ad quate to perform an efficient 
treatment. Investigation of the strengths and shortcomings of the available treatment 
technologies is necessary for comparative analysis. A ingle physical process is not 
adequate for reducing organics, nutrients and surfactants to acceptable levels in the 
treated water (Li et al. 2009b). The only proven physical technologies that can remove 
the required amounts of impurities are RO and distillation, which requires high pressure 
feed-flow and an appropriate evaporation and condensation technique, respectively (Into 
et al. 2004; Gryta 2006; Onkal Engin et al. 2011). The evaporation and condensation 
technique eliminates suspended particles and dissolved impurities in a distillation 
process that mimics what occurs in nature within a water cycle. In this way, if heat and 
electrical energy can be provided by a renewable source to enhance evaporation, it not 
only improves the sustainability but also will reduce the costs of such a system. 
In recent years, combination of biological or chemical processes with membrane 
filtration has been developed to achieve high quality effluent. Disinfection process can 
also be achieved via the use of a suitable chemical process such as chlorine or by means 
of UV (Winward et al. 2008; Chin et al. 2009). The one major drawback, however, is 
the high capital cost of such a system. Physicochemical systems, including a 
combination of filtration coupled with chemical coagulation and disinfection, produce 
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high quality water with no susceptibility to chemical shocks (Pidou et al. 2008). These 
systems are easy to scale up, although high costs and chemical consumption are 
required for operation (Sostar-Turk et al., 2005). Hence, one alternative for grey water 
treatment is EC followed by filtration. The rate of chemical consumption in the EC 
process is much less than what occurs in conventional coagulation methods 
(Emamjomeh and Sivakumar, 2009). The EC process also requires lower maintenance 
than technologies which employ the direct use of chemicals. Further, the electro-
coagulator is reliable and can be powered by solar ene gy.  
The combination of physical and biological treatment systems have been reviewed and 
it was shown that BOD and COD reduction were excellent in MBR and RBC systems. 
However, the low strength of grey water and shock lading are the two major problems. 
MBR appears to be an appropriate solution for medium and high strength grey water 
recycling (Surendran and Wheatley 1999; Friedler and Hadari 2006; Lesjean and Gnirss 
2006). The application of renewable energy is essential i  order to convert them into a 
green technology. 
According to the reviewed studies, three solar based water distillation systems 
examined in this study are solar powered vacuum membrane distillation (SVMD), solar 
powered multi-stage flash distillation (SMSFD) and solar powered direct contact 
membrane distillation processes (SDCMD) for the purpose of brackish water treatment. 
On the other hand, three innovative solar-powered gr y water treatment systems have 
been selected for evaluation in this research. The p ysical process based treatment 
system, SVMD, is chosen as the best thermally driven s paration technique. The 
physicochemical treatment system is a solar powered l ctro-coagulation followed by 
ultrafiltration (SECUF) technology. The biological system, a solar powered membrane 
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bioreactor (SMBR), is a combination of a bioreactor with a membrane, such as MF or 
UF. 
Many comparative studies focused only on the cost of the systems and ignored other 
important social and environmental dimensions (Owen et al. 1995; Mohsen and Akash 
1997; Dharmappa and Hagare 1999; Friedler and Hadari 2006; Banat and Jwaied 2008). 
A sustainable system or decision can be nominated through a comparative study that 
includes environmental, social and technical qualitative and quantitative criteria. 
Realistic determination of qualitative and quantitative criteria has to be performed 
through a process involving a relative scale of the criteria and alternatives comparison 
judgments. A systematic and analytic model is employed for decision makers to solve 
various complicated problems and nominate the best alternative (Garfì et al. 2009). 
Among the six multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) methods available, the analytic 
hierarchy process (AHP) was represented as one of the most widely applied pairwise 
comparison methods (Hajkowicz and Collins 2007). AHP establishes a weighting 
system for alternatives, and presents the results of the analysis with numerical units in 
order to sequence the relative importance between criteria (Huang et al. 2011). The 
AHP is applicable in several areas, such as logistics, manufacturing, government, 
education and water management (Herath and Prato 2006; Delgado-Galván et al. 2010). 
The application of AHP was also incorporated with a simulation-based cost model (Lai 
et al. 2008). Economic evaluation was established in their study for public building 
construction projects through a questionnaire survey. The successful application of AHP 
was shown via incorporating first level and second level criteria. Totally 20 indicators 
were described and incorporated for this analysis. Delgado-Galván et al. (2010) studied 
the water leakage management for two alternatives of active and passive control leakage 
through AHP. Besides the cost factors in economic area, three more parameters 
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associated with the level of leakage and developments of management alternatives were 
considered. It has been shown that AHP can be applied satisfactorily in water 
management problems via considering the social and environmental evaluation costs. 
However, only four parameters: damage to properties, planning development cost, 
restricted streets and supply disruptions had been evaluated. System dynamics were 
incorporated with AHP to establish an evaluation system for water ecological carrying 
capacity in a recent conducted study (Zhang et al. 2014). The importance of each factor 
was determined by this combination as too many economic and environmental criteria 
were considered. 
AHP is an appropriate method in comparative judgment of water treatment alternatives. 
The most sustainable brackish and grey water treatment systems were selected through 
an optimised version of AHP (OAHP) along with an evaluation of environmental, 
economic and social criteria. A critical review of treatment systems established a 
comprehensive data base for selected criteria. Consequently, weighting was performed 
simply for both qualitative and quantitative critera. The numeralised method was used 
to convert qualitative criteria in a same comparison range of quantitative ones. Finally, 
the three treatment system alternatives, criteria and indicators were assessed and the 
most sustainable option was nominated. 
 
3.2 Solar powered distillation systems 
The three distillation methods considered are based on similar operational principles 
where water is able to evaporate while the minerals and dissolved salts remain in the 
raw water. Potable water requirement of 100 L/d andvailability of an average five 
hours of sunshine per day is assumed. Consequently, pure water will be obtained after 
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condensation of the vapour. Various aspects of the three solar based distillation methods 
(two MD processes and a MSF system) for water desalination are studied and essential 
information applicable to assumed criteria are obtained. 
 
3.2.1 Solar powered vacuum membrane distillation 
The SVMD is schematically shown in Fig. 3-1. Brackish water is warmed up by passing 
through the condenser in order to condense the permeate vapour. It will be circulated 
from side to side of the thermal collector panel for heating purpose followed by the 
membrane. The PV panels provide electrical energy of the pumps. A hydrophobic 
membrane designed for removal of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), bacteria and 
viruses acts as a barrier between aqueous and gas phases (Khayet 2011). A vacuum 
pump creates a lower pressure than saturation pressure of liquid through the condenser 
at the permeate side of the membrane. The surface tension force at the hydrophobic 
membrane surface prevents liquid solutions from enteri g the pores. Generated vapour 
is then passed though the condenser, and will be accumulated in a permeate trap. 
VMD in comparison with conventional separation techniques has advantages such as 
the ability to operate at relatively low evaporation temperatures typically below 60 °C 
and low cost energy source to supply heat (Banat et al. 2003). Also, reviewed 
experimental study has shown that VMD process requid 1.2 kWh/m3 electrical energy 
whereas RO required 2.4 kWh/m3 electrical energy to achieve the same flux (Cabassud 
and Wirth 2003). Furthermore, energy evaluation in MD technologies without solar 
energy illustrated that VMD performance is more efficient than DCMD in terms of 
energy consumption, flux and evaporation efficiency (Criscuoli et al. 2008a). 
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Heat and mass transfer in VMD system has been studied by several authors and the 
effect of rising temperature, vacuum pressure and fee  velocity on change in pe
flux has been described 
Sivakumar et al. 2013b
system has less investment cost and requires a smaller installation area
part excluding the solar
reasonably high in comparison with a solar sti
advantage of VMD was reported by Sivakumar et al. (2013) where VMD syst
seawater, mine water
Mg, Fe and Al were reduced from 36,850 mg/L, 1,230 cfu/100mL, 14.4 mg/L, 338 
mg/L, 0.32 mg/L and 0.18 mg/L in the influent to 2.1  mg/L, 0.00 cfu/100mL, 0.73 
mg/L, 0.48 mg/L, 0.00 mg/L and 0.00 mg/L, respectively in the effluent. 
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Figure 3-1 Configuration of the SVMD  
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The set up cost to provide potable water using a SVMD unit for a typical water smart 
Australian household is estimated. These include purchase cost of solar panels, 
collectors, tank, pumps, membrane, condenser, and pipes. Capital cost of around 3,300 
AUD is determined while on going operation and maintenance costs of 500 AUD/y is 
expected for ten years for membrane cleaning and replac ment, waste collection and 
disposal. A small saving of 105 AUD/y will be achieved by using current cost of town 
water, as high quality treated effluent can be used potentially for drinking purpose. 
However, the main advantage of SVMD technology is in the remote and isolated areas 
where town water is not available. SVMD requires moderate level of membrane 
cleaning as the rate of flux decline in SVMD is lower than SDCMD. A 
screening/sedimentation unit as a pre-treatment and a remineralisation unit as a post 
treatment are necessary to increase the efficiency a d make permeate water suitable for 
drinking, respectively. Low level of health risk and safety is considered since 
temperature of feed solution will not exceed 60°C. Potentially high acceptability among 
householders is expected due to its small area of installation. However, moderate level 
of knowledge and technology along with its complexity are known as disadvantages of 
SVMD since the basic knowledge of membrane and condensation is required as well as 
the application of vacuum pressure for vaporization. 
 
3.2.2 Solar powered multi-stage flash distillation 
MSF distillation units come in different sizes depending on how heating and boiling 
processes are applied. These two processes can be combined in the same chamber or it 
can be separated if ventilation is required. Brackish water is initially warmed up by 
absorbing heat from condensation flow of water vapour as shown in Fig. 3-2. Brackish 
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water temperature is further increased by using a sol r collector, heater or low pressure 
steam from a steam turbine. Evaporation and condensatio  occurs in an evaporator flash 
chamber that may typic
operates at 90 – 120 °C determined by the type of process. High temperatures will 
increase the efficiency of the s
 
 
MSF is the most common technology used for seawater desalination due to its reliability 
and simplicity, but growth of bacteria inside the chambers has to be controlled. High 
quality product water contains about 50 mg/L TDS is achievable by MSF which is 
insensitive to the concentra
Vandecasteele 2002). Control of corrosion is necessary in MSF and easier than MED, 
however, MSF process consumes high energy. The mechanical and heating energy 
consumption is determined at 4 kWh/m
study of desalination 
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ally consist of 19 – 28 stages (Saidur et al. 2011
ystem, however, it can also affect the corrosion of metals.
Figure 3-2 Configuration of the SMSFD  
ion of salts in feed solution (Van der Bruggen and 
3 and 17 kWh/m3, respectively in a co
units from an energy viewpoint (Darwish et al. 2006
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for the same volume of permeate, MSF requires twice the amount of seawater intake 
hence requires large area than RO. Techno-economic assessment and environmental 
impacts of desalination technologies such as MSF, RO and MED were studied and 
energy consumption rate of 3.5 – 5.0 kWh/m3 was evaluated for MSF. Also, moderate 
level of knowledge and technology is assumed for MSF compared to the high level of 
technology requirement for RO (Mezher et al. 2011). 
A typical household SMFSD system set up costs, including 2.54 m2 of PV panel, 7.5 m2 
of solar collector, a $1,250 thermostatic bath as well as tanks, pipes, sludge removal, 
etc. are estimated as 5,200 AUD while the on-going peration and maintenance costs 
for metal replacement, sludge collection and disposal are expected at 880 AUD/y for ten 
years. A small cost saving of 105 AUD/y is achievable in SMSFD system. There is no 
membrane in this system however the level of waste to be disposed is relatively high. 
Scaling prevention is required as a pre-treatment unit as well as screening/sedimentation 
for SMSFD. The moderate level of knowledge is required to operate this system since it 
includes condensation. Also moderate level of risk to safety and health is chosen due to 
its hot water circulation in higher temperature than SVMD and SDCMD. Further, 
moderate level of people acceptance is assumed for SMSFD system as it requires large 
area for installation. The SMSFD system comprises hot water circulation, cold water 
circulation and specific design of chamber for condensation which makes it a 
moderately complex system. 
 
3.2.3 Solar powered direct contact membrane distillation 
DCMD is a promising technology for brackish water desalination in which water 
vapour is able to pass through a hydrophobic membrane and then condensed back to 
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pure water on permeate side. This simple technique s a thermally
process where a permeate solution is maintained cooler than the fe
Transmembrane temperature difference induces lower pr ssure than the saturation 
pressure of feed solution. 
The SDCMD process flow diagram is very similar to SVMD as shown in Fig. 3
however it employs a thermostatic bath to maintain he tem
side. Feed solution temperature is raised by circulation of brackish water through a 
collector. Cold permeate water is also circulated on other side of the membrane. A 
thermostatic bath controls the condensation rate of pure water 
 
 
The advantages of DCMD compared to ED, MSF and RO are lower operating 
temperature, low vapour space requirement, rejection of non
attractive features especially when cou
heat source (Al-Obaidani et al. 2008
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perature of the permeate 
effluent.
Figure 3-3 Configuration of the SDCMD  
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concentration phenomena in RO while in DCMD unchanged vapour pressure difference 
is required for high rejection rates of 99-100 % (Cerneaux et al. 2009). The SDCMD is 
shown more cost-effective in comparison to solar powered reverse osmosis or solar 
distillation technology (Blanco Gálvez et al. 2009). Moreover, DCMD uses simplest 
configuration among the four MD technologies and does not require a vacuum pump or 
a condenser. Salt rejection of 99.9% was achieved in a pilot plant study using a novel 
membrane for DCMD for seawater desalination receiving an influent TDS of 28,050 
ppm (Song et al. 2008). It was also observed that DCM  is able to produce pure water 
(TDS of 8.4 ppm) from a feed solution with TDS of 30,000 ppm (Khayet and Matsuura 
2011a). The energy required in practice for desalinatio  of seawater using a SDCMD is 
determined to be 0.87 kWh/m3 (Kim et al. 2013). 
The set up cost of a typical Australian household SDCMD system, including solar 
panels, collectors, tank, pumps, membrane, thermostatic bath and pipes, is estimated at 
3,680 AUD/m3 while the operation and maintenance costs f membrane cleaning and 
replacement, waste collection and disposal, are predicted at 1,100 AUD/y for ten years. 
By reusing the treated water, a small cost saving of 105 AUD/y is possible. The 
SDCMD system involves high level of membrane cleaning as the rate of fouling is 
higher than SVMD. Very similar pre-treatment and post treatment units are considered 
for SDCMD. The level of knowledge and technology is low in comparison with SVMD 
and SMSFD as only two circulation of cold and warm water on two sides of the 
membrane is required. Acceptability among householders is considered very high while 
very small area is required for installation. Similar to SVMD, the low level of risk to 
safety and health is considered. Also, SDCMD known to be a simple system since it 
uses only two circulation system of warm and cold water. 
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3.2.4 Environmental, economic and social externalities for brackish water 
treatment technologies 
Table 3-1 presents information of the proposed three distillation alternatives for various 
indicators of environmental, economic and social criteria. The level of TDS (mg/L) in 
permeate is considered as an environmental water quality indicator. The level of fouling 
and cleaning requirement is chosen as the second indicator of environmental criterion. 
Number of treatment processes required before or afte desalination such as screening, 
sedimentation, mineralisation and disinfection are known as pre-treatment and post 
treatment indicators. Also, the level of waste treatment is specified for each distillation 
technologies. Capital, maintenance and savings cost are estimated in AUD, AUD/y and 
AUD/y, respectively along with the solar energy consumption of each system in 
kWh/m3 (Friedler and Hadari 2006; Zuo et al. 2011). Social indicators are also 
determined based on literature data and authors judgement. 
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Table  3-1 The comparison of criteria and indicators f the proposed distillation systems 
Major criteria & indicators Unit 
Systems 
SVMD SMSFD SDCMD 
Environmental 
Water quality (TDS concentration of the 
permeate water) 
mg/L 2.12 50 8.40 
Fouling and cleaning requirements - M L H 
Pre-treatment and post-treatment - 
Screening and 
mineralisation 
Screening, 
disinfection and 
mineralisation 
Screening and 
mineralisation 
Solid/brine treatment - L H M 
Economic 
Capital cost*  AUD 3,300 5,200 3,680 
Operation and maintenance  AUD/y 500 880 1100 
Electrical energy consumption kWh/m3 1.2 4 0.87 
Recycled water saving AUD/y 78 78 78 
Social 
Public acceptance - H M VH 
Simplicity - C MC S 
Knowledge and technology - M M L 
Level of risk to health and safety - L M L 
* Source: Friedler and Hadari (2006) 
 
The abbreviations used in Table 3-1 are used to compare distinct indicators such as 
fouling and cleaning requirements, solid/brine treatment, people acceptance, simplicity, 
knowledge and technology, level of risk to health and safety. The level of acceptance, 
knowledge and risk were classified into extremely high (EH), very high (VH), high (H), 
medium (M) and low (L). These classification for complexity are very complex (VC), 
moderately complex (MC), complex (C), simple (S) and very simple (VS). 
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3.3 Solar powered grey water treatment systems 
In order to compare the three selected grey water tr atment processes, similar 
equipment such as reservoir, pump and PV panel and equivalent operational parameters 
are set, so economic indicators can be readily estimated. Similar design parameters were 
considered for the selected grey water treatment altern tives to perform the pairwise 
comparison. A grey water flow rate of 280 L/d for a typical Australian household and 
the availability of solar energy for five hours per day were assumed. Available data 
from different grey water treatment systems are incorporated to identify the specific 
range for each indicator. Accordingly, the selected information is not limited to the 
proposed three technologies. A review of the literature assisted in the determination of 
specific values for environmental and social indicators. Decisions were made based on 
the reviewed studies for those indicators without sufficient data. Economic indicators 
were calculated using equations used in literature (Friedler and Hadari, 2006) and 
available data. 
 
3.3.1 Solar powered vacuum membrane distillation 
The system performance is almost same as the one pres nted for desalination purpose, 
just a pre-treatment unit is added as shown in Fig. 3-4. A higher flux rate of 56.2 kg/m2h 
via a lab-made membrane module was achieved at 59.2 °C of feed temperature using a 
permeate side absolute pressure of 1 kPa. Similarly, heat and mass transfer in the VMD 
system was studied by Mengual et al. (2004) to investigate the effect of temperature and 
velocity on the flux rate. A shell-and-tube capillary membrane module with pore size of 
0.2 µm and an effective area of 0.1 m2 was used with pure water under absolute pressure 
of 4 kPa. It was concluded that an increase in feedvelocity can raise the flux and heat 
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transfer coefficient. In brief, an SVMD system has le s investment cost and requires a 
smaller installation area, but the operation and maintenance costs are reasonab
comparison with a conventional solar still 
 
Figure 3-
 
The set-up cost for an SVMD system of a typical Australian household, including solar 
panels, collectors, reservoirs, pumps, membranes, condenser and pip
estimated at $4,235 AUD while ongoing costs, such as membrane replacement, sludge 
collection and disposal and similar operation and maintenance are estimated at $545 
AUD/y within a ten year period. A small cost saving of $217 AUD/y can be obtai
since high quality treated effluent can potentially be used for all household purposes 
including drinking, by replacing the current low cost town water. SVMD requires a 
relatively low level of membrane cleaning as the rate of flux decline in the SVMD i
lower than in SECUF and SMBR. A pre
necessary in order to increase the efficiency of the process. One of the disadvantages of 
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the SVMD system is the fact that it poses a health risk since the temperature of the feed 
solution may exceed 60°C and this can cause burns if a leak occurs. Low acceptability 
among householders is expected due to its low flux rate. Also, a high level of 
knowledge and technology is assumed since knowledge of membrane and condensation 
is required. The application of vacuum pressure for vaporization makes the SVMD 
system technologically complex. 
 
3.3.2 Solar powered electro-coagulation and ultrafiltration 
Coagulation followed by suitable filtration is a well- stablished water treatment process 
since it improves effluent quality as well as reducing the rate of fouling in membranes. 
Therefore, a combination of electro-coagulation, membrane filtration and electro-
disinfection operated by solar energy is chosen as the econd alternative since chemicals 
are not involved, it requires low maintenance and can be powered by solar energy. 
Parameters such as the type of electrodes, conductivity of the influent, distance between 
electrodes, shape and size of an electrode, temperatur  nd flow configuration have to 
be determined in the design of an electro-coagulator unit. Grey water is first pumped at 
a given flow rate through the electro-coagulator. Aluminium electrodes and mono-polar 
parallel configuration in the EC increases filtration efficiency. A second high pressure 
pump is used to pass the effluent through a UF membrane as shown in Fig. 3-5. Finally, 
electro-disinfection is employed to achieve a high quality permeate. 
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Coagulation prior to membrane filtration was used to improve the quality of the treated 
water and also to decrease membrane fouling 
wastewater treatment and the effect of significant parameters such as the type of 
electrodes, conductivity, temperature, shape and size of the electrodes and flow 
configuration were studied, and it was concluded that up flow configuration of an 
electro-coagulator followed by electro
(Mollah et al. 2004)
removal depending on the pH level 
the experimental results showed that aluminum electrodes are more efficient than iron 
electrodes, and the technology successfully removed heavy metals and nitrate. The 
evaluation of EC performance in surface water treatm nt was studied, and it was shown 
that the EC is more efficient than chemical coagulation in
(Bagga et al. 2008). 
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Figure 3-5 Configuration of the SECUF 
(Li et al. 2009b). The application of EC in 
-flotation provided the better quality of effluent 
. The EC technology is potentially an effective process in dye 
(Emamjomeh and Sivakumar 2009
 terms of the permeate quality 
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The application of a combined EC, ultrafiltration ad electro-disinfection treatment 
system was studied for grey water treatment (Muller 2008). Clean water flux of 82 
L/m2.h was pumped at 100 kPa pressure for filtration. The levels of turbidity, COD, 
BOD, TSS, TDS and E.Coli were reduced from 81 NTU, 282.5 mg/L, 110.12 mg/L, 84 
mg/L, 218 mg/L and 4×103 cfu/100mL in grey water to 0.64 NTU, 92 mg/L, 6.82 mg/L, 
4 mg/L, 190 mg/L and 800 cfu/100mL in the effluent, respectively. 
The set-up cost of a typical SECUF system, including solar panels, reservoirs, pumps, 
membranes, electro-coagulator and pipes is estimated at $3,740 AUD while the costs of 
membrane and plate replacement, sludge collection and disposal and similar operation 
and maintenance are predicted at $790 AUD/y for ten y ars. By reusing the treated 
water within the household, a cost saving of $175 AUD/y is possible. The frequency of 
membrane cleaning is considered moderate in comparison to treatment technologies due 
to the pre-treatment provided by EC. The quantity of waste to be disposed of from the 
coagulator and membrane cleaning is relatively moderate. A screening unit and a 
disinfection unit are required as a pre-treatment and post-treatment, respectively. It is 
envisaged that only low level of knowledge is required to operate this system, however 
there is a moderate level of risk to health and safety due to the use of the EC process. In 
addition, there can be some questions of public acceptance of SECUF systems as they 
potentially require large areas for installation of the treatment units. The system is also 
comprised of coagulator, filtration and disinfection units and this also makes it a 
moderately complex system. 
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3.3.3 Solar powered membrane bioreactor
One of the successful technologies for grey water treatment is MBR due to its ability to 
produce a high quality effluent. The proposed SMBR system using a submerged 
membrane is presented in Fig. 3
simple operation with minimal chemical consumption. Less energy is required in 
submerged MBRs than in side stream ones where the membrane is immersed within the 
bioreactor (Laine, 2001). Grey water is aerated in the bioreactor using a compressor. 
The feed solution is passed through the submerged mmbrane module by a vacuum 
pump into a permeate tr
 
 
A comprehensive review of biological technologies were summarised in Table 2
Paris and Schlapp (2010) were successful in using MBR with submerged UF modules to
remove 92.2% and 97.2% of COD and BOD concentrations. Total coliforms level met 
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-6. In addition, MBR has a relatively small footprint and 
ap. 
Figure 3-6 Configuration of the SMBR 
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the Australian NSW guidelines for toilet flushing, laundry washing and irrigation. In a 
study conducted by Merz et al. (2007) a submerged ZeWeed MBR system redeuced 
the levels of turbidity, BOD, COD, faecal coliforms, total nitrogen and phosphorous 
from 29 NTU, 59 mg/L, 109 mg/L, 1.4×105cfu/100 mL, 15.2 mg/L and 1.6 mg/L to 0.5 
NTU, 1.5 mg/L, 1.15 mg/L, 68 cfu/100mL, 5.7 mg/L and 1.3 mg/L, respectively. 
Parameters such as temperature, SRT, HRT, TMP, flux and aeration rate will determine 
the operating conditions of this system. The two major problems are membrane fouling 
and long HRT. The MBR set-up costs, including solar p nels, reservoirs, pumps, 
membranes, diffuser and pipes are estimated at $3,610 AUD while the ongoing costs for 
membrane replacement, sludge collection and disposal and similar operation and 
maintenance are predicted at $575 AUD/y for ten years. A small cost saving of $175 
AUD/y is achievable if the treated water can be reused within the households. The high 
level of membrane cleaning is required due to the fouling rate in this process. A 
screening and a disinfection unit are required to increase the efficiency of the treatment 
system. The quantity of solid disposal is assumed to be high in this technology. People 
are likely to accept it due to its high flux rate. Also, it is a simple process to operate and 
there is low level of risk to health and safety due to the low temperature of the feed 
solution. A moderate level of knowledge and technology is necessary to use this system. 
 
3.3.4 Environmental, economic and social externalities for grey water treatment 
technologies 
Table 3-2 provides relevant information for the proposed treatment options. The levels 
of BOD, turbidity, TSS, TDS and total coliforms in the effluent have been considered in 
environmental quality indicator. In order to align the five quality parameters, first the 
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value of log removal was converted to percentage, and then the average of all 
parameters was calculated. A factor of two for total coliforms parameter was employed 
due to its importance among the selected parameters Capital costs are estimated in 
Australian dollars. Maintenance costs and cost savings are estimated in Australian 
dollars per year. The estimated solar energy consumption of each system is given in 
kWh/m3. Social indicators are also evaluated. 
 
Table  3-2 The comparison of criteria and indicators f the proposed distillation systems 
Major criteria and indicators Unit 
Systems 
SVMD† SECUF‡ SMBR♦ 
Environmental 
Quality 
of 
effluent 
BOD mg/L % removal 0 100 10 94.9 1 99.3 
Turbidity NTU % removal 0.1 99 5.23 95.3 0.2 99.3 
TSS mg/L % removal 2 99 10.5 90.3 1.5 96.1 
TDS mg/L % removal 2.12 99.9 363 3.46 782 19.5 
Total Coli. CFU/100mL Log removal 0 7 800 4.18 68 5.9 
Fouling and cleaning requirements - L L M 
Pre-treatment and post-treatment - 
Surfactant 
removal 
Screening and 
Disinfection 
Screening and 
Disinfection 
Solid/brine treatment - M M H 
Economic 
Capital cost*  AUD 4,235 3,740 3,610 
Operation and maintenance  AUD/y 545 790 575 
Electrical energy consumption kWh/m3 1.2 1.12 1.5 
Recycled water saving AUD/y 218 175 175 
Social 
Public acceptance - L M H 
Simplicity - C MC S 
Knowledge and technology - H L M 
Level of risk to health and safety - H M L 
* Source: Friedler and Hadari (2006) 
† Source: Sivakumar et al. (2013) 
‡ Source: Muller (2008) 
♦ Source: Merz et al. (2007) 
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3.4 Decision analysis methodology  
The AHP is a mathematical technique for multi-criteria decision making (Saaty 1990),. 
It enables designers to make decisions about complex problems based on principles, 
benefits, the best alternatives and resources. In this method, decision makers have to 
specify the preference of each indicator versus the others. It makes the judgment 
difficult when two indicators from different criterion are compared directly. The 
indicators can be classified in major criteria groups in order to simplify the comparison 
judgment. This is incorporated in an optimised analytic hierarchy process (OAHP) 
under economic, environmental and social criteria. OAHP is applied for relative 
criticality weighting of indicators and relative criticality weighting of evaluators. Two 
levels of major criteria and indicators are selected in the OAHP. This helps decision 
makers to compare sustainability pillars as major criteria within the treatment topic. 
Nominated indicators in each criterion are then pair-wise compared rather than in a 
disorganised group. The real weight of each indicator was determined through the 
comparative judgment of both criteria and indicators. 
The four main steps of the methodology are:  
• Problem definition; 
• Criteria identification and selection; 
• Calculating relative weights; 
 Perform pairwise comparisons; 
 Compute the relative weights; 
 Assess consistency of pairwise judgment; 
• Decision alternatives comparison. 
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The pairwise comparison matrix is derived through a sc le of 1 to 9 as defined in Table 
3-3. These steps must be applied to major criteria, indicators and systems. The pairwise 
comparison yields a reciprocal n-by-n matrix where n is the number of criteria 
considered. 
 
Table  3-3 Numerical scale for comparative judgments (Saaty, 1990) 
Intensity of importance Definition 
9 Extremely preferred 
7 Very strongly preferred 
5 Strongly preferred 
3 Moderately preferred 
1 Equally preferred 
2,4,6,8 Preferences between the intervals 
 
Using n as the number of criteria, the pairwise comparison matrix yields a reciprocal n-
by-n matrix as 
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A normalised matrix is achieved by dividing each element in the pairwise comparison 
matrix by its column summation as shown in Eq. (3-2). 
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The average of the elements in each row of the normalised matrix is obtained by 
dividing the summation of normalised weights of each row by the number of criteria. 
Therefore, the weight matrix can be obtained by Eq. (3-3). 
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The weight matrices of major criteria and indicators can be achieved by Eqs. (3-1)to (3-
3). As a result, the total weight of each criterion ca  be expressed as 
criteria
j
indicator
i
t
ij www ×=           (3-4) 
Also, three systems are compared together based on ach indicator in order to assess the 
performance or characteristics of a system. Accordingly, the weight of a system 
allocated by each indicator, s can be found by the pairwise comparison of m-by-m 
matrix where m is the number of the systems. Finally, the score of ach system is 
obtained using Eq. (3-5). 
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Different systems are compared based on each indicator in order to estimate the 
performance. Thus, the reciprocal m-by-m matrix, S, is required for each indicator to 
obtain the system weights. The compatibility vector and special value of λ, which is the 
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average value of the consistency vector, are calculated to evaluate the reliability of 
paired comparison. The consistency ratio is determined by the following equation, 
)1( −
−=
nRI
n
CR
λ
           (3-6) 
where, n is the number of columns and RI is a random index that depends on the 
number of elements being compared. The RI is equal to 0.58 and 1.41 while n is 3 and 
8, respectively. Table 3-4 shows the random average indices for various n. The 
consistency ratio of less than 0.1 indicates consistent judgment. 
 
Table  3-4 Average random indices (RI) for various n 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
RI 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 
 
Three major criteria (economic, environmental and social), twelve indicators (quality, 
fouling and cleaning, pre-treatment and post-treatmnt units, waste management, capital 
cost, operation and maintenance, energy consumption, water saving, public acceptance, 
simplicity, knowledge and technology and safety) and three systems (SVMD, SECUF 
and SMBR) are compared by assigning a weighting ratio based on information shown in 
Table 3-1 and Table 3-2. The final score of each system is derived by Eq. (3-5). 
 
3.5 Results and discussion 
The assigned scores for each criterion of the system must be scaled from 1 to 9 or 0.11 
to 1 in pairwise comparison. Indeed, the conversion factor is determined using the 
specific numerical scale of each indicator defined from 1 to 5 or 0.2 to 1 for the 
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comparison ratio of two systems on each indicator. These numerical scales are 
developed to cover all possible data from a variety of water distillation systems. Lexical 
indicator ratios are converted into a scale of 1 to 5, as given in Table 3-5, since five 
groups of comparative judgments are proposed. The ratio of similar abbreviations 
results in a factor of 1 in this category. A numerical scale for comparative judgments is 
necessary for all indicators. 
 
Table  3-5 Comparison factor of abbreviations 
EH/L=VC/VS=5 
EH/M=VH/L=VC/S=MC/VS=4 
EH/H=VH/M=H/L=VC/C=MC/S=C/VS=3 
EH/VH=VH/H=H/M=M/L=VC/MC=MC/C=C/S=S/VS=2 
 
A reasonable range of data is used for other indicators to determine a consistent ratio 
between the alternatives against each indicator. Finally, a conversion factor for each 
indicator is presented in Table 3-6 to establish the importance of one alternative against 
the second one on a scale of 1 to 9. If the consistency ratio derived is less than 1, a value 
of between 0.11 to 1 has to be selected. 
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Table  3-6 Numerical scale for comparative judgment of system 1/system 2 
Indicator Range 
0.11 0.14 0.2 0.33 1 3 5 7 9 
Quality 0.5 0.57 0.67 0.8 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 
Fouling and Cleaning requirement 5 4 3 2 1 0.5 0.33 0.25 0.2 
Pre-treatment and Post-treatment 5 4 3 2 1 0.5 0.33 0.25 0.2 
Solid/Brine treatment 5 4 3 2 1 0.5 0.33 0.25 0.2 
Capital Cost 2.5 2.1 1.8 1.4 1 0.7 0.56 0.48 0.4 
O & M 2.5 2.1 1.8 1.4 1 0.7 0.56 0.48 0.4 
Electrical energy Consumption 5 4 3 2 1 0.5 0.33 0.25 0.2 
Recycled water saving 0.67 0.73 0.8 0.9 1 1.12 1.24 1.37 1.5 
People acceptance 0.2 0.25 0.33 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 
Simplicity 5 4 3 2 1 0.5 0.33 0.25 0.2 
Knowledge and Technology 5 4 3 2 1 0.5 0.33 0.25 0.2 
Level of risk to Health and Safety 5 4 3 2 1 0.5 0.33 0.25 0.2 
 
The comparative judgment is accomplished based on an identified problem in hand 
which is determining a sustainable brackish and grey water treatment system. Future 
water and energy crises must be solved in an environmentally friendly and cost effective 
manner. In addition, this technology will be successful only when it gains public 
acceptance. Therefore, the economic criterion is selected as the most important 
parameter in decision-making. The preference level of conomic versus environmental 
criteria is small due to the environmental significan e of the treatment system. The 
tendency of decision makers to consider economic and environmental aspects more 
important than social criteria is observed in the comparative judgment. A ratio of 2 and 
4 are selected for economic versus environmental and economic versus social, 
respectively as given in Eq. (3-7). According to Table 3-1 and Table 3-2, these values 
show the importance of moderate and strong preferenc  of economic versus 
environmental and social criteria, respectively. Onthe other hand, a ratio of 3 is 
considered for environmental versus social criteria. These values were used for both 
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brackish and grey water treatment. Thus, the pairwise comparison matrix of major 
criteria can be represented as: 
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Based on Eq. (3-2) and Eq. (3-3), the normalised matrix nd the weight of major criteria 
can be expressed as: 
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The pairwise comparison and normalised matrices of indicators are obtained by the 
same mathematical procedure, using Eq. (3-2) and Eq. (3-3). The weight of indicators in 
economic, environmental and social criteria can be denoted respectively as: 
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The consistency ratios calculated for both W and S matrices were under 0.1 for both 
brackish and grey water treatment options which show  satisfactory result for 
comparative judgment. 
The total weight (wt) of each indicator can be determined by multiplying the weight of 
indicators (windicator) to the weight of related major criteria (wcriteria). The proposed 
treatment systems were compared based on each indicator. The s arrays are also 
identified by the information given in Tables 3-1, Table 3-2 and Table 3-6. Finally, 
using Eq. (3-5), the final score of each system is represented in Eq. (3-13) and Eq. (3-
14) for brackish water and grey water options, respectively. 
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The first row of arrays, s11, s12, …, s1n, indicates the weight of the SVMD system based 
on twelve indicators. The second and third rows are allocated to the other treatment 
systems. The important role of indicators such as capital cost, water quality and O&M 
in technology selection can be recognised from the total weight (wt) matrix. The weight 
of the economic criterion versus environmental and social criteria, the effect of water 
quality indicator among the environmental indicators and the importance of capital, 
operation and maintenance costs in comparison with energy consumption and water 
savings are the reasons for the total weight of 0.30, 0.18 and 0.16 allocated to capital 
cost, quality and O&M indicators, respectively. Therefore, as indicated in Eq. (3-13), 
the proposed treatment systems SVMD, SMSF and SDCMD are ranked by the score of 
0.45, 0.20 and 0.35, respectively. Also the result from Eq. (3-14) shows that the 
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proposed treatment systems SVMD, SECUF and SMBR are ranked by the score of 
0.40, 0.26 and 0.34, respectively. Consequently, the SVMD system is considered as the 
most sustainable treatment system for brackish and grey water application. 
3.6 Sensitivity analysis 
A variety of comparison ratios was used in Eq. (3-7) to show the flexibility of the 
OAHP method in treatment technology selection. Some realistic ratios between the 
three major criteria were assumed to investigate the flexibility of the OAHP method 
through all six possible priority ranks of the major criteria (economic > environmental > 
social, economic > social > environmental, environme tal > economic > social, 
environmental > social > economic, social > environme tal > economic and social > 
economic > environmental). The ratios of 4, 3 and 2 were selected for the first two 
criteria in each case while the ratios of the second versus the third and the first versus 
the third one varied between 2 and 8. In all projected cases, consistency ratio of less 
than 0.1, was observed. The sensitivity analysis waperformed for the grey water 
treatment options. The SMBR process was determined to be the most sustainable 
technology only where the priority rank of social > economic > environmental was 
employed. The score of SMBR was 5% more than SVMD on average. For the priority 
rank of economic > environmental > social, either SVMD or SMBR was specified as 
the most sustainable technology for each proportion set as illustrated in Fig.4. SVMD 
technology was the most sustainable one in the other four priority ranks. The score of 
SVMD was between 5 to 47% higher than the SMBR score. A constant ratio of 4, 3 and 
2 of the environmental criterion versus the social one is assumed in Fig. 3-7 a, b and c, 
respectively. As shown, the SVMD technology scored b tter than SMBR in the majority 
of proportion sets except in those cases where the conomic criterion was strongly, very 
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strongly or extremely preferred over the environmental and social criteria. In such a 
situation, the SMBR system achieves the highest score with a maximum of 6% 
difference. 
 
 
Figure 3-7 The score of each system against economic/social and 
economic/environmental criteria while a) environmental/social is 4, b) 
environmental/social is 3 and c) environmental/social is 2 
 
b) 
a) 
c) 
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3.7 Conclusion 
A complex multiple objective problem was defined in MCDA with a view to determine 
the most sustainable solar-powered system for brackish and grey water treatment 
considering different logical and realistic comparative judgments. It involved an 
optimised analytic hierarchy process (OAHP) to compare and evaluate three solar 
powered treatment systems in each section. The OAHP method assessed the alternatives 
using a multiple objective decision-making method an  employing major sustainability 
criteria and indicators. Three major sustainability criteria (Economic, Environmental 
and Social) and twelve indicators were incorporated to avoid subjectivity in decision 
making and raise awareness of the actual effect of each parameter. This comprehensive 
method provided a practical analysis for sustainability comparison between brackish 
and grey water treatment options. 
The sustainable system in the area of water distillation and grey water treatment was 
determined based on economic, environmental and social indicators. It has to be noted 
that most data are derived from available reviewed articles. According to the analysis 
performed, the SVMD was selected as the most sustainable distillation system among 
the three selected systems in each section due to its weights obtained in comparative 
judgement of systems and total weight of indicators. On the other hand, the diverse 
nature of the proposed systems was verified through various combinations of economic, 
social and environmental ratios. SVMD was the first rank in the majority of possible 
priority rankings of the major criteria due to its high quality effluent and reasonable 
maintenance costs. 
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4 Chapter 4 Materials and Methods 
4.1 Introduction 
The performance of the VMD process, SVMD system and EC unit used in the 
experiments are described in chapters five, eight and nine, respectively. Preparation of 
the samples is described in section 4.2. Section 4.3 outlines the relevant analytical 
parameters and the measurement methods according to the Standard Methods for the 
Examination of Water and Wastewater (APHA 2012). The membrane characteristics are 
presented in section 4.4 followed by the contact angle measurement test (section 4.5). 
Finally, the equipment used in the VMD and solar powered electro-coagulation and 
vacuum membrane distillation (SECVMD) are briefly introduced in sections 4.6 and 
4.7, respectively. The online monitoring system and equipment are also detailed in 
section 4.8. Experimental operating conditions and the performance of each system are 
described in the relevant chapters. 
 
4.2 Brackish and grey water 
Brackish water samples were collected from available sources. Groundwater from a 
well located in a county, seawater from the ocean, mi e water from a coal mine site and 
swimming pool salt water from the University swimming pool were prepared. The 
saline solutions were also made using different concentrations of the NaCl solution. The 
primary reason for this selection is to assess VMD obtaining high quality permeate 
water for reuse from brackish water samples with varying salinity. Synthetic grey water 
was prepared through the published recipe (Diaper et al. 2008b). Also, natural grey 
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water was collected for contact angle measurements at a household from the kitchen, 
laundry, shower and basin. 
High concentrated groundwater samples were collected from PRB site Well no.27 and 
Wagon Wheels farm, located at Stanwell Tops, NSW. These locations were selected 
because of their accessibility. High TDS, Ca2+ nd Fe2+ concentrations have been 
observed via water quality tests. The groundwater is mostly used for irrigation at those 
sites. The groundwater samples were treated by VMD to evaluate the removal 
efficiency of this process for TSS and TDS. In addition the samples were used to 
monitor the effect of scaling and fouling on the perm ate flux through a VMD run. 
Seawater collected from Wollongong Harbour contains the highest TDS concentration 
among brackish water samples due to the high amount of Na+ in the solution. The VMD 
performance for seawater desalination can be compared to the seawater reverse osmosis 
desalination process. In this way, seawater is the best sample for evaluation of the VMD 
removal efficiency for highly brackish values. In addition log removal of total coliforms 
is also considered for this sample. 
Mine water samples were gathered from the BHP Billiton-owned Westcliff mine site 
located in Appin, NSW and the Gujarat NRE coal mine located in Bellambi, NSW. 
High concentration of TSS and availability of some cations such as Al3+ have been 
observed in the samples. The samples were used for evaluation of the removal 
efficiency of the VMD process. 
Feed raw water was also obtained from the University of Wollongong's (UOW) salt 
swimming pool for conducting the VMD tests. The influence of operating conditions 
such as pressure, temperature and flow rate on the permeate flux was investigated using 
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swimming pool water samples. Physical and chemical w ter quality parameters 
especially TDS, TOC and TN were measured before and after each test. 
Sodium chloride was mixed in distilled water to make various salinity concentrations. 
The concentration influence on the reduction of permeate flux rate was investigated 
through the tests comparing experimental and theoretical flux decline. Six different 
concentrations of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 g/L were ppared for the tests. TDS 
concentration was measured before the test and it has been monitored via a separate 
sensor in the permeate flask.  
Synthetic grey water has been formulated through the suggested grey water technology 
testing protocol (Diaper et al. 2008b). The ingredients for preparation of the synthetic 
grey water are outlined in appendix A. The typical p rameters of the synthetic grey 
water were also determined and compared to the available water quality parameters in 
order to evaluate the given recipe. Natural grey water was also prepared from household 
usage. Wastewater from a shower was collected in a bucket. Kitchen wastewater was 
taken from the clogged sink. The same method was used for laundry and basin 
wastewaters. The collected sample comprised of waste ter from the kitchen 11%, 
laundry 36%, shower 41% and basin 12%. Grey water samples were examined for 
VMD treatment as well as the test performed for monitoring the wetting phenomenon. 
The absorbance method for LAS measurement was also c rried out for grey water 
samples. The calibration curve plotted for variety concentration of LAS in chapter seven 
helped to determine the respective concentration of LAS for grey water. 
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4.3 Analytical methods and measurements 
The assessment of the VMD performance requires water quality measurements. Water 
quality parameters of prepared samples were measured prior to and after each test. The 
analytical parameters were measured in regard to the standard methods for water and 
wastewater (APHA 2012). These include temperature, pH, TSS, TDS, turbidity, ion 
concentration, COD, TOC, TN, TP and faecal coliforms. Methods, instruments and 
relative information for measurement of each parameter are explained and are 
summarised in Table 4-1. 
 
4.3.1 Temperature and pH 
Temperature and pH were monitored for all VMD tests as well as water quality 
measurements. Temperature of the samples was measured in °C using a probe 
connected to a Eutech Instrument PCD650. The online monitoring of the temperature 
have been performed by a Multi-Channel Temperature Monitor (MCTM) which is 
designed to read 4 temperature Probes simultaneously. It communicates to the PC via 
USB, and responds to simple commands from a simple program such as LabVIEW. 
Temperature sensors (DS18B20) have a range of -55 to +125 °C. 
The Eutech Instrument PCD650 was also used for pH monitoring with a pH probe. The 
pH metre was calibrated regularly with buffer solutions of pH 4.0, 7.0 and 10.0 
prepared by the same manufacturer. pH of the samples taken from raw samples and 
treated samples were measured by this instrument. The instrument was also used for 
continuous readings of the pH for EC tests. 
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4.3.2 TSS and TDS 
The amount of suspended and dissolved solids in a solution identifies TSS and TDS, 
respectively. The TSS and TDS concentrations were measured according to method 
2540D and 2540C of the standard methods, respectively (APHA 2012). These tests 
were carried out for the raw samples as well as the treated ones. 100 mL of the sample 
is filtered through a filter paper size 2.0 µm. The increase in filter weight represents the 
TSS concentration. The filtrated volume is evaporated to dryness in a weighed dish at 
180°C. The weight of the dish before and after dryness used to calculate the TDS 
concentration. 
 
4.3.3 Turbidity  
Turbidity of samples was measured by a 2100N Turbidimeter (HACH) under the 
Standard Method 2130B (APHA 2012). Turbidity is measured in nephlometric turbidity 
units (NTU), and it was calibrated with a StablCal® turbidity standard calibration kit for 
a range between <0.1 to 1 for permeate water samples. Turbidity of the raw and treated 
samples was measured after transferring to the specific vials. 
 
4.3.4 Ion concentration 
The concentration of some cations in the brackish water samples was measured by the 
ion chromatography method. The Standard Method 3111 (APHA 2012) describes the 
measurements of Na, Ca, Mg, Fe and Al. The removal efficiency of the VMD process 
for each cation was investigated by measuring the concentration in the feed water and 
the permeate samples using atomic absorption spectroscopy. The concentration was 
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calculated through a calibration curve adjusted for AA-6300 (SHIMADZU) Atomic 
Absorption Spectrophotometer. The calibration procedur  was carried out using Milli-Q 
water and specific concentrations of each cation. The range of calibration was 
determined according to the estimated concentration of each cation. 
 
4.3.5 Chemical oxygen demand 
The amount of oxygen required to oxidise the organic matter is COD. It was calculated 
using a DR/4000U spectrophotometer (HACH) and COD vials. Standard Method 
5220D (APHA 2012) explains the preparation of the COD reagents. Two different 
ranges for COD reagents were used. The COD concentration of the brackish water or 
treated samples was determined using the range from 0 to 150 mg/L. The range from 0 
to 1500 mg/L used to measure the COD concentration grey water samples. 2 mL of 
each sample was added into each reagent vial, and ws digested for 2 hours at 148 °C in 
a Merck COD digester. The spectrophotometer calculated COD in mg/L after 
calibration by Milli-Q. 
 
4.3.6 Total organic carbon and total nitrogen 
TN is the total concentration of nitrate-nitrogen (NO3-N), nitrite-nitrogen (NO2-N), 
ammonia-nitrogen (NH3-N) and organically bonded nitrogen. TOC is also used to 
measure total organic carbon to prevent the time consuming BOD test. TOC and TN 
were measured using a Shimadzu TOC-V CSH analyser and the TNM-1 measuring unit. 
Samples were diluted in regard to the initial concentration to prepare 20 mL solutions. 
TOC and TN were measured in mg/L. This procedure follows the Standard Method 
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5310 (APHA 2012). The concentration of TN and TOC was calculated for grey water 
and swimming pool salt water samples before and after treatment. 
 
4.3.7 Total Phosphorus 
The Standard Method 4500-P (APHA 2012) describes measur ment of the dissolved 
phosphates and insoluble phosphorous. The diluted samples were digested with acid to 
oxidise the organic material. Then, the phosphorus in the digested sample was 
determined by the colorimetric method using the stannous chloride solution. TP was 
measured in mg/L through the calibration curve. The concentration of TP was 
calculated for grey water samples before and after EC tests. UV-1700 PharmaSpec 
(SHIMADZU) spectrophotometer at 652nm was used in this measurement. 
 
4.3.8 Faecal coliforms 
Faecal coliforms were calculated in colony forming units per 100mL of sample 
(cfu/100mL). The Standard Method 9221 (APHA 2012) suggests using sterilised 
glassware, a vacuum pump and paper filter (gridded Millipore) to filter diluted samples. 
The paper filters were faced to the agar media in petri dishes, and were placed into an 
incubator at 35° for 24 hours after filtration. The colonies on the filter were counted 
after incubation. Each filter paper was subjected to a raw or treated grey water sample.  
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Table  4-1 Standard method and instrument for the measurement of each parameter  
 
4.4 Membranes and their properties 
Two types of hydrophobic membrane modules were used to treat brackish and grey 
water samples in the VMD process as shown in Fig. 4-1 MD02CP2N membrane 
module supplied by MICRODYN in hollow fibre form contains 40 capillaries. It is a 
propylene (PP) membrane with 0.2 µm pore size and 0.1 m2 area. Emflon PFR filter 
cartridge is manufactured by Pall, and is made up of a double layer PTFE in pleated 
form. The surface area and pore diameter as reported by the manufacturer are 0.8 m2 
and 0.2 µm respectively. Characteristics of the membranes are shown in Table 4-2. 
 
 
Figure 4-1 Membranes used in VMD process a) MD02CP2N and b) Emflon PFR 
 
Parameter Unit Standard 
method 
Instrument Accuracy 
Temperature °C 2550 Eutech PCD650 ± 0.1 
pH - 4500-H Eutech PCD650 ± 0.01 
TSS mg/L 2540D Refer to APHA 2012 ± 0.001 
TDS mg/L 2540C Refer to APHA 2012 ± 0.001 
Turbidity NTU 2130B HACH2100N Turbidimeter ± 0.001 
Ion concentration mg/L 3111 Shimadzu AA-6300 ± 0.01 
COD mg/L 5220 HACH DR/4000U ± 0.1 
TOC/TN mg/L 5310 Shimadzu TOC-V CSH TNM-1 ± 0.001 
TP mg/L 4500-P Refer to APHA 2012 ± 0.001 
Faecal coliforms cfu/100mL 9221 Refer to APHA 2012 ± 1 
a) b) 
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Table  4-2 Characteristics of the membranes used in VMD process 
Properties MD02CP2N Emflon PFR 
Membrane material PP PTFE 
Nominal pore size (µm) 0.2 0.2 
Area (m2) 0.1 0.8 
Total thickness (mm) 0.65 0.4 
Length (m) 0.47 0.25 
Porosity (%) 70 50 
Max. differential pressure (kPa) 140 100 
Fibre diameter (mm) 1.8 - 
Membrane diameter (mm) 25 70 
 
It was found that membrane wetting, limits the selection of membrane for MD. Flat 
sheet samples of the three types of hydrophobic membranes were tested through contact 
angle measurements. The characteristics of these membranes are given in Table 4-3. 
 
Table  4-3 Characteristics of the membranes used for contact angle measurement 
Properties GORE Magna PVDF MD02CP2N 
Membrane material PTFE PVDF PP 
Nominal pore size (µm) 0.1 0.22 0.22 
Total thickness (mm) 1.07 0.175 0.65 
Porosity (%) 70 70 70 
Max. differential pressure 210 NA 140 
 
4.5 Contact angle measurement 
The average angle between the left and right end points is contact angle between a 
liquid droplet on a sheet of membrane. It was calcul ted via 200-F1 Goniometer (Ramè-
Hart) using a camera and computer software. The accur y of the instrument is ± 0.1 
degree. A two-dimensional profile was imported to the software for the measurement of 
the angle formed between the membrane surface and droplet. A droplet of a sample is 
placed on the sheet of membrane by means of a syringe as shown in Fig. 4-2. A live 
image of the droplet is then captured by camera. This method was used for brackish and 
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grey water samples as well as each of the samples co lected at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 30 and 60 
minutes of EC.  
 
 
Figure 4-2 Contact angle measurement set-up 
 
4.6 VMD process 
The laboratory set-up of the VMD process is shown in Fig. 4-3. The components are 
explained in this section and the performance is illustrated in chapter five. The 
following components correspond to the equipment marked on Fig. 4-3: 
1. Multi-parameter data logger 
2. Thermo refrigerated and heated bath circulator 
3. Reservoir 
4. Masterflex peristaltic pump 
5. Temperature sensor, pressure transducer and flow metre 
6. Membrane module 
7. Condenser 
8. Permeate trap 
9. Vacuum pump and gauge 
 
Syringe 
Camera 
Membrane sheet 
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Figure 4-3 VMD experimental arrangement 
 
4.6.1 Thermo refrigerated and heated bath circulator 
An Arctic refrigerated circulator SC150-A10 manufactured by Thermo Scientific is 
used to provide and maintain heat to the brackish and grey water feed solutions. The 
instrument is able to adjust temperature between -10 to 150 °C. The heat was conducted 
by a coil inserted into the reservoir of the feed solution. Distilled water was circulated 
through the coil at the adjusted temperature level. T mperature levels were adjusted 
between 45.0 to 65.0 °C with accuracy of ± 0.1 °C. The feed solution was warmed up by 
the inserted coil in the reservoir which was insulated from the environment to maintain 
heat. The Arctic refrigerated circulator is shown in F g 4-4. 
 
 8 
 9 
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Figure 
 
4.6.2 Masterflex peristaltic 
Masterflex peristaltic 
and located after reservoir
pump adjusts the flow by a digital controller
accuracy of 10 mL/min
depending on the tube size. The
calibration and operating tests.
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4-4 Arctic refrigerated circulator SC150-
pump 
pumps (Easy-Load L/S 77200-50 and 7518
 to circulate feed solution through the membrane module. 
 in the range of 0.01 to 2.3 L/min with 
. This pump can provide an accurate flow
 tube size 18 (7.9 mm dia) was connected 
 The Masterflex peristaltic pump is shown in 
 
Figure 4-5 Masterflex peristaltic pump 
 
 
 
A10 
-00) were calibrated 
The 
 control which vary 
for all 
Fig 4-5. 
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4.6.3 Coil condenser
A coil condenser contain
middle tube condense
connected to the third 
The diameter of the coil is 10 mm and it is surrounded in a 300 mm glassware column. 
Vapour is sucked through the spiral 
between the condenser and the vacuum pump stores liquid. 
Fig 4-6. 
 
 
4.6.4 Vacuum Pump
The vacuum pressure 
membrane through the condenser. A N820 Javac KNF labor
operate -99.2 kPa ultimate
Javac vacuum pump was used in order to compare the rate of flow versus energy 
consumption of the used pumps. 
pressure with 36 L/min flow rate. 
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s three cavities of glassware where the cold stream in
s vapour inside the inner cavity. The spiral-
(outer) cavity which is placed to collect the condensed vapour
by means of a vacuum pump
The condenser
Figure 4-6 Glassware coil condenser 
 
applies negative gauge pressure on the permeate side of the 
atory vacuum pump can 
 gauge pressure by a flow rate of 20 L/min.
The CC-45 vacuum pump can apply 
As shown in Fig. 4-7 the vacuum pump was 
 
 
side the 
wound inner cavity is 
. 
. The permeate trap 
 is shown in 
 
 Also a CC-45 
-99.97 kPa gauge 
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incorporated with a varying valve and pressure gauge in order to accurately control the 
vacuum pressure. 
 
 
Figure 4-7 Vacuum pumps 
 
4.7 SECVMD system 
The VMD was connected to solar PV panels, a solar collector and an EC unit for grey 
water treatment as a stand-alone system as shown schematically in appendix C. The 
performance of this system is described in chapter eight. Two SunPower SPR-210 PV 
panels were used in this study to supply ultimate 420 W power at 48 VDC with a total 
area of 2.48 m². A solar regulator charges two deep cycle batteries (24 V each) 
connected in series, and provides energy requirement for the pumps and the EC unit. A 
Lorentz ETRACK controller was also assisted in tracking the sun to increase the 
efficiency of the system. The solar-thermal collector was attached to the PV panels for 
the same reason of sun tracking. The collector transfers heat energy from the solar 
source into the feed solution by conduction. The colle tor with the area of 1.5 m2 and 
Valve 
Valve 
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capacity of 6 L is benefitted by insulation for the entrance and exit hoses. The PV 
panels, the collector and the SECVMD arrangement are shown in Fig. 4-8. 
 
 
Figure 4-8 Solar PV panels, collector and the SECVMD set-up 
  
Solar thermal collector 
Two PV panels 
Feed 
tank 
Pump 
Condenser 
Permeate 
trap 
EC unit 
Membrane 
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Coagulation grey water at various circulation rates and current densities is carried out in 
the EC unit as shown in Fig. 4-9. The EC unit comprises five parallel aluminium 
electrodes (200×200×3 mm) with 5 mm spacing between th m. Chemical reactions 
occur in a container which contains electrodes. Grey water is circulated through this 
container while the electrodes were supplied by the DC voltage unit. The flocculation 
occurred in the second container which is filled by over flow from the first container. 
The volume of the coagulation and flocculation containers is 1.19 L and 15.75 L, 
respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4-9 Electro-coagulator 
 
54
0 
Electrodes 
 
Inlet 
Outlet 
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4.8 Measurements of online parameters 
Operating parameters were monitored online for VMD tests. The meteorological 
parameters were added into the online monitoring program when the VMD was 
modified to the SECVMD system. Temperature sensors, pressure transducers, permeate 
water weight and flow rates were monitored by probes and scale connected to a data 
logger unit. In addition, climate parameters such as temperature, humidity, solar 
radiation, wind speed and direction were also read by an additional data logger. The 
LabVIEW (2013) program communicates with the National Instruments data 
acquisition device (NI6221) to plot the collected data on a graph. The diagram of this 
communication is given in appendix B. 
Temperature sensors (DS18B20) with ranges of -55 to +125 °C and accuracy of ± 0.1 °C 
are connected to a four channel temperature monitor as shown in Fig. 4-10. It takes 
about 1 second to obtain a set of temperature readings. The temperature sensors were 
placed at the condenser inlet, condenser outlet, membrane feed side and membrane 
permeate side. 
 
 
Figure 4-10 Four channel temperature monitor and connections 
 
PC 
USB 
Temperature monitor 
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A 2450 pressure sensor (GEORGE FICHER) was connected at the membrane inlet. The 
pressure range is from 0 to 70 kPa with accuracy of ± 1 % of the full scale. The sensor 
sends signals to a data logger which is connected to the computer. Another pressure 
transducer was connected at the permeate side of the membrane to monitor the vacuum 
pressure. Gauges with voltage output reads from -101 to 103 kPa with accuracy of ± 
0.13 %. This transducer was also connected to the data logger. 
Permeate trap weight was monitored by a Basic BA 6100 balance (Sartorius). It was 
directly connected to the computer by means of an RS232 cable. The balance accuracy 
was ± 0.1 g and the capacity was 6100 g. 
Flow rates were measured at the condenser inlet and membrane inlet by a Micro-Flo 
Paddlewheel FS1-100-7V (ServAPure) and FMG3002 (OMEGAMAG), respectively. 
The FS1-100-7V has low and high flow readings of 10 and 300 mL/min with accuracy 
of ± 6 % for full scale. The FMG3000 flow metre is an insertion-style magnetic flow 
sensor with no moving part that reads the range of 0.5 to 5 m/s velocity. Its readability 
contains ± 0.5 % of reading accuracy. Both flow metres were connected to the data 
logger. 
The permeate flux was measured using the Basic BA 6100 balance underneath of the 
permeate trap. The scale was connected to the computer and data was monitored by the 
LabVIEW program. At the beginning of the experiment the scale was set to zero. Every 
eight seconds, the reading of the weight was transferred to the program and stored into 
the computer. The flux was calculated using the data for weight at specific time and the 
temperature of the permeate water to convert it to the volumetric flux rate. 
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5 Chapter 5 Energy Evaluation and Treatment Efficiency of 
Vacuum Membrane Distillation for Brackish Water 
Desalination 
Submitted to Journal of Water Reuse and Desalinatio (Accepted for publication) 
Mohammad Ramezanianpour and Muttucumaru Sivakumar 
Sustainable Water and Energy Research Group, GeoQuest Research Centre, School of 
Civil, Mining and Environmental Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Information 
Sciences, University of Wollongong, Wollongong. NSW 2522, Australia 
Abstract 
Promotion of water recycling and the provision of ptable water from brackish water 
prevent significant negative effects on the environme t and drinking water supplies. 
This study is intended to describe a sustainable technology for brackish water treatment 
and compare the results with the predicted models. Among the four configurations of 
the MD process, VMD produces higher flux and results in a low fouling rate. It 
comprises evaporation and condensation that mimics what occurs in the nature. 
Mathematical model proposed for the VMD transport mechanisms are incorporated to 
predict the actual experimental flux. The response of the flux rate to various process 
operating parameters is demonstrated. Variation of effective parameters is investigated 
in terms of energy consumption. The data indicates that the permeate flux is highly 
responsive to the variation of pressure and temperatur . VMD enables the removal of 
99.9% of TDS from natural and contaminated water sources. The findings are that the 
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quality of the permeate water from all sources was at acceptable standards for the 
potable use. 
Keywords: Brackish water, Desalination, Heat and mass transfer, Vacuum membrane 
distillation, Mathematical modelling, Specific energy consumption. 
  
5.1 Introduction 
Treatment of brackish water from vital water supply sources is a common approach for 
fresh water production. In many countries, alternative sources of fresh water are 
groundwater and seawater. However, the opportunity of reuse was also investigated for 
mine water and swimming pool water. 
The quality and quantity of groundwater is equally important for a number of reasons. 
Most groundwater aquifers are subjected to severe stress due to excess pumping and this 
affects groundwater and surface water levels. The groundwater quality can deteriorate 
due to contamination from various diffused and point sources and this poses a serious 
concern. The physical and chemical water quality variation of groundwater is a function 
of geological formations and anthropogenic activities. Groundwater quality is greatly 
influenced by mineral ions from soil particles and se iment. Trace components, minor 
elements and major elements comprise 0.0001 – 0.1 mg/L, 0.01 – 10 mg/L and 1 – 
1,000 mg/L of TDS concentration in a groundwater samples. 
Seawater is a vast available resource for coastal cities, however in some cases, a variety 
of land-based pollutants from industrial, domestic and agricultural areas results in 
contamination of coastal waters. Seawater TDS concentration varies from 7,000 mg/L 
to 45,000 mg/L including major elements such as Cl, Na, SO4, Mg and Ca. 
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Reuse of brackish water such as mine water prevents significant damage to in-stream 
ecosystems and reduces the consumption of other good quality water sources. Mine 
drainage quality is influenced by excavation type (surface mining and sub-surface 
mining), mine location, the mining process and the source of the water. On the other 
hand, underground mines require large amounts of water to be pumped from aquifers. 
The dominant cations and anions observed in mine drainage are Fe, Ca, Mg, CO3, Cl 
and SO4. 
Therefore, the necessity to provide fresh water from contaminated water sources 
continues to receive much attention in the scientific community due to the inequity 
between supply and demand. The impacts on the environment and human health, and 
the search for solutions to mitigate these effects have become the focus of a number of 
research initiatives. This is due to such as social acceptance and community perception, 
health hazards, cost of production, population growth forecasts and economic 
development. These interests leave opportunities for MD to be studied and developed as 
one solution to the problems. 
MD is a thermally driven separation process which uses hydrophobic porous 
membranes to separate a gaseous phase from the entry liquid (Qtaishat et al. 2008). A 
negative pressure, or coolant flow, on the permeate sid  implies physical separation in 
all four configurations of MD, i.e. DCMD, SGMD, VMD and AGMD (Alkhudhiri et al. 
2012). In recent years, there has been a growing interest in desalination using VMD 
technology. Overall, 40.3% of the VMD publications up to December 2010 dealt with 
theoretical models (Khayet and Matsuura 2011b). Themechanism of mass and heat 
transfer in VMD has been critically developed in recent decades (Lawson and Lloyd 
1996; Guijt et al. 2000; Khayet and Matsuura 2004; Alklaibi and Lior 2005; Al-
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Obaidani et al. 2008; Khayet 2011; Zhang et al. 2013), so it is important to investigate 
the accuracy of the developed models via experimental data. Small scale experimental 
VMD processes have been designed, constructed and installed (Xu et al. 2006; Criscuoli 
et al. 2008a; Sivakumar et al. 2013a) in order to monitor the performance of VMD. 
However, very few papers have focused on the application of VMD in water treatment 
and the energy efficiency of this technology. VMD produces extremely pure water as it 
reject all non-volatile constituents such as ions, di solved non-volatile organics, colloids 
and pathogenic micro-organisms. The VMD technique has a number of advantages over 
other conventional MD techniques. Perhaps the most n table of these are the higher flux 
rate and the lower fouling rate compared to other MD configurations at same operating 
conditions. Distilled water can also be produced at lower operating temperatures, 
resulting in lower operating costs (Safavi and Mohammadi 2009). The liquid-vapour 
interface minimises heat transfer losses within the VMD process and increases the rate 
of permeate flux. Therefore, less energy is required to achieve similar flux rates, 
compared to other MD configurations and pressure driven desalination processes 
(Mericqa et al. 2011). Safavi and Mohammadi (2009) investigated the energy 
consumption of a small scale VMD process for seven different configurations of 
pressure and flow rates at a constant temperature. I  has been shown that the efficient 
operation consumes 1.67 kWh/kg of energy to produce 9.6 kg/m2h of permeate flux. 
Specific energy has been varied from 1.70 to 3.96 kWh/ g for further operating 
configurations. 
Application of VMD has been limited primarily to the extraction of volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) from aqueous solutions and rarely to desalination. The permeate 
flux of a DCMD and a VMD process were compared using a synthetic seawater 
solution (Li et al. 2003). It was concluded that VMD permeated more distillate water 
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than the DCMD process. The study was focused on different membrane applications 
and the quality and efficiency of the processes. A five-month experiment with a pilot 
scale VMD on a ship was conducted and salt concentration was reduced to below 3 
mg/L from the seawater source (Xu et al. 2006). Thetests were conducted at a constant 
temperature of 55 °C and a downstream pressure of 7 kPa. The efficient usage of energy 
generated by waste-heat was verified for a constant operating condition. Water permeate 
flux and salt rejection were analysed via VMD using four different types of coated 
membranes (Jin et al. 2008). The salt rejection of the silicone rubber-coated membrane 
remained constant at 99% for a short six hour test;however it decreased from 99% to 
96% in a longer experiment over 14 days. The salt rejection of 
polytrifluoropropylsiloxane rubber without a forepolymerization-coated membrane 
decreased from 99% to 95% and from 98% to 88% for sh t-term and long-term tests, 
respectively. The flux decay was attributed to the formation of salt crystals on the 
membrane surface was also observed for each set-up. The performance of tubular 
ceramic membranes Zr50 and Ti5, with pore diameters of 50 and 5 nm, respectively, 
were evaluated for the desalination of the 0.5 and 1M NaCl solution (Cerneaux et al. 
2009). The efficiency of VMD, in terms of the removal rate, was 99±1% in two cases 
for Ti5, however rejection rates decreased from 99% to 96% for Zr50. The tests were 
performed for only four hours and the study focused on the comparison of flux and 
rejection rates with DCMD and AGMD. Different concetrations of NaCl solutions 
from 15 up to 300 g/L were used in VMD and no traces of salt were observed in the 
permeate, despite the very high concentration of the influent (Wirth and Cabassud 
2002). No specific value was reported for the rate of salt rejection and the remaining 
water quality parameters. A high rejection rate for NaCl solution with concentrations of 
50 to 150 g/L was achieved in nine different VMD configurations (Mohammadi and 
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Safavi 2009). TDS of the permeate samples lay between 0.08–1.90 ppm. The sensitivity 
of the flux to the operating parameters was studied, but the effect of these parameters on 
energy consumption and the quality of the permeate were not illustrated. VMD was 
used on RO brines with a total concentration of 38.9 g/L, obtained from a plant located 
on the Mediterranean sea (Mericq et al. 2010b). It was shown that the water recovery 
increased from 40% to 89% and the brine was 7.6 times ore concentrated. It was also 
observed that the permeate flux is rarely sensitive to temperature and concentration 
polarization even for the high salt concentrations. The impact of membrane surface 
scaling on the decline rate of permeate flux was shown to be very limited. The effect of 
three different synthetic solutions with conductivity of 77.8, 106.4 and 149.3 mS/cm on 
the membrane fouling was monitored and the scaling components were determined. 
Although the concentration of the major ions were masured in the feed solution, the 
quality of the permeate water was not discussed. What is missing from all of the above-
mentioned research is an evaluation of the efficiency of VMD in terms of the permeate 
water quality and specific energy consumption in the desalination of seawater or the 
treatment of brackish or waste water. 
 
5.2 Theoretical background of heat and mass transfer 
Membrane characteristics play an important role in the rate of the permeate flux. The 
hydrophobicity of the membrane, porosity, surface ar a in contact with feed solution, 
thermal stability of materials, pore size distributon, membrane thickness and LEP are 
all the factors affecting the VMD performance. A hig er flux rate can be achieved by a 
higher porosity, larger pore size and suitable coating of the membranes. However, a 
larger pore radius (r) reduces the critical entry pressure required for the feed water to 
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infiltrate the membrane pores. The pressure difference across the membrane (∆P) is 
influenced directly by the surface tension of the fe d solution and the cosine of the 
contact angle between the feed solution and the membrane surface. A decline of surface 
tension and contact angle will decrease ∆P. On the other hand, the pore size must be 
small enough to prevent the penetration of the liquid feed and large enough to facilitate 
a high mass transfer rate. Therefore, the ideal pore size is influenced by the membrane 
material and the characteristics of feed solution. 
The concept of vapour flux and heat transfer through a hydrophobic membrane in VMD 
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The feed solution temperatu e (Tf) is decreased across the bulk 
media to the membrane feed-side temperature (Tfm) and then to the vapour temperature 
(Tp). The feed solution is passed on one side of the membrane and treated by a thermally 
driven separation process. Water molecules in a gaseous vapour state are transported 
through the micro-porous membrane. Mass transfer in VMD is accomplished by 
applying vacuum pressure at the permeate side of the membrane. 
 
 
Figure 5-1 Mass transfer and heat transfer through the membrane in VMD 
 
Tf 
Tfm Tp 
Vapour Flux 
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The heat and mass transfer mechanisms in VMD are describ d by the kinetic theory of 
gasses. A model or a combination of the Knudsen flow and the viscous flow explains 
mass transfer in VMD. The ratio of the mean free path of the transported vapour 
molecules, λ, to the diameter of the membrane pores, dm, i.e. the Knudsen number 
(Kn=λ/dm), provides a guideline to determine the most accurate mechanism of mass 
transfer for the given operating conditions. For a given diameter, the Knudsen number is 
obtained using the estimation of mean free path through Eq. (5-1) (Lawson and Lloyd 
1997): 
λ = 	 √            (5-1) 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.381×10-23 J/K), T is the absolute temperature, P 
is the mean pressure within the membrane pores and σ is the collision diameter (2.641 Å 
for water vapour). For a membrane with small pores (Kn > 1) molecule-pore wall 
collisions are more frequent. The Knudsen diffusion model expressed in Eq. (5-2) 
assumes a Knudsen flow regime for vapour passing throug  small holes in a thin wall 
(Lawson and Lloyd 1997; Khayet et al. 2004). The number of molecules passing 
through a pore is directly proportional to the driving pressure of the gas and inversely 
proportional to its molecular weight. 
 = 	 	∆
 ( )           (5-2) 
where Nw is the molar flux (mol/m
2.s), ∆P (Pa) is the pressure difference between the 
partial pressure of the solution and the absolute vacuum pressure, R is the gas constant 
(8.31 J/mol.K), δ is the membrane thickness (m), Mw is the molecular weight of water 
(18.01528 g/mol) and K, the Knudsen diffusion constant (m) can be expressed by Eq. 
(5-3) as: 
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 =             (5-3) 
where ε is the membrane porosity, r is the average of the pores radius (m) and τ is the 
membrane tortuosity, which is the ratio of the pore thickness to the actual molecular 
flow path through the pore. By determining the vapour temperature at the feed side of 
the membrane, the vapour flow rate is estimated using a value for the molar flux rate. 
The mass flow rate, ṁv (kg/s) of vapour through membrane pores is calculated using Eq. 
(5-4). 
  =            (5-4) 
where Am is the total membrane surface area (m
2). The vapour temperature at the feed 
side of the membrane is derived using Eq. (5-5). 
 =  −             (5-5) 
where the latent heat of vaporization of the water, Hv (J/kg), is determined from 
standard tables for different water temperatures. The feed-water velocity, uf (m/s), 
affects the degree of heat loss between the feed water and the feed side of the membrane 
surface. The heat transfer coefficient of the feed solution hf (W/m
2.K) depends on the 
Nusselt number (Nu), which is proportional to the Reynolds number and Prandtl 
number. The feed-water heat transfer coefficient is derived using Eq. (5-6). 
ℎ =              (5-6) 
where kT is the thermal conductivity of the feed solution (W/m.K).   
Pressure difference across the membrane determines the permeate flux rate when 
multiplied by the permeability of the membrane. Satur tion pressure of the feed solution 
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at the feed side of the membrane and vacuum pressure applied on the permeate side 
create this difference. Saturation pressure is related to the feed-side temperature. The 
well-known Antoine's equation expressed in Eq. (5-7) relates temperature to the water 
vapour saturation pressure Psat(Tfm) at the liquid/vapour interface (Mengual et al. 2004). 
	 !
 = ".#$%&'	 	
..	)        (5-7) 
The curvature of the liquid/vapour surface is assumed to have negligible effect in this 
equation. The saturation pressure is modified by the TDS concentration of the feed 
solution. Partial pressure, pw (Pa) is expressed by Eq. (5-8). 
 = 	 	 !()         (5-8) 
where xw is the water mole fraction derived from the concentration of salts in water and 
aw is the activity coefficient of water, which is derived by Eq. (5-9) (Lawson and Lloyd 
1997). 
 = 1 − 0.5 *+ − 10 *+         (5-9) 
where xNaCl is the sodium chloride (NaCl) mole fraction. 
Viscous flow rises for a membrane with large pores (Kn < 0.01), so that the molecule-
molecule collision is dominant. In this case, Eq. (5-10) was proposed to determine the 
total flux (Lawson and Lloyd 1997; Khayet and Matsuura 2004): 
 = 	 
, ∆	                   (5-10) 
where µ is dynamic viscosity (Pa.s). 
In the transition region (0.01 < Kn < 1), both molecule-molecule and molecule-pore wall
collisions have to be considered. In addition, surface diffusion is negligible for 
membranes with a pore size >0.02 µm due to the fact that pore area is significantly 
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larger than the surface-diffusion area. The Dusty-Gas model was developed in the 
transition region to describe VMD performance (Guijt et al. 2000). Eq. (5-11) is based 
on the assumption of both molecule-pore wall and molecule-molecule interactions. 
 = ∆
  +  
,  # +-. /                (5-11) 
where Rout and Rin are outer and inner radius of the hollow fibre (m), respectively, vm is 
mean molar gas velocity (m/s) and B is the viscous flow morphology parameter (m2) 
derived by Eq. (5-12). 
 = 	 0                     (5-12) 
The Knudsen-viscous type of diffusion in the transition region for describing mass 
transfer through a porous membrane in VMD was proposed as Eq. (5-13) (Khayet 
2011). 
 = ∆
 ( ) +  
,                  (5-13) 
A new model presented in Eq. (5-14) has also been rcently developed for the Knudsen-
viscous flow diffusion transition mechanism. The model combines viscous flow and 
Knudsen diffusion (Zhang et al. 2013).  
 =  01 ( #) + #, 0 
∆	                (5-14) 
where δ has been defined by a new equation for the thickness of the membrane 
(δ=Rinln(Rout/Rin)). 
The main difference in the models presented in Eqs (5-11), (5-13) and (5-14) is the 
definition of the membrane thickness. It is specifid as a simple thickness of the 
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membrane given by the manufacturer or the log form f inner and outer diameters. In 
addition, Eq. (5-14) considered the effect of Knudsen diffusion to be two times higher 
than the other two equations. At higher temperatures, the variation is noticeable. The 
models presented predict flux response to changes in temperature, pressure, flow rate 
and feed-solution characteristics for a specific membrane. In this research, the Knudsen 
number has been calculated to be in the range of 0.01-1, hence the most important 
phenomenon in mass transfer is Knudsen-viscous flow. The models presented are 
employed to predict the flux variation over a variety of experimental conditions. 
 
5.3 Experimental results of the VMD tests 
The experimental arrangement of VMD using a commercial tubular membrane at a 
laboratory scale is shown in Fig. 5-2. The experiments were conducted by monitoring 
the effects of various operating parameters such as pressure, temperature, flow rate and 
salinity on vapour flux. Feed water was warmed in an insulated reservoir by a 
temperature-controlled water bath circulator. The digitally controlled water bath 
supplied the pre-determined heat to the feed-water, djusting the temperature at the 
membrane inlet. A Masterflex peristaltic pump circulated the feed-water solution 
through the membrane module. The effects of the flow rate were monitored, 
incorporating a flow metre mounted on the feed-water pump. The recirculation hose 
was kept above the membrane level, keeping the membrane module full at all times. 
Membranes used in VMD need to be significantly more hydrophobic than other MD 
processes due to the existence of vacuum pressure. This favours wetting of the 
membrane pores and liquid penetration. In this study a hollow fibre PP membrane 
module, MD02CP2N (MICRODYN), with 40 capillaries was used. The surface area 
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and pore diameter, as indicated by the manufacturer, are 0.1 m
respectively. The vacuum pressure on the permeate side of the membrane was applied 
when the temperature reached a higher value than the saturation temperature. A ball 
valve was fitted into a KNF laboratory vacuum pump to control the vacuum pres
the permeate side. This was precisely monitored by a pressure gauge. The pump creates 
vacuum pressure through the condensation column at the permeate side of the 
membrane. Water vapour was passed through a glass condensation column containing 
three cavities. These cavities are a spiral tube connected to the vacuum pump, a cold 
water cylinder and a condensed 
 
 
Commercial and indu
the feed saline solution made by NaCl and various saline water sources which were 
collected for analysis purposes. 
124 
vapour tunnel, as shown in Fig. 5-
Figure 5-2 VMD experimental set-up 
strial applications of VMD were assessed by the desalination of 
Groundwater samples were taken from the Wagon 
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Wheels farm, located in Stanwell Tops, NSW and the PRB site well no. 27. Seawater 
was collected from Wollongong harbor and mine water samples were gathered from the 
BHP Billiton-owned Westcliff mine site located in Appin, NSW and the Gujarat NRE 
coal mine located in Bellambi, NSW. Swimming pool salt water samples from the 
University of Wollongong's (UOW) swimming pool were also collected due to its high 
level of dissolved salts and the potential for microbial contamination. A high chlorine 
level might be present in the form of hypochlorous acid, and also nitrogenous 
compounds and disinfection by-products such as chloroform and chloroacetic acids 
often form in swimming pool water. For this reason, the efficiency of VMD in the 
treatment of a salt water sample from the swimming pool was assessed. 
Sodium chloride was mixed with distilled water to obtain different concentrations of 
saline solution to study the effect of salinity on the permeate flux. The contribution of 
each parameter to the flux rate increment was determin d. Energy efficiency was 
evaluated by measuring specific energy consumption for each set of experimental 
conditions. The energy consumption of the vacuum pup, the circulation pump and the 
water bath circulator were monitored using a power m tre for each test. Finally, the 
treatment efficiency of the VMD process was determined by measuring and comparing 
the quality of the raw and the desalinated brackish water samples. Water quality 
parameters such as pH and total coliforms and the concentration of TDS, TOC, TN, Na, 
Ca, Mg and Fe were analysed for each sample before and after the treatment process.  
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5.4 Discussions of the results 
5.4.1 Mass transfer 
The effect of vacuum pressure was investigated by decreasing the absolute pressure of 
the permeate side from 20 to 7 kPa and running the system at various vacuum intervals 
within this range while all other parameters remained constant. Feed-water temperatures 
from 45 to 65 °C were selected in steps of 5 °C, as temperature above the maximum 
value was considered not only as detrimental to the membranes, but also as requiring 
more energy for heating. On the other hand, high vacuum pressure is necessary to 
evaporate feed water at low temperatures, which also results in higher energy 
consumption. Feed-water flow rate increased from 0.5 to 6.90 L/min while other 
variable parameters were kept constant to monitor the variation of the permeate flux.  
The results of the flux variation with vacuum pressure, feed-water temperature and flow 
rate are illustrated in Fig. 5-3. Flow-rate variation is depicted in five graphs. In each 
graph, four series of experimental and modelled flux are presented for each absolute 
pressure on the permeate side. The Knudsen-viscous diff ion models were applied to 
replicate the trend of flux versus temperature rise. Vacuum pressure was observed to 
change non-monotonically, and had the most significant effect on the flux rate among 
the variables studied. It was found that an increase in pressure on the permeate side of 
the membrane results in a severe decrease in the permeate flux rate due to a significant 
reduction in the driving force of the transmembrane flux. These results are consistent 
with many of the findings in the literature (Banat et al. 2003; Safavi and Mohammadi 
2009; Chen et al. 2011). 
Feed-water temperature had a considerable effect on vapour permeation flux. For a 
given set of experimental conditions, the permeate flux was raised exponentially as 
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feed-water temperature increased. This can be attributed to the fact that an increase in 
temperature raises the water vapour pressure, which is the main driving force for water 
vaporization (Al-Asheh et al. 2006). Temperature also increases the Reynolds number, 
which, in turn, raises the heat transfer coefficient followed by temperature at the feed 
side of the membrane, eventually increasing the flux rate. The Knudsen-viscous 
diffusion model (Eq. 5-13) predicts reasonably well the experimental flux data in 
various situations. It can be seen from Fig. 5-3 that, for this particular type of 
membrane, the models predicted conflicting results at higher temperatures. On the other 
hand, optimised feed-water temperature in accordance with other parameters is an 
effective way of achieving higher vapour flux in VMD with less energy (Li and Sirkar 
2005). 
Fig. 5-4 illustrates the resulting fluxes obtained, based on different flow rates and 
temperatures at a constant 7 kPa pressure. The insignificant increase of flux rate is 
related to the low increase of the Reynolds number. This influences the Nusselt number, 
the heat transfer coefficient, the vapour temperature and finally the saturation pressure 
of the feed solution. The increase of flow rate showed an intangible effect on flux which 
is in accordance with the modelled predictions. Forexample, doubling the flow raises 
flux by only about 6%. Hence, the effect of feed-water flow rate is minor when 
compared to bulk water temperature and vacuum pressur . The final set of experiments 
for turbulent flow (Re = 4,300) was implemented as presented in Fig. 5-3e. The results 
show that the experimental data agrees well with the modelled permeate flux (Eq. 5-13). 
Experimental data from the literature using distilled water as a feed for VMD (Khayet 
and Matsuura 2011b) are combined in Fig. 5-3e. The small difference between the 
experimental data and the model (Eq. 5-13) at high temperatures is due to the expansion 
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of the membrane material. Eq. (5-14) uses the smallest value for the membrane 
thickness and this predicts higher values for permeate flux. The greater constant value 
for the Knudsen diffusion term also demonstrates this, especially in higher 
temperatures. In addition, Experimental and modelle data of a DCMD system (Khayet 
and Matsuura 2011b) is incorporated to illustrate the strong effect of vacuum pressure in 
VMD especially at high temperatures. 
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Figure 5-3 Effects of pressure and temperature on the permeate flux. (--) Modelled flux 
(Eq. 5-11), (─) Modelled flux (Eq. 5-13), (─ · ─) Modelled flux (Eq. 5-14 ), (■) 
Experimental flux (P=7 kPa), (●) Experimental flux (P =10 kPa), (♦) Experimental flux 
(P =15 kPa), (▲) Experimental flux (P =20 kPa), (×) Experimental flux (P =3.5 kPa) 
(Khayet and Matsuura 2011b), (+) DCMD Experimental flux (Tp=20 °C) (Khayet and 
Matsuura 2011b), (•••) DCMD Modelled flux (Tp =20 °C) (Khayet and Matsuura 
2011b) . a) Flow rate = 0.5 L/min, b) Flow rate = 1L/min, c) Flow rate = 1.5 L/min, d) 
Flow rate = 2 L/min, e) Flow rate = 6.90 L/min. 
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`  
Figure 5-4 Effects of flow rate and temperature on the permeate flux at constant 
pressure (P=7kPa) 
 
Concentrations of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 g/L saline solutions were obtained by mixing 
sodium chloride with distilled water. The effects of salinity concentration on permeate 
flux is shown in Fig. 5-5. Feed-water temperature, flow rate and permeate-side pressure 
were kept constant at 65 ˚C, 1 L/min and 15 kPa, respectively. The most significant 
advantage of using VMD for desalination purposes is the negligible effect of salinity 
concentration on the rate of flux (Safavi and Mohammadi 2009). Fig 5-5 illustrates the 
small effect of feed-water salinity concentration on the permeate flux. The flux decline 
is imperceptible as estimated by the Knudsen-viscou diffusion models. The modelled 
flux was marginally above the experimental data by 4.76% and 12.33% for 1 g/L and 50 
g/L, respectively, as deposition of the dissolved solid  on the membrane surface induced 
a lower rate of flux. The vapour pressure decreased slightly as salt concentration 
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increased in VMD. Also, the permeate flux rate declined as the NaCl concentration 
increased due to the influence of salt concentration on the activity coefficient (Wirth 
and Cabassud 2002). Over 99.9% of TDS removal was achieved by VMD, irrespective 
of feed-salt concentrations. 
  
 
Figure 5-5 Effects of feed-water salinity on flux. (--) Modelled flux (Eq. 5-11), (─) 
Modelled flux (Eq. 5-13), (─ · ─) Modelled flux (Eq. 5-14), (■)Experimental flux, 
(♦)Removal efficiency. Temperature = 65 ˚C, Vacuum Pressure = 15 kPa, Flow rate =1 
L/min 
 
5.4.2 Specific energy consumption 
The energy efficiency of the VMD process was investigated during the swimming pool 
salt water treatment. The energy required for the vacuum pump, circulation pump and 
water bath circulator was measured using a power metre for each test. Fig 5-6 shows the 
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variation of specific energy consumption versus thepermeate flux, including and 
excluding heat energy. Since 1 kg permeate water was obtained in shorter time at a 
higher flux rate, the specific energy consumption was reduced with the increase of the 
flux rate. It was noted that the specific energy consumption reaches a relatively constant 
value at a high permeate flux rate when excluding heat energy (Sivakumar et al. 2013a). 
The specific energy consumption of VMD reduced as the flow rate increased. However, 
the variation was negligible compared to that with pressure and temperature 
fluctuations. The higher flux rate, due to lower absolute permeate-side pressure, 
decreases the energy consumption. However, a higher flux rate due to greater 
temperature increases the specific energy consumption. Therefore, it is suggested that 
VMD to be operated at a lowest absolute pressure while the heat energy is provided by 
another source of energy. Safavi and Mohammadi (2009) reported an energy 
consumption rate of 3.05, 2.29 and 1.67 kWh/kg for the VMD process with a flux of 
9.6, 6.9 and 4.7 L/m2.h when operated at a permeate pressure of 10 to 12 kPa, with feed-
water set at 55 °C. These results are shown in Fig. 5-6. The discrepancy between 
previous results and the results of this study is attributed to the difference in the 
membrane areas. A 4 cm2 flat sheet membrane was used in the reviewed study. This 
means that the membrane area of the VMD process has to be larger in order to improve 
energy consumption (Cabassud and Wirth 2003). 
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Figure 5-6 Specific energy consumption of the VMD process versus permeate flux rate. 
(♦) Including heat, (■)Excluding heat, (▲)Safavi and Mohammadi (2009) data. 
 
5.4.3 Water quality analysis 
The efficiency of VMD was investigated by the treatment of groundwater, seawater, 
mine-water effluent and swimming-pool salt water. The measurement of flux at various 
intervals shows the initial flux was below the modelled clean water flux. The flux rate 
decreased 6.8%, 6.1%, 5.3% and 5.8% over the duration of the experiment using 
groundwater, seawater, mine effluent water and salt w ter, respectively. The flux 
decline is due to the deposition of suspended and dissolved solids on the membrane 
surface as a result of a high calcium concentration and particulate matter for 
groundwater and mine water, and high TDS concentration, especially sodium, for 
seawater and pool salt water.  
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Selected water quality parameters on raw feed-water nd the corresponding treated 
water are compared to the water quality guideline values in Table 5-1. It was generally 
found that the metals and TDS removal efficiency was as high as 99%. Standard total 
coliform tests using the membrane filter procedure were carried out on both feed-water 
and permeate samples to determine microbial removal efficiency. No coliform was 
observed in the differently treated feed-water samples. Total coliforms removal was 
expected because it is well known that evaporation of feed-water can remove total 
coliform. In all cases, the pH values dropped betwen the feed-water and the permeate 
water. This may be caused by the removal of alkalinity and the adsorption of 
atmospheric carbon dioxide in the permeate water. All permeate water quality values 
were sufficiently below the Australian Drinking Water Guideline (ADWG) and WHO 
guideline values. 
 
Table  5-1 Water quality analysis 
Parameter (mg/L) ADWG WHO 
Groundwater Seawater Mine 
effluent 
Swimming 
pool water 
F
eed
 
P
erm
eate 
F
eed
 
P
erm
eate 
F
eed
 
P
erm
eate 
F
eed
 
P
erm
eate 
TDS  500 1000 1900 2.41 36850 2.12 2332 2.66 4495 2.25 
pH 6.5-8.5 6.5-9.2 7.52 6.15 7.98 6.15 7.68 6.32 7.28 6.38 
Calcium 60-200 100-
200 
33.27 0.09 410 0.73 14.4 0.14 71.39 0.20 
Magnesium N/A N/A 3.76 0.09 338 0.48 2.72 0.03 2.88 0.01 
Sodium 200 180 6.82 0.15 10700 0.73 15.37 0.08 2420 0.43 
Iron  0.3 0.2 8.69 0.07 0.32 0.00 1.92 0.04 N/A N/A 
Aluminum 0.2 0.2 0.67 0.00 0.18 0.00 3.38 0.00 N/A N/A 
Total Coliforms 1 0 10 0.00 1230 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 
TOC N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3.74 0.34 
TN N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 6.09 0.09 
# All value in mg/L, except total coliforms which are measured in cfu/100mL and pH. 
 
A more detailed analysis of water quality parameters fo  swimming-pool salt water is 
presented in Fig. 5-7 for the 65 permeate samples. Fig. 5-7a reveals that the TDS values 
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plateau below 5.5 mg/L. The data is normally distributed for TOC concentration, and 
values were 89% between 0.15 and 0.5 mg/L, as shown in Fig. 5-7b. The average TOC 
concentration in the permeate water was 0.325 mg/L. The distribution of TN data shows 
that 74% of the values are below 0.15 mg/L in an edge peak distribution graph (Fig. 5-
7c). The distribution shape is due to the zero level of TN in 23% of the permeate 
samples. Fig. 5-7d, Fig. 5-7e and Fig. 5-7f illustrate that the distributions for Na, Mg 
and Ca concentrations are skewed to the right. The concentration values for Na, Mg and 
Ca are 92%, 89% and 95% below 1 mg/l, 0.05 mg/L and 1 mg/L, respectively. The 
skewed to the right distribution of Na, Mg and Ca along with the edge peak distribution 
of TN illustrates the good performance of VMD in the treatment of brackish water 
samples. It can be noted that failure occurred in 2-10% of the tests. These results can be 
recognised in the TDS distribution graph which implies that the peaks of the plateau 
distribution tend to the left. However, normal distribution of TOC concentrations in the 
permeate samples shows that organic carbon was produced, most likely because of the 
metabolic activities of living organisms or chemicals. The effect of TOC concentrations 
can be clearly seen in the TDS plateau. 
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Figure 5-7 Distribution of the (a) TDS, (b) TOC, (c) TN, (d) Na, (e) Mg and (f) Ca 
concentration of the permeate water from VMD. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
This study has shown that VMD can satisfactory turnbrackish water from four different 
sources into potable water. VMD was shown as an effective technology that has the 
potential to be as important as current pressure-driv n membrane desalination because 
of its specific energy consumption. VMD processes can be carried out using a large 
membrane area, a requirement which is easy to meet. 
Variation in the permeate flux was investigated under various operating conditions. 
Each of the parameters (feed-water temperature, salinity, flow rate and vacuum 
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pressure) was varied independently, while the corresponding flux rate recorded. These 
values were then compared to the theoretically predict  values for the same operating 
conditions. It was found that vacuum pressure was the most influential parameter, 
followed by feed-water temperature, flow rate and fi ally salinity. A maximum flux rate 
of 6.44 L/m2.h was achieved at a feed-water temperature of 65 ˚C, flow rate of 6.90 
L/min and pressure of 7 kPa on the permeate side.  
The energy consumption of VMD was measured for each test. A higher flux rate due to 
a higher vacuum pressure was advantageous for increasing flux in an energy efficient 
manner. The specific energy consumption of the VMD process is directly related to the 
area of the membrane. It was concluded that a larger membrane area will reduce the 
specific energy consumption under the same operating co ditions. 
The VMD process was successfully implemented for desalinating and treating brackish 
water so that it could reach acceptable standards. The treatment capability of VMD is 
such that potable water can be produced from a variety of saline, brackish and 
contaminated water sources. Contaminant removal efficiency remained considerably 
high for all contaminants and water sources. The avrage TDS, Ca, Mg, Na, Fe, Al, 
TOC and TN removal efficiency was 99.9%, 99.6%, 99.0%, 99.3%, 99.0%, 100%, 
90.9% and 98.5%, respectively, and there was no observation of coliform in the 
permeate water samples. The parameters of pollutants measured in the permeate fell to 
within guideline values and this indicates that, alhough the treated water may require 
mineralisation, permeate water is suitable for drinking. 
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6 Chapter 6 An Analytical Flux Decline Model for 
Membrane Distillation 
Mohammad Ramezanianpour and Muttucumaru Sivakumar 
Sustainable Water and Energy Research Group, GeoQuest Research Centre, School of 
Civil, Mining and Environmental Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Information 
Sciences, University of Wollongong, Wollongong. NSW 2522, Australia 
Abstract 
Deposit of suspended solids and scale formation of dissolved solids on the membrane 
surface result in decline of flux that is a major problem in a MD process. The 
descending flux rate is modelled by incorporating the scaling and/or intermediate pore 
blocking followed by cake formation concepts into the normal flux equation. The aim of 
this paper is to investigate the mass transfer phenom a and provide a detailed 
mathematical model of fouling in MD. The force balance and pore blockage theories 
explain open area reduction on the membrane surface. Equilibrium of hydrodynamic-
forces on solutes yields a differential equation to determine the function of membrane 
roughness. The pore blockage theory is illustrated via a modified expression of 
clogging. Subsequently, combination of derived equations results in permeate flux 
reduction model. The developed model is validated through a set of observations and 
provided excellent fits of a range of experimental flux data. The effect of operating 
conditions, particle size, crystal shapes and concentration of feed solution on the decline 
of flux is investigated using the proposed model. It is observed that the moment of rapid 
decline of flux is dependent significantly on density, size of the particles and flow-rate. 
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Keywords: Membrane distillation, Membrane scaling, Mass transfer, Fouling model, 
Pore blockage 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Membrane technology has gained unprecedented interest in recent years in water and 
wastewater treatment to enhance the quality of purified water. Membrane separation 
technologies are classified into two major groups of is thermal and non-isothermal 
systems. Transmembrane hydrostatic pressure, concentratio , and electrical or chemical 
potential are driving forces in isothermal membrane processes such as MF, UF, NF and 
RO. Non-isothermal membrane technologies such as MD processes are still under 
development at a laboratory scale and have not beencompletely implemented in the 
water industry. Increasing attention in the development of low energy separation 
technologies resulted in the study of MD over the last few years (Khayet 2011).  
The feed solution to be treated by MD is passed on one side of the membrane and the 
hydrophobic nature of the membrane surface prevents liquid from penetrating dry pores. 
Different types of mass transport mechanisms occur in MD via a low temperature liquid 
stream or vacuum pressure on the permeate side of the membrane (Alkhudhiri et al. 
2012). The Knudsen number determines the accurate mechanism of mass transfer 
(Lawson and Lloyd 1997). In different regions, Kn > 1, Kn < 0.01 and 0.01 < Kn < 1, 
the transport mechanism is explained via the Knudsen flow, viscous flow and Knudsen-
viscous type of diffusion, respectively (Khayet 2011). The method of applying driving 
force on the permeate side of the membrane specifies th  MD classifications. 
Circulation of a colder stream on the permeate side in uces transmembrane temperature 
difference that results in vaporization of volatile molecules that occurs in direct contact 
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membrane distillation (DCMD). Volatile molecules can be evaporated by application of 
vacuum pressure on the permeate side of the membrane in vacuum membrane 
distillation (VMD). The pressure has to be reduced b low the saturation pressure of feed 
solution. Distillation takes place through the air gap between the membrane and 
condensation plate in air gap membrane distillation (AGMD) configuration. The vapour 
carried by cold inert gas is condensed out of the membrane in sweeping gas membrane 
distillation (SGMD). 
Removal of suspended and dissolved substances from seawater and brackish water or 
reclamation of municipal and agricultural wastewaters is accomplished by MD 
processes (Cabassud and Wirth 2003; Khayet et al. 2003; Li et al. 2003; Li and Sirkar 
2005; Xu et al. 2006; Cerneaux et al. 2009; Mericq et al. 2009; Sivakumar et al. 2013a). 
The advantage of MD compared to other desalination processes is the complete 
rejection of all non-volatile constituents such as ions, dissolved non-volatile organics, 
colloids and pathogenic microorganisms in the feed solution (Nghiem and Cath 2011). 
Membrane scaling occurs due to deposition of dissolved or colloidal organic matters on 
the membrane surface. Besides, deposition of substances on the membrane surface 
resonates open pore area reduction. The precipitation of solutes predominantly 
crystallization of salts prevents mass transport of vapour phase through the membrane 
pores (Wu et al. 1991). It was found that fouling developed more rapidly when salts 
existed in dairy wastewater which had been treated by MD (Hausmann et al. 2013). A 
major obstacle in the widespread application of MD is the rapid decline of flux as a 
result of complete pore blockage. 
Fouling in isothermal membrane processes has been studied in recent years. Developed 
models for standard pore blocking, intermediate pore blocking, complete pore blocking 
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and cake filtration have been used independently or in combination to clarify 
experimental observations (Hermia 1982; Vincent Vela t al. 2009; Mondal and De 
2010). These fouling mechanisms depend on factors such as membrane characteristics, 
feed concentration and operating conditions (Broeckmann et al. 2006). Membrane 
scaling along with three types of fouling may occur in a MD process: The complete 
pore sealing by particles prevents permeate flow in complete blocking phenomena; A 
portion of the particles blocks the pores in intermdiate blocking and the rest settle on 
other deposited particles; A permeable fouling layer occurs on the surface of the 
membrane due to the accumulation of the particles in the case of cake filtration (Bolton 
et al. 2006). Since there is no analytical model developed for the decline of flux in MD 
processes, the proposed fouling concepts for separation processes are critically 
reviewed, and most related theories are modified in this paper.  
Flux reduction model improves the performance of membrane filtration processes. The 
model distinguishes optimum operating conditions and the time intervals required for 
the membrane cleaning and replacement. Prediction of membrane filtration 
performance, economical design and especially explanation of the membrane fouling 
phenomenon emphasise the importance of the model. Many studies have been dedicated 
to the effect of particle accumulation mechanism on the permeate flux. These concepts 
yield the flux decline models with exponential trend (De Bruijn et al. 2005). Particular 
fouling models for dead end filtration were developd by Hermia (Hermia 1982) 
assuming the principles of standard blocking, complete blocking, intermediate blocking 
and cake filtration. These models are not applicable to the cross-flow filtration process 
due to the recirculation of the feed solution. The Hermia's fouling models were further 
modified by Vincent Vela et al. (Vincent Vela et al. 2009) for cross-flow filtration. In 
this amendment, fouling removal mechanism from the m mbrane surface was 
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considered in all modified models. The parallel contribution of several blocking 
phenomena was expressed in a fouling model by De Bruijn et al. (2005). Four weight 
coefficients are able to describe overall fouling made of all blocking phenomena in this 
combination. A combined intermediate pore blocking followed by cake filtration was 
modelled by Mondal and De (2010). Two fitting parameters were used from 
experimental data to be applied in steady state cross-fl w filtration. Also, the combined 
cake-complete model provides good fits of a variety of experimental curves of flux 
declines occurred between the excessive cake filtration and complete blocking in the 
study by Bolton et al. (2006). Two simplified equations were considered for the 
definition of complete blockage and cake filtration. A dynamic model for cake layer 
formation was proposed by Broeckmann et al. (2006) as a function of first order of 
particle size, where a revision on the proportionality of tangential force and shear stress 
is required. The fouling models proposed by Hermia were introduced in a transport 
resistance study in DCMD (Srisurichan et al. 2006). These models that show the first 
order of exponential decay are presented in Table 6-1. However, rapid fouling occurs in 
MD when the membrane surface is completely blocked which is the main difference 
between the performances of MD compared to MF, UF and RO separation processes 
(Tun et al. 2005; Nghiem and Cath 2011). Thus, the available models from the literature 
are not able to adhere to the inverse type of Gompertz model. Moreover, model 
verification was lacking in of the noted researches. Also, an empirical equation of 
fouling in the linear form of exponential decay was proposed for treatment of waters 
coloured with methylene blue dye by VMD (Banat et al. 2005). Two constant 
coefficients, indicated in Table 6-1, have to be evaluated by fitting the experimental 
data. A combination of membrane and feed mass transfer coefficients was considered in 
a model for ammonia removal by VMD (El-Bourawi et al. 2007). Linear function was 
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assumed for flux reduction due to short-term experim nts. Moreover, the coefficient 
was determined experimentally as a constant parameter. Similarly, resistance of 
membrane followed by concentration polarization and fouling was presented to 
determine decline of flux for saturated NaCl solution through DCMD (Yun et al. 2006). 
The fouling resistance has been ignored and the model was not able to predict the 
experimental data well. From the literature it is clear that previous studies are limited to 
isothermal separation processes, and no conceptual research has been proposed for MD. 
Furthermore, the effect of cake layer thickness on the accumulation of particles was not 
considered in the previous models. 
 
Table 6-1 Fouling and/or resistance models for MD 
Fouling type Equation Constant parameter(s) Reference 
Standard blocking J/J0=1/(Kt+1)
2 K (Srisurichan et al. 2006) 
Intermediate blocking J/J0=1/(Kt+1) K (Srisurichan et al. 2006) 
Complete blocking 
J/J0=1/exp(-
(Kt+1)) 
K (Srisurichan et al. 2006) 
Cake filtration J/J0=1/√(Kt+1) K (Srisurichan et al. 2006) 
Concentration 
polarization 
J=ρwKexp(-Mt)/Af K and M (Banat et al. 2005) 
Concentration 
polarization 
J= ∆P/(Km+K f) Kf (El-Bourawi et al. 2007) 
Concentration 
polarization and fouling 
J= ∆P/(Rm+Rc+Rf) 
Rc=KCf
x/VzTy 
K, x, y and z (El-Bourawi et al. 2007) 
 
The immediate effect of scaling and intermediate pore blocking is a slight decline in the 
permeate flux, and when it is combined with cake filtration severe flux reduction will be 
observed. In addition, the long-term effect would be the lifetime reduction due to the 
irreversible fouling. To preserve the economic feasibility of a membrane process, the 
time and frequency of membrane cleaning are required. H nce, it is desirable to develop 
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a model to predict these frequencies. In this study a reduction of open pore area via 
scaling and/or intermediate blockage followed by an increase in resistance of cake are 
combined simultaneously in describing the flux decline model. In addition, pore 
clogging and force balance theories were investigated rigorously. The novelty of this 
model is not only consideration of roughness as a significant parameter but also 
improvement of real forces applied in a MD process. The model is then validated using 
experimental data, and two constant parameters are defined. Finally, the model is 
verified via authors' and available literature data (Tun et al. 2005; Yun et al. 2006; Gryta 
2008; Nghiem and Cath 2011) for VMD and DCMD processes, respectively. 
 
6.2 Model Development 
To elucidate mechanisms of membrane scaling and fouling, flux decline during 
membrane distillation is modelled. This assumption is on the basis that scaling and 
deposition of particles on the membrane surface reduc  open pore area. Moreover, 
accumulation of the particles on the existing group increases the resistance of the cake 
layer. Hydrodynamic forces are dominant in the accumulation of particles on the 
membrane surface and it is assumed that the particle layer or scaling has no effect on the 
liquid/vapour interface. Also, the role of liquid/vapour interface is considered to ignore 
the perpendicular force on a particle caused by the flow in filtration process which is the 
main difference to the MD units. The weight of a particle and the buoyant force are 
negligible when compared to adhesion, tangential and lubricant forces. Particle 
agglomeration and tangential flow affect positively and negatively on flux reduction, 
respectively. In addition, the rate of accumulation of the particles is increased due to the 
growth of the cake layer thickness. This leads to an increase in the overall cake layer 
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resistance. Particles may either deposit within the cake layer on the membrane surface 
or continue on the bulk phase depending on the forces. In this model, it is assumed that 
the uniform fouling occurs on the membrane surface. 
The flux, J (L/m2·h), defined as the rate of flow of a fluid per unit area of membrane is 
assumed to decrease proportionally to the decline of open pore area of the membrane a 
(m2). This constant coefficient is derived from the ratio of initial flux J0 (L/m
2·h) to 
initial open pore area 0 (m
2). This theory is applicable for MD processes based on the 
SEM photos available in literature that shows the formation of a layer on the membrane 
surface. The permeate flux reduction occurs due to open pore area reduction followed 
by the cake layer formation. is the result of  For steady state conditions the relationship 
is (Field and Wu 2011): 
2
2 =
 
             (6-1) 
In Eq. (6-1), it was assumed that the rate of permeate flux and corresponding open pore 
area are identical. In the following sections, an extension to the scaling and intermediate 
blocking model as well as a new approach to hydrodynamic forces in a MD process is 
focused to replace a function for open pore area (a).  
 
6.2.1 Scaling and intermediate blocking 
The radius of cylindrical pores of a membrane is reduc d as solid matter accumulates on 
the pore walls in the standard model. Intermediate blocking is based on a similar 
physical mechanism to standard pore blocking. Accordingly, scaling and/or 
precipitation of contaminants may block pore completely or reduce the open area. The 
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general assumption is that each particle can reach the membrane surface at any location. 
In that way, pores will be sealed by particles accumulation as shown in Fig. 6-1. 
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Suspended and dissolved solids in feed solution are the reason for pore area reduction in 
MD. The blockage rate increases via feed flow 
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channel (Cmγ/Dh) illustrates the role of roughness in this modificat on. The blocked area 
to unit of permeate volume depends on mass fraction and fluid and solid characteristics, 
and is expressed as 
ξ =
3345
*6           (6-4) 
where ρf (kg/m
3) and ρp (kg/m
3) are density values of feed and solid, respectively, dp 
(m) is the average of particle diameter, ψ (-) is the shape factor, mp (kg/kg) is the mass 
fraction of solids in feed solution, γ (m) is the equivalent roughness height, Dh (m) is the 
hydraulic diameter of the channel and Cm (-) is the coefficient of deposited mass which 
correlates the effect of roughness on residual mass. Thi  coefficient is incorporated as 
the relative roughness magnitude that does not directly affect the rate of accumulation 
of particles. The mass fraction of solids in feed slurry is derived from the concentration 
of feed solution. Raising the concentration of feed solution will increase the coefficient 
of mass fraction which in turn gives rise to higher rate of open pore area reduction. The 
shape factor represents similarity of particle form to a sphere. Irregular forms are 
allocated a shape factor of 0< ψ <1. The function of Corey shape factor (Co=l c/√lalb) is 
performed where la, lb and lc represent the longest, intermediate and shortest size values 
of the particle, respectively (Julien 2010). Dimensio  of a particle are obtained using 
SEM images provided in previous studies (Tun et al. 2005; Gryta 2008; Nghiem and 
Cath 2011). In order to propose the equation of roughness, dominant forces on a particle 
in a fluid stream are employed in the force balance theory. The particle accumulation on 
the membrane surface corresponding to the applied forces is discussed in the subsequent 
section. 
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6.2.2 Force balance 
Force balance is considered to illustrate the phenom n of particle adhering to the 
surface of the membrane. The dominant forces around a moving particle adjacent to the 
membrane surface in steady fluid flow are shown in Fig. 6-2. 
 
 
Figure  6-2 Forces on a particle during membrane distillation 
 
Adhesion force FA (N) is exerted between the particle and membrane surface. Van-der-
Waals, capillary and electrostatic forces are included in intermolecular reactions. 
Electrostatic forces are the combination of attracting and repelling forces. The capillary 
and attracting forces are neglected in aqueous phase (Broeckmann et al. 2006). 
Dominant intermolecular forces of Van-der-Waals andrepelling are incorporated in the 
proposed model of sphere-plate suggested by a couple of authors (Hamaker 1937; 
Broeckmann et al. 2006). 
 = 7 −            (6-5) 
The Van-der-Waals and repelling forces are defined by 
dp 
FT 
FL 
FF 
FA 
Permeate flux J 
γ 
u
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7 = 4#8           (6-6) 
 = 9           (6-7) 
where the Hamaker constant, H is 6 × 10': N.m, the distance between surface and 
particle, S, is 4 × 10'#: m and CR (N/m) is a repelling constant (Broeckmann et al. 
2006). Based on Eq. (6-6) and Eq. (6-7), it is clear th t the adhesion and repulsive 
forces are directly proportional to the particle size (dp). Hence the adhesion forces can 
be expressed as 
 = 9           (6-8) 
where CA (N/m) is a system dependent constant. CA depends on the type of membrane 
surface material, operating conditions and particle type and has to be determined from 
experimental data. The assumption of driving force on particles by a fluid stream is 
attributed as a removal term. Accordingly, the tangential drag force can be obtained 
based on the Stokes law for low Reynolds number lamin r flow as (Batchelor 1967): 
 = 39          (6-9) 
where uw (m/s) is the velocity at a distance γ from the wall, γ is defined as the equivalent 
roughness of the membrane surface and µ (Pa.s) is the fluid viscosity of feed. To rewrite 
the drag force as a function of feed flow-rate, velocity has to be replaced by wall shear 
stress. The velocity gradient near the wall remains nearly constant at 
44; =
;  since  
˂˂ Dh. Hence, wall shear stress τw (Pa) can be expressed as 
 =  <                     (6-10) 
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Additionally, wall shear stress at the membrane surface which is dependent on pressure 
loss induced by the surrounding laminar flow can be computed as: 
 = ,=6                     (6-11) 
where A (m2) is the cross-section area of the channel. Combining Eq. (6-9), Eq. (6-10) 
and Eq. (6-11) the tangential force is given by 
 = 9                    (6-12) 
where CT (Pa), a kind of stress coefficient of tangential force, is defined as  
 = &,=6                     (6-13) 
The cross-section area of the channel and hydraulic diameter can be used for both 
rectangular and cylindrical channel types. The feed flow-rate is a critical parameter that 
can affect on both tangential force and the rate of r duction of the open pore area. 
The critical study of interactions between particle and surface in a viscous fluid was 
accomplished by Reynolds in 1886 (Reynolds 1886). It is concluded that, the changes in 
surface roughness impact on the motion of particle on the membrane surface, and the 
motion is resisted by a lubrication force, FL (N), towards the membrane surface due to 
these asperities (Zhao et al. 2002). The direction of lubrication force is normal to the 
plane as illustrated in Fig. 6-2. Lubrication force is a function of particle size, 
membrane and fluid characteristics as well as the rat  of change in roughness on the 
membrane surface which is described as 
> = −>9 4<4!                   (6-14) 
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where CL (Pa.s) is a lubrication constant. Previous research s have shown the 
dependency of the lubrication force coefficient to membrane and fluid characteristics 
and it can be defined as follows (Zhao et al. 2002) 
> = 3                    (6-15) 
The term φ (-) is a factor of permeable surface derived when a sphere is in contact with 
a porous plane (Goren 1979) 
 =  #!9 + 1.149"                  (6-16) 
where Rm (m
-1) is the membrane resistance. 
Accordingly, the friction force is derived by 
? = #$ − >%                   (6-17) 
where the friction coefficient, η, of 0.03 is assumed for both the membrane surface and 
cake layer surface (Broeckmann et al. 2006). Subsequently, the following condition is 
required for a particle to adhere to the membrane surface: 
 = #$ − >%                   (6-18) 
Writing Eq. (6-18) in full gives 
 = #  + > 4<4!                   (6-19) 
Integration of Eq. (6-19) yields to 
@ABC*<'@*D	* =
!
* + #                  (6-20) 
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where the constant term is calculated by the initial roughness, γ0, of the polypropylene 
membrane surface (15 nm) (Alaburdaite et al. 2006) at t = 0.  
Finally, the equation for roughness can be expressed a : 
 = E  F@*	*                    (6-21) 
It can be deduced that the blocked area to unit of feed volume is increased via the 
developed model for the roughness. Combining Eq. (6-3), Eq. (6-4) and Eq. (6-21) leads 
to 
4 
 = &− 3345 *6 E
 

F@*	 * '()                (6-22) 
The integration of Eq (22) yields 
ln$%+  = − 3345 *6 =*  *>e .*F / + #)+              (6-23) 
where the constant term can be derived by the initial open pore area, a0, at t = 0. 
Accordingly, Eq. (6-23) can be rewritten as 
 = ' 	  !"# $G*E
 

F@**!H'*
                (6-24) 
Subsequently, the developed model of the permeate flux which is proportional to the 
open pore area of the membrane surface can be derive  combining Eq (1) and (24) as 
, = 2  '
	 
 !"

#
$

G*E
 

F@**!H'*
               (6-25) 
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The initial flux (J0) is used to normalise the flux. Feed and solute characteristics, 
concentration of solids and particle size affect the coefficient of mass fraction to 
blocked area. This is a dominant parameter in the prediction of flux decline gradient and 
the moment of rapid fouling. Higher concentration, smaller particle size and low level 
of shape factor lead to higher decline of flux and faster fouling of membrane. So, it is 
concluded that smaller particles can cause more sevre fouling than larger particles. The 
system dependent constant parameter is determined according to the experimental data. 
It is influenced by the temperature, pressure and membrane material. 
In Eq. (6-25), J0 can be determined by running a MD test with distilled water, a0 is the 
characteristics of the membrane, mass fraction to blocked area is indicated by Eq. (6-4), 
Qf is measured by flow metre, CT is derived by Eq. (6-13) using feed characteristics and 
membrane cross section, CL is defined by Eq. (6-15) dependent on membrane resistance, 
feed viscosity and particle diameter and η is given 0.03 for both the membrane and the 
cake layer surface. 
Eq. (6-25) is more likely an inverse type of Gompertz model that can describe well the 
flux decline in MD processes. The proposed model can also be used to assess the 
effectiveness of membrane a cleaning techniques. It can be performed by fitting the 
developed model to the experimental data before and after cleaning process. In this 
regard, comparing the results of the flux decline gradient and time of rapid fouling 
explains the efficiency. The developed model can also be a useful industrial tool to 
predict membrane capabilities for constant pressure conditions in MD. 
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6.3 Model Verification and Results: 
6.3.1 Model Validation 
The proposed mathematical model was validated via the two obtained parameters. A 
system dependent constant (CA) has to be derived from experimental data, and the 
coefficient of deposited mass (Cm) is a constant value. The system dependent constant 
and coefficient of deposited mass were calculated using a set of experimental results 
through a VMD process. A hollow fibre PP membrane module, MD02CP2N 
(MICRODYN, Germany) consists of 40 capillaries with 0.2 µm pore size, 70% 
porosity, 0.47 m length and 0.1 m2 area was used in the VMD process. A Masterflex 
peristaltic pump provided the flow of feed-water soluti n through the membrane 
module and a water bath circulator maintained the fe d-water temperature in an 
insulated reservoir. The vacuum pressure on the permeate side of the membrane was 
applied via a KNF laboratory vacuum pump. The experim nts were conducted along 
with monitoring various operating parameters such as pressure, temperature, flow-rate 
and salinity as well as measuring the permeate flux. The experiments were carried out 
for swimming pool salt water under different constat magnitudes of temperature and 
pressure in order to determine the system dependent constant. The density of 2,170 
kg/m3 was assumed for sodium chloride, and an average particle diameter of 50 µm 
with a shape factor of 0.6 was also used based on the SEM images of fouled membrane 
derived in the literature (Banat et al. 2005). The results of the experimental flux are 
plotted with time for different temperature-pressure combinations. The developed model 
of flux was fitted to the experimental results as shown in Fig. 6-3 using appropriate 
system dependent constants. It is inferred that the flux declined more rapidly in the case 
of high temperature and low pressure due to the higher flux rate. It is also observed that 
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the proposed model can describe accurately the reduction in flux under different 
temperature-pressure gradients. In order to calibrate the model, the ratio of system 
dependent constant (CA) to pressure (kPa) was plotted versus temperature (°C). Using 
the power 0.845 for temperature values provided a linear plot. Thus, the following 
equation was proposed for the system dependent consant: 
 = 4.37 × 10'% 
.
%                  (6-26) 
 
 
Figure  6-3 The experimental and the proposed model flux (Eq. 6-25) (─) for variety of 
temperature-pressure combinations (●) P=10 kPa and T=50 °C, (■) P=15 kPa and T=60 
°C, (+) P=10 kPa and T=60 °C, (▲) P=10 kPa and T=65 °C and (♦) P=7 kPa and T=60 
°C. 
 
Simultaneously, the results of the three sets of experiments using a variety of 
concentration of sodium chloride (NaCl) solutions were analysed in order to determine 
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the coefficient of deposited mass. The effect of salinity concentration on the decline rate 
of permeate flux was investigated by increasing the initial concentration. Salinity 
concentrations of 2, 10 and 50 g/L were incorporated in the model as shown in Fig. 6-4. 
The VMD process was performed for a constant feed-water temperature of 50 ˚C, feed-
water flow rate of 2 L/min and the permeate side prssure of 10 kPa absolute. The 
coefficient of system dependent constant of 1.60*1 -6 derived from Eq. (6-26) was 
used. Moreover, a value of 0.08 for the coefficient of deposited mass assists the model 
to predict well the experimental data in both pressure-temperature configurations and 
salinity tests.  
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Figure  6-4 Permeate flux experimental data (■) and the proposed model flux (Eq. 6-25) 
(─) at T=55 °C and P=10 kPa using NaCl solution with concentrations: (a) 2 g/L, (b) 10 
g/L and (c) 50 g/L. 
 
6.3.2 Model verification 
Published data sets on fouling of membranes used in distillation processes are very 
limited. Hence the authors' data for VMD in addition t  four available experimental data 
of a DCMD process from various authors (Tun et al. 2005; Yun et al. 2006; Gryta 2008; 
Nghiem and Cath 2011) were used to evaluate the consiste cy of the new model as well 
as the system dependent constant for the DCMD process. 
Two sets of experiments for the effect of salinity concentrations on the decline rate of 
permeate flux were performed using concentration of 5 and 20 g/L for NaCl solution. 
The same average particle diameter of 50 µm and a shape factor of 0.6 were assumed in 
this model. The system dependent constant value of 1.60*10-6 was calculated for the 
saline solution using the adjusted operating conditions. Experimental data along with 
the proposed model are plotted in Fig. 6-5. The effct of increasing feed-water salinity 
concentration on the flux performance is illustrated in this graph. As expected, the 
decline rate of permeate flux raised proportionally with the NaCl concentration. Higher 
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salt crystallizations result in a decrease of open ore area. This result could be probably 
attributed to the fact that, the crystallization and adhering forces established inside the 
system are able to compete with the fluid dynamic for es. This phenomenon leads to an 
increase of scaling followed by the roughness resistance. The coefficient of deposited 
mass (Cm) is directly influenced by the concentration of the NaCl in feed solution. The 
results from the model validation show that the linar increment of this coefficient will 
exponentially reduce the rate of permeate flux.  
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Figure  6-5 Permeate flux experimental data (■) and the proposed model flux (Eq. 6-25) 
(─) at T=55 °C and P=10 kPa using NaCl solution with concentrations: (a) 5 g/L and (b) 
20 g/L. 
 
A laboratory scale DCMD system has been employed for sodium sulphate (Na2SO4) 
and NaCl solutions, separately (Tun et al. 2005). Tun et al. used a flat sheet membrane 
with dimensions of 100 mm long by 40 mm wide, horizntally in a 2 mm height 
channel with a hydraulic diameter of 4.7 mm. The characteristics of the membrane and 
feed solution are given in Table 6-2. A hydrophobic PVDF membrane is the barrier 
between feed and permeate streams. An initial feed volume of 1500 mL has been 
circulated with concentrations of 2 M and 4.5 M for sodium sulphate and sodium 
chloride, respectively. The longest (la), intermediate (lb) and shortest (lc) size of the 
NaCl crystal were determined as 72 μm, 40 μm and 32 μm, respectively in regard to the 
SEM image of fouled membrane provided by Tun et al. Thus, an average particle 
diameter of 50 μm and a shape factor of 0.6 were assumed in this model regarding the 
SEM images of the fouled membrane. In addition, values of 67 μm, 38 μm, and 31 μm 
were determined for la, lb and lc, respectively for the Na2SO4 crystal which result in 
same shape factor value. The density values of 2660 and 2170 kg/m3 were considered 
for sodium sulphate and sodium chloride, respectively.  
 
Table  6-2 The characteristics of the PVDF membrane and operating conditions for 
Na2SO4 and NaCl solutions using DCMD (Tun et al. 2005) 
Membrane 
material 
Membrane 
porosity 
Membrane 
pore size 
Feed 
temperature 
Permeate 
temperature 
Flow rate Concentration 
PVDF 70% 0.22 μm 50-60 °C 20-30 °C 2.5 L/min 2-4.5 M 
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The same coefficient of deposited mass (Cm = 0.08) was incorporated in the DCMD 
process. Fig. 6-6 illustrates the permeate flux decay patterns of the DCMD process for 
the two different solutions via three operating conditions. The results predicted by the 
model along with the experimental data are plotted in Fig. 6-6. It is observed that the 
proposed model can describe accurately the reduction in flux due to the fouling 
phenomenon under three different temperature gradients and two types of feed 
solutions. 
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Figure  6-6 Permeate flux experimental data (■) (Tun et al. 2005) and proposed model 
Eq. (6-25) (─) using sodium sulphate solution at feed and permeate t mperature of (a) 
60 – 20 °C, (b) 60 - 30 °C, and (c) 50 – 30 °C and so ium chloride solution at feed and 
permeate temperature of (d) 60 – 20 °C, (e) 60 - 30 °C, and (f) 50 – 30 °C. 
 
It is inferred by comparison between treatments of odium sulphate solution and sodium 
chloride solution that the flux declined more rapidly in the case of sodium chloride 
solution due to higher concentration. The highest difference of 40 °C between feed and 
permeate temperatures for both sodium sulphate and sodium chloride has caused rapid 
fouling as shown in Fig. 6-6a and 6-6d. Deferment of rapid fouling was observed by 
decline of temperature difference as illustrated in Fig. 6-6c and 6-6f. Flux decay rates 
were the greatest before the steady state approach t  zero. It describes the rapid scaling 
followed by cake formation on the membrane surface. The system dependent constant 
(CA) is increased linearly by reducing the temperature difference. Lower flux will be 
achieved in such situation due to the reduction of the pressure difference between feed 
and permeate side of the membrane. Assigned values for the system dependent constant 
(CA) were plotted versus the temperature difference for each solution, separately. A 
linear equation for variation of system dependent constant (CA=-7.71*10
-
9
∆T+2.14*10-6) was derived for Na2SO4. A higher decrease for CA was observed (CA=-
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7.33*10-8∆T+3.76*10-6) for the NaCl solution experimental data. On the other hand, 
fouling on the membrane surface is also delayed using higher density of solutes 
(Na2SO4) which is influenced by the decrease of the coeffici nt of the mass fraction. It 
is of interest to note that the model can predict the time corresponding to 20% reduction 
in flux. This coincides with the time required to clean the membrane. 
Also, the application of the DCMD process for calcium sulphate (CaSO4) solution has 
been investigated using a flat sheet membrane (Nghiem and Cath 2011). The flow 
channel was 145 mm long, 95 mm wide and 3 mm deep for the Nghiem and Cath tests. 
Feed and permeate side temperature along with otherperating conditions are outlined 
in Table 6-3. The concentration of 2 g/L of calcium sulphate solution with a density of 
2.96 g/cm3 in all cases is used with the same coefficient of deposited mass of 0.08. An 
average particle diameter and a shape factor of 2 μm and 0.1, respectively were assumed 
due to values of 128 µm, 2 µm, and 1.5 µm determined for la, lb and lc, respectively for 
the CaSO4 crystal using the SEM image of fouled membrane. 
 
Table  6-3 The characteristics of the PTFE membrane and operating conditions for 
CaSO4 solution using DCMD (Nghiem and Cath 2011) 
Membrane 
material 
Membrane 
porosity 
Membrane 
pore size 
Feed 
temperature 
Permeate 
temperature 
Flow rate Concentration 
PTFE 70% 0.22 μm 40-60 °C 20 °C 1 L/min 2 g/L 
 
A reasonable linear relationship between the system d pendent constants and feed 
temperatures was derived for this type of membrane. A linear equation for variation of 
system dependent constant (CA=-2.85*10
-9
∆T+2.14*10-7) was derived. Fig. 6-7 
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illustrates that the proposed model agrees well with the experimental data of the decline 
in flux due to the calcium sulphate (CaSO4) deposition in the DCMD system. The 
gradient of the proposed model in rapid fouling duration shows a steeper slope when 
compared to previous experiments. This may be due to the low flow-rate, smaller 
diameter of particles and shape factor of 0.1 used for calcium sulphate. Low values of 
shape factor accelerate fouling through the increase of the coefficient of mass fraction. 
 
 
 
Figure  6-7 Permeate flux experimental data (■) (Nghiem and Cath 2011) and proposed 
model Eq. (6-25) (─) using calcium sulphate solution at flow-rate of 1 L/min and feed 
temperature of (a) 60 °C, (b) 50 °C, and (c) 40 °C. 
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Wastewater treatment using DCMD has been performed for separation of saline 
wastewaters containing NaCl and proteins in a study by Gryta (2008). The capillary 
polypropylene membranes have been applied for both wastewater containing NaCl and 
proteins and wastewater after boiling and filtration. The temperature of feed and 
permeate streams has been kept constant for both experiments. These information for 
operating conditions and membrane characteristics are presented in Table 6-4. The 
particle diameter of 50 μm was considered with density values of 42 g/L and 1770 g/L 
for filtered and raw wastewater, respectively. The system dependent constant of 
1.00×10-8 was derived from experimental data and the same coeffi ient of deposited 
mass (Cm = 0.08) was assumed for different concentrations. 
 
Table  6-4 The characteristics of the PTFE membrane and operating conditions for the 
treatment of saline wastewater (Gryta 2008). 
Membrane 
material 
Membrane 
porosity 
Membrane 
pore size 
Feed 
temperature 
Permeate 
temperature 
Flow rate Concentration 
PP 73% 0.22 μm 80 °C 20 °C 1 L/min 42-1770 g/L 
 
The proposed model illustrates well the fouling occurrence as shown in Fig. 6-8. 
Primary reduction of flux due to the higher concentration of feed solution was also 
observed. Higher concentration increases the mass fr ction of solids in feed solution 
(md) which has significant effect on the decline of flux. 
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Figure  6-8 Permeate flux experimental data (■) (Gryta 2008) and proposed model Eq. 
(6-25) (─) using saline wastewater (a) with filtration (C=42 g/L) and (b) without 
filtration (C=1770 g/L). 
 
Finally, the proposed model was applied to experimental data of a DCMD process for 
NaCl solution (Yun et al. 2006). Information on the laboratory scale DCMD system is 
available in Table 6-5. Since, PVDF material has been used in the Tun et al. (2005) 
work, the same coefficient of deposited mass (Cm = 0.08) as well as the same equation 
for the system dependent constant (CA=-7.33*10
-8
∆T+3.76*10-6) derived from Tun et 
al. data were incorporated in the model. The value of 2.42*10-7 was assigned as the 
system dependent constant for the temperature differenc  of 48 ºC. Also, the same 
shape factor of 0.6 and density of 2.17 g/cm3 were assumed in this model. 
 
Table  6-5 The characteristics of the PVDF membrane and operating conditions for NaCl 
solution using DCMD (Yun et al. 2006) 
Membrane 
material 
Membrane 
porosity 
Membrane 
pore size 
Feed 
temperature 
Permeate 
temperature 
Flow rate Concentration 
PVDF 75% 0.22 μm 68.5 °C 20.6 °C 2.5 L/min 246.8 g/L 
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Fig. 6-9 illustrates the permeate flux decay patterns of the DCMD process for the given 
operating conditions. The developed model considering concentration polarization and 
fouling (Yun et al. 2006) was also included in this graph. The results predicted well via 
the proposed model in Eq. (6-25) however, the experimental data are not consistent with 
Yun et al.'s model (Yun et al. 2006).  
 
 
Figure  6-9 Permeate flux experimental data (■) and model (--) (Yun et al. 2006) 
compared to the proposed model Eq. (6-25) (─) using sodium chloride solution at 
velocity of 0.145 m/s, feed temperature of 68.5 °C and permeate side temperature of 
20.6 °C 
 
6.3.3 Sensitivity analysis 
Sensitivity analysis investigates the relations betwe n parameters of the model and 
nature of the observable outcome. Sensitivity analysis has been performed for various 
parameters such as concentration, diameter of particles, shape factor, flow-rate and 
viscosity. With regard to the feature of introduced parameters, sensitivity of the model 
is determined by the rational variation of these parameters. The proper alternation of the 
model was determined basically in response to the change of each parameter while the 
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others were kept constant. The parameter values within the change of increase were set 
as in Table 6-6. 
 
Table  6-6 Variation of significant parameters for sensitivity analysis of the model. 
Parameter Concentration Diameter of particle dp 
Shape factor 
(ψ) 
Velocity Viscosity 
Unit g/L μm - m/s Pa.s 
Range 0-250 10-70 0.2-1 0.1-0.2 
1.5-
2.5*10-4 
Rate of 
change 
Randomly 
(10, 50 and 125) 
10 0.2 0.025 2.5*10-5 
 
Results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 6-10 with the direction of parameter growth. 
As predicted in Fig. 6-10a, the increase in concentration of the solution creates the 
scaling and fouling phenomena more rapidly. This is attributed to the fact that both the 
density of solution (ρf) and the mass fraction parameter (mp) increase the blocked area 
per unit of volume (ξ). In this research the weight of a particle and the buoyant force 
were ignored compared to adhesion, tangential and lubricant forces, and hence the 
increase in particle diameter (dp) will delay the effect of scaling as shown in Fig. 6-10b. 
This can be expressed by the reduction of the blocked area per unit of volume (ξ). Also, 
a higher shape factor (ψ) delays the flux decline. It has marginal influenc compared to 
particle diameter (dp) (Fig. 6-10c). The higher flow-rate reduces the opn ore area (a) 
that results in rapid flux decline as illustrated in Fig. 6-10d. Although, this will increase 
the tangential force, pore area reduction via a higher flow-rate (Qf) due to more 
immigrated solutes is dominant. Viscosity (µ) has also an inconsiderable effect on the 
rapid flux decline due to its characteristics as shown in Fig. 6-10e. Increase in this term 
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will generate a higher lubrication constant (CL). Thus the concentration, particle size 
and flow-rate have egregious effect among the studied parameters. 
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Figure  6-10 Variation of the proposed model (Eq. 6-25) with (a) slurry concentration, 
(b) particle diameter (dp), (c) shape factor (ψ), (d) flow-rate and (e) viscosity (µ). 
 
 
The applicability of the model to provide the best fit of flux decline for data from a 
variety of authors indicates that it will be convenient for a wide range of solutions and 
membrane types. On the other hand, it is remarkable that the model can predict the time 
of rapid fouling and the trend of decline of flux until zero permeate volume. This is a 
dominant specificity of the model in determination f the time of membrane cleaning 
since scaling and accumulation of the particles on the membrane surface can cause 
irreversible problems. 
 
6.4 Conclusion 
Scaling and/or intermediate pore blocking followed by cake formation are the dominant 
fouling mechanisms in MD. It has been shown that the flux decline in MD processes 
adheres to the inverse type of Gompertz model rather than the first order of exponential 
decay developed for many membrane separation processes. The time corresponding to 
significant decline of permeation fluxes is attributed to the entire pore blocking and 
cake formation occurrences. Explicit equations were derived from force balance and the 
theory of scaling and accumulation of particles on the membrane surface. A theoretical 
model of membrane scaling and fouling for MD was proposed to evaluate the 
dependency of parameters such as membrane and feed solution characteristics as well as 
operating conditions such as temperature, pressure and flow-rate to the rate of pore 
plugging. The novelty of this model is consideration f roughness as a significant 
parameter along with improvement of real forces applied in a MD process.  
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The model incorporated only a system dependent constant (CA) that depends on 
operating conditions, type of solids and membrane characteristics. The deposited mass 
coefficient constant (Cm=0.08) was employed to correlate the effect of roughness on 
residual mass. A variety of temperature–pressure combinations for a constant feed 
concentration was performed via a VMD lab scale system to determine the system 
dependent constant. An empirical equation including temperature and pressure was 
developed for this parameter. For a constant pressu and temperature, the effect of 
salinity variation was investigated. Simultaneous analysis on experimental tests was 
carried out in order to determine these coefficients.  
Subsequently, the model was verified via authors' and vailable literature data for both 
VMD and DCMD processes. The developed model provides a precise description of 
flux decline for different concentrations, solutions and membranes. The effect of an 
increase in concentration of feed solution on flux decline was studied via a VMD 
process. The model demonstrates how a higher concentratio  affects the rapid pore 
blockage phenomenon. The applicability of the fouling model has been analysed via 
different solutions along with variation of temperature of feed and permeate streams in 
DCMD. A linear change of system dependent constant with temperature difference was 
presented for each set-up. The model was able to provide good fits of all data sets of 
four different DCMD treatment systems. 
Finally, sensitivity analysis was performed for a set of significant parameters in the 
model. It has been shown that the increase of concentration and/or decrease of particles' 
diameter reduces the flux rate more rapidly. 
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7 Chapter 7 Fouling and Wetting Studies in Performance 
Evaluation of Vacuum Membrane Distillation for Brackish 
and Grey Water Reclamation 
Mohammad Ramezanianpour and Muttucumaru Sivakumar 
Sustainable Water and Energy Research Group, GeoQuest Research Centre, School of 
Civil, Mining and Environmental Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Information 
Sciences, University of Wollongong, Wollongong. NSW 2522, Australia 
 
Abstract 
Feed water penetration through membrane, scaling and the accumulation of deposits on 
the membrane surface are the major operating problems of membrane distillation (MD). 
The MD process is rarely employed in wastewater reclamation since active surfactant in 
detergents promote wetting of the membranes. On the ot r hand, membrane lifetime 
and the performance of MD process are influenced by scaling and fouling. The main 
aim of this paper is to determine the effectiveness of the linear alkylbenzene sulphonate 
(LAS) in contact angle reduction (results in membrane wetting) and the prediction of 
the flux decline with variation of influent salt concentration. 
The influence of LAS was investigated via the contact angle measurement for a variety 
concentration of LAS solutions as well as brackish water and grey water samples. The 
tests were performed with three different types of hydrophobic membranes. A simple 
empirical model was proposed and related coefficients were calibrated based on 
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experimental data for contact angles measured for different solutions with the 
hydrophobic membrane. The trend of flux decline during wetting phenomenon was 
investigated by monitoring the permeate quality through the treatment of synthetic grey 
water. 
Additionally, the effect of membrane scaling during vacuum membrane distillation 
(VMD) process was studied under different operating conditions. A variety of 
temperature and pressure combinations as well as several salinity concentrations has 
been examined. The mathematical based model developed for the permeate flux was 
used to predict the flux rate of different saline solutions. It was found that the flux 
decline was attributed to the mass transfer resistance of the salt crystals. 
Keywords: Brackish water, Fouling, Grey water, Hydrophobic membrane, Vacuum 
membrane distillation, Wetting phenomena. 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Fresh water demand is expected to rise more than the amount currently available. 
Although, oceans and seas are known as an interminable water resource, water scarcity 
gets worse every day. Seawater desalination through the reverse osmosis (RO) 
technology has the potential as a major supplementary w ter source for many water 
starved countries. However, limited recovery, brine concentration, energy consumption 
for increasing osmotic pressure and the environmental impact of rejected brines are the 
main disadvantages of RO process (Mericq et al. 2009). Membrane distillation (MD) is 
a promising commercial desalination process progressing rapidly in industry separation 
activities. MD as a thermally driven separation technology uses hydrophobic porous 
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membrane to separate a gaseous phase from an entry liquid. The feed solution to be 
treated by MD passes on one side of the membrane. Th  hydrophobic nature of the 
membrane surface prevents liquid to penetrate throug  the dry pores. Low temperature 
stream or vacuum pressure on permeate side of the membrane reduces the pressure 
below the saturation pressure of feed solution. The vapour is then condensed back to the 
liquid phase by means of condenser, cold stream or cold surface. Thus the distilled 
water can be produced from a polluted water source at lower operating temperatures. 
The process removes suspended and dissolved substances such as low-molecular weight 
organics and non-volatiles solutes to recover high-quality water (Hausmann et al. 2013). 
The method of applying driving force in MD and vapour pressure gradient specify four 
configurations of MD process. Colder stream on permeate side creates transmembrane 
temperature difference in direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD). Vacuum on the 
permeate side of membrane evaporates volatile molecules in vacuum membrane 
distillation (VMD). The air gap membrane distillation (AGMD) contains air gap 
between membrane and condensation plate. Cold inert gas condenses vapour out of 
membrane in sweeping gas membrane distillation (SGMD). 
The effect of partial pressure of air within the membrane pores is removed by vacuum 
pressure in VMD to increase the rate of flux. Low pressure on permeate side of the 
membrane separates volatile molecules from the feed solution. The hydrophobic nature 
of the membrane prevents liquid solution from enteri g the pores. Liquid-vapor 
boundary layer on the feed side surface reduces mass tr nsfer resistance as well as 
conductive heat loss (Khayet and Matsuura 2011b). In the VMD process, vaporized 
water is passed through the membrane which is then condensed back into liquid state in 
an external condenser. The VMD process is more thermally efficient than conventional 
MD techniques operating under the same feed conditis and using the same membrane 
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module. It was observed that the distilled water is produced at lower specific rate of 
energy consumption due to the greater VMD permeate flux than the corresponding 
SGMD and the DCMD flux (Khayet et al. 2003). In addition, a number of studies have 
shown that distilled water can be produced from seawater or brackish waters by VMD 
process efficaciously (Cabassud and Wirth 2003; Khayet et al. 2003; Li et al. 2003; Li 
and Sirkar 2005; Xu et al. 2006; Cerneaux et al. 2009; Mericq et al. 2009; 
Ramezanianpour and Sivakumar 2013; Sivakumar and Ramez nianpour 2013; 
Sivakumar et al. 2013b; Sivakumar et al. 2013a). In such cases, water vapour is 
transferred through the membrane and non-volatile solutes are retained on the feed side. 
However, the only concern is the wetting phenomenon that can happen only if the 
hydrostatic pressure exceeds the liquid entry pressu  of water (LEP).  
Aqueous solutions containing volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were tested by VMD 
process for separation purpose (Khayet and Matsuura 2011b). Also, distilled water was 
produced by the application of VMD process in treatment of solutions including non-
volatile compounds. Highly dye-contaminated effluent generated by textile industries 
was treated using VMD process (Banat et al. 2005). VMD was effective in reduction of 
methylene blue from the concentrated dye solution of the textile dyeing process. Also, 
the feasibility of VMD was assessed in the treatment of solutions containing different 
concentration of dyes (25–500 ppm) and in all cases only distilled water was produced 
on the permeate side (Criscuoli et al. 2008a). VMD process is also applicable in the 
removal of ammonia from wastewaters provided pH adjustment can be made (El-
Bourawi et al. 2007). Removal efficiency was increased by higher feed temperature, 
pressure difference and flow rate. The combination of RO and VMD process for brine 
removal was evaluated using highly concentrated NaCl solutions to increase recovery of 
the system (Mericq et al. 2010a). Four different configurations were compared using 
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solar energy as a source of heat. Permeate flux was critically influenced by temperature. 
On the other hand, high salt concentration induced a low permeate flux rate. 
Furthermore, a few researchers have studied the feasibility of VMD process on the 
treatment of aqueous solutions with high salt content (Wirth and Cabassud 2002; 
Mohammadi and Safavi 2009; Ramezanianpour and Sivakum r 2013). The effect of 
aqueous NaCl solutions with concentrations 50, 100 and 150 g/L on permeate flux was 
also studied (Mohammadi and Safavi 2009). TDS of the permeate water was between 
0.08 to 1.90 mg/L as expected. Moreover, treatment of brackish water samples via 
VMD was investigated in previous studies (Sivakumar et al. 2013a). The results showed 
that VMD process produces distilled water as 99.9% of TDS has been removed from 
ground water, mine water, seawater and swimming pool water. As expected, the flux 
rate does decrease with increase in distillation time. The only drawback indicated in the 
above studies is the scaling and wetting phenomena due to the accumulation of particles 
on the membrane surface and low contact angle between the liquid and membrane.  
VMD is a relatively straightforward process while the hydrophobic nature of the 
membrane remains unchanged. However, solutions containi g low surface tension 
absorbent penetrate into membrane pores and cause wetting problem. In this case, the 
pressure difference across the pores dominates LEP which is the breakthrough pressure 
of the membrane. To prevent pore wetting, parameters such as membrane material, 
porosity, pore size, thermal conductivity, pore size distribution, surface tension of the 
solution, LEP and contact angle should be carefully considered (Li et al. 2008). 
Membrane wetting is influenced mainly by pore size, surface tension and the contact 
angle between the absorption liquid and the membrane material as described by the 
Laplace equation (Lv et al. 2010): 
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∆	 = '<IJK            (7-1) 
Where ∆P (Pa) represents the pressure difference across the membrane pores, γ (N/m) is 
liquid surface tension, θ is liquid–solid contact angle and r (m) is pore radius. From this 
equation it is clear that for ∆P to be positive, θ has to be above 900. Further the Eq. (7-
1) also illustrates that an increase in membrane por size, a decrease in liquid surface 
tension or contact angle accelerates wetting phenomn. In that way, VMD is rarely 
applied in wastewater treatment since organic components and non-volatile solutes such 
as salts, carbohydrates and proteins can worsen the contact angle (Gryta 2008). 
Measuring the advancing and receding liquid-solid contact angles determine the relative 
hydrophobicity of the membrane module. The contact ngle for a hydrophobic 
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane sample was measured using 8µL water 
droplet (Peng et al. 2005). It was observed that a smooth and dense PVDF membrane 
samples manufactured by hot pressing and phase invers on technique produce contact 
angles of 82.0 ± 0.5° and 142.6 ± 1.3°, respectively. The enhanced contact angle is the 
result of the asymmetric structure and the phase inv rsion technique preventing the 
formation of a dense skin layer on the membrane surface. A contact angle for a 
laboratory-fabricated hollow-fibre PVDF sample prepared by the dry-jet wet phase 
inversion process was also measured around 112 ± 30° (Yu Wang et al. 2008). This was 
used to specify the membrane’s suitability for MD applications. A commercially 
available Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membrane sample was investigated to 
perform well in DCMD (Hwang et al. 2011). The contact angle of 122 ± 5° was 
measured using the SV Sigma 701 Tensiometer. Moreove , three common types of 
hydrophobic membranes, PTFE, PVDF and Polypropylene (PP) were compared in 
terms of thermal conductivity and flux rate (Khayet 2011). It was concluded that, PTFE 
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represents an ideal material for MD process. The highest hydrophobic nature as well as 
the best thermal and chemical stability among polymers was achieved by PTFE type of 
membrane. However, processability is the main disadvantage of PTFE compared to 
other processes (Khayet and Matsuura 2011c). The revi w d literature emphasises the 
importance of the contact angle measurement in advance of the VMD treatment. 
Desalination of seawater and brackish water, removal f inorganic compounds and 
organic dissolved matter from drinking water supplies and the reclamation of municipal 
and agricultural wastewaters have been presently accomplished by the various MD 
processes (Wirth and Cabassud 2002; Khayet et al. 2003; Yun et al. 2006; Khayet and 
Matsuura 2011a; Hausmann et al. 2013; Sivakumar et al. 2013a). The choice of 
membrane is also dependent on separation of organic solutes from aqueous solutions. 
Deposition of the solutes on the membrane surface creates a fouling layer. Scaling and 
intermediate fouling is a major problem for MD since rapid flux reduction occurs via 
complete pore blockage. However, the rate of fouling is pointedly lower than that of 
conventional pressure-driven separation process (Alkhudhiri et al. 2012). Furthermore, 
a fouling layer, result in thermal and hydraulic resistance, and also increases the risk of 
membrane wetting. The pressure difference is increased up to the LEP due to the 
penetration of the particles into the membrane pores (El-Bourawi et al. 2006). 
Accumulation of the particles on the membrane surface, decrease the flux over time due 
to the reduction of pore area and increase of the tortuosity. Fouling layer can also form 
by bacterial growth on the membrane surface (biologcal fouling) and/or composition of 
the particles as a resistant layer (scaling). The eff ct of scaling on the flux rate was 
investigated by monitoring the DCMD performance with 2 M and 4.5 M sodium 
chloride and sodium sulphate solutions (Tun et al. 2005) respectively. Based on a 
variety set of operating conditions, it was concluded that the permeate flux considerably 
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decreases at specific times which show the occurrence of membrane scaling. The same 
observations were reported for treatment of different solutions by DCMD (Yun et al. 
2006; Gryta 2008; Nghiem and Cath 2011). The permeate flux declines smoothly until 
complete pore blockage appearance, then a sharp deceas  will take place at that point. 
The effect of salinity concentration on reduction of flux for different operating 
conditions was examined with a 300 g/L synthetic seawater solution (Mericq et al. 
2009). For three-hour experiments (at the slight-declin  period) permeate fluxes of the 
two sets of operating conditions reduced from 2.28 to 1.77 L/m2h and 3.84 to 3.20 
L/m2h, respectively. It was concluded that the flux declin  was not caused by a 
reduction of the vapour partial pressure of the feed water but it was proportional to the 
membrane scaling.  
In summary, it must be emphasised that in all the previously cited applications, VMD 
process was a reliable separation technique for saline solutions. However, membrane 
wetting problem via several compounds present in domestic wastewater and industrial 
effluents excludes a direct treatment by MD. Consequently, measurement of the contact 
angle is required before MD performance. In the majority of cases, a sharp decrease of 
permeate flux were observed due to the entire blocking of the pores on the membrane 
surface. Accordingly, recognizing the time for membrane cleaning before the critical 
point in which the flux rate declines rapidly is alo necessary. 
 
7.2 Theory 
The performance of VMD process is subjected to two main problems: wetting and 
scaling. Determination of the contact angle and complete pore blockage limits is 
necessary before each test. For a specific membrane, wetting is directly associated with 
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the contact angle between the selected membrane and the raw wastewater. Contact 
angle is closely associated with the LAS concentration presents in a wastewater sample. 
A simple empirical model is proposed for the contact angle between a variety of LAS 
concentrations and the type of membrane surface. Further, an analytical model of 
permeate flux decline for MD process is explained which incorporates force balance and 
pore blockage theories. The analytical model can also predict the suitable time of 
membrane cleaning. 
 
7.2.1 Determination of contact angle 
Advancing and receding contact angles are measured to evaluate membrane 
hydrophobicity. The Eq. (7-1) explains the necessity of a contact angle being above 90º 
for a membrane used in VMD process so that ∆P >0. In the presence of surfactants, 
contact angle between the membrane and the liquid decreases. Detergents in feed water 
solution significantly reduce the surface energy and therefore the contact angle. The 
major active surfactant in detergents is the Linear Alkylbenzene Sulphonate (LAS) 
which is now the one with the highest concentration n any detergent used in 
households. LAS was introduced in 1964 as a "readily biodegradable" replacement for 
the highly branched anionic surfactant. Since grey water is a mixture of laundry, shower 
and kitchen wastewater, determination of the LAS in this solution is important for the 
treatment via VMD process. 
The concentration of LAS can be measured by different methods. HPLC with 
fluorescence detection was used to monitor the concentration of LAS by few researchers 
(Matthijs et al. 1999; Olsson et al. 2008). Further, x- ay fluorescence spectrometry was 
used to determine the total anionic surfactant concentrations using sodium salts of LAS 
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via filtered zeolite and hydrolysed alkyl sulphates (Kawauchi 1999). Funamizu and 
Kikyo (2007) showed that LAS concentration is associated with the COD concentration 
(Funamizu and Kikyo 2007b). Besides these methods, contact angles of a range of 
common detergents were incorporated to demonstrate the reproducibility and precision 
of this method of measuring the surfactant concentrations (Kaufmann et al. 2006). The 
measured contact angles for selected concentration of detergents in solution were used 
to fit curvilinear relationships. The empirical equations derived by these curves allowed 
determination of the concentration of LAS for a given contact angle. In this research an 
attempt was made to determine the concentration of LAS in a number of natural, 
household grey water samples by infrared spectrometry. The absorbance at 652nm 
wavelength was measured by a UV-1700 PharmaSpec visible pectrophotometer 
(SHIMADZU) in order to determine the concentration f methylene blue active 
substances (MBAS), calculated as LAS. Simultaneously, contact angles for a variety of 
LAS standard solutions were also determined. 
The result of the contact angle with different membrane samples are plotted for a variety 
of LAS stock solutions as shown in Fig. 7-1. Increase in LAS concentration results in 
higher value of the absorbance which leads to a lower contact angle. The contact angle 
reduction trend is dependent on the quantity of deterg nts and membrane characteristics. 
However, it reaches a plateau at a specific high concentration and after which there is no 
further significant reduction in the contact angle occurs (Kaufmann et al. 2006). It was 
observed that for the LAS concentration of 12.5 mg/L which is equivalent to the 
absorbance value of 3, the contact angle reached 86.9º. Therefore, the contact angle is 
determined using the Eq. (7-2) via the measurement of the absorbance of the solution 
(A). 
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- = #:.:#% + -:          (7-2) 
where A is the absorbance value, m is the fitting parameter and θ0 is used to correlate the 
plateau of the trend both of which depends on the typ  membranes. A commercially 
available sample of three different hydrophobic types of membranes: PP, PVDF and 
PTFE were tested. The fitting parameters are shown in Table 7-1. The fitting parameter 
(m) clarifies the difference between the contact angles measured for different membrane 
types which is exceeded at low LAS concentrations. Fig. 7-1 illustrates that the 
empirical equation can predict the experimental results however the theoretical values 
for PTFE membrane was above the experimental values t high LAS concentrations. A 
sharp decrease of the contact angle is observed in all cases when the absorbance value is 
<0.1 It is also depicted that the PTFE membrane is more efficient to prevent membrane 
wetting for the solutions with the LAS concentration units of lower than 10 mg/L which 
is subjected to 2.5 absorbance unit. The Fig. 7-1 also explains that the PP module is not 
applicable for the solutions containing more than 4 mg/L LAS or the absorbance value 
of greater than 1. 
 
Table  7-1. Fitting parameters of specific membranes for measuring the contact angle. 
Membrane type Manufacturer m θ0 
PP MICRODYN 0.018 27 
PVDF Magna 0.04 28 
PTFE Gore 0.09 33 
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Figure  7-1. Experimental and modelled contact angle versus the absorbance of LAS 
standard solutions. 
 
7.2.2 Fouling model 
Standard pore blocking, intermediate pore blocking, complete pore blocking, and cake 
filtration have been used independently or in combinations to explain fouling 
phenomena in isothermal membrane separation processes (Broeckmann et al. 2006; 
Vincent Vela et al. 2009; Mondal and De 2010). Three types of fouling on the 
membrane surface may occur in MD process: The particles seal the pores completely 
and prevents permeate flow (complete blocking); a portion of the pores are blocked by 
particles (intermediate blocking); and a permeable fouling layer forms on the membrane 
surface (cake filtration) (Bolton et al. 2006). The ydrophobic nature of the membrane 
prevents crossing of ions, dissolved non-volatile organics, colloids and pathogenic 
microorganisms. In that regard, it is assumed that sc ling, intermediate pore blocking 
followed by cake filtration are the dominant mechanisms of fouling in MD technologies 
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as only vapour is passed through the membrane pores. Scaling and/or intermediate 
blockage is the main phenomenon in reduction of open pore area. The flux decline is 
influenced by crystallization as well as the resistance of cake formation. The cake 
resistance is increased by accumulation of the particles on the membrane surface due to 
hydrodynamic forces. The adhesion, tangential and lubricant forces are dominant 
compared to the weight and buoyant forces. 
A flux decline model has been developed linking pore blockage and force balance 
theories of particles adherence to the membrane surface (Ramezanianpour and 
Sivakumar 2014). It was assumed that membrane scaling nd/or particles accumulation 
may block pore completely or reduce the open area. This emphasises the theory of 
intermediate pore blocking. The model assumes that each particle can reach the 
membrane surface at any location. On the other hand, the change of pore condition 
depends on the actual pore state and feed flow-rate, that explains the concept of cake 
formation. Subsequently, the flux decline model (Eq. 7-3) was derived using the force 
balance theory: 
, = 2  '
	 
 !"

#
$

G*E F@**!H'*
      (7-3) 
Where J (L/m2.h) is the flux at any time t (h) , J0 (L/m
2.h) is the initial flux, a0 (m
2) is 
the initial open pore area, ρf (kg/m
3) and ρp (kg/m
3) are density of fluid and solid 
particles, respectively, dp (m) is the average particle diameter, ψ (-) is the particle shape 
factor, mp (kg/kg) is the mass fraction of solids in feed soluti n, Dh (m) is the hydraulic 
diameter of the channel, Cm (-) is the coefficient of deposited mass, Qf (m
3/s) is feed 
flow-rate, CT (Pa) is coefficient of tangential force, CL (Pa.s) is a lubrication constant, η 
is the friction coefficient, CA (N/m) is a system dependent constant andC1 and C2 are 
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integration constant terms which can be derived by the initial roughness of the 
membrane surface and the initial open pore area. This model can be used to predict the 
time required for membrane cleaning. The system dependent constant is the only fitting 
parameter that has to be determined via the experimental data. The proposed model can 
also assess the effectiveness of membrane cleaning techniques. The membrane types 
and manufacturing processes can be evaluated through comparison of the results of the 
flux decline gradient and time of rapid fouling. 
 
7.3 Materials and methods 
7.3.1 Feeding solutions 
Five types of water samples were used in this study as the feed: mine water, swimming 
pool salt water, ground water, synthetic and natural g ey water. Saline water feed 
solutions were made up of NaCl and distilled water using varying concentrations in 
order to simulate fresh, brackish and seawater for scaling tests. Water samples from the 
University of Wollongong’s (UOW) salt water swimming pool were collected and 
treated via the VMD process to evaluate treatment process in terms of effluent quality. 
The VMD performance also demonstrated the response f flux rate to various operating 
parameters to determine the model’s system dependent constant. The measured TDS 
and turbidity of salt water swimming pool sample were 3,270 mg/L and 1.88 NTU, 
respectively. Mine water samples containing 2,332 mg/L of TDS were taken from the 
Gujarat NRE coal mine site located in Bellambi, NSW, in order to validate the contact 
angle model. The measured turbidity of mine water was 253 NTU. For the same 
reasons, ground water samples were collected from Wagon Wheels farm, in NSW in 
which the average concentration of TDS and turbidity was found to be 417 mg/L and 
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6.38 NTU, respectively. Finally, synthetic samples were prepared in the lab and actual 
grey water samples were collected from a local domestic household.  
 
7.3.2 Analytical methods 
LAS standard solutions were prepared using linear alkylbenzene sulfonic acid (97%w/w 
Alfa Aesar) diluted into distilled water at desired concentration ranges. The absorbance 
of prepared samples was measured at a wavelength of 652 nm against a blank of CHCl3 
through a spectrophotometer then the calibration curve was plotted. Contact angles were 
measured using a Ramè-Hart goniometer (200 Series F1, Germany) to evaluate 
membrane hydrophobicity. A droplet of feed water sample was placed on the fibre 
surface using a syringe. Advancing and receding conta t angles were calculated via 
two-dimensional measurement of the angle formed betwe n the surface and the drop 
profile. Image processing software was used to determin  the contact angle. To 
minimise experimental errors, all contact angle data were obtained by averaging a set of 
ten measurements. The electrical conductivity of the prepared samples was measured 
with a CyberScan portable metre (EUTECH, Singapore).  
 
7.3.3 VMD installation 
Schematic diagram of the VMD process is shown in Fig. 7-2. A hollow fibre PP 
membrane module, MD02CP2N (MICRODYN, Germany) consist of 40 capillaries, 0.2 
µm pore size, 70% porosity, 0.47 m length and 0.1 m2 area was used in this laboratory 
scale treatment system. Wetting phenomenon is monitored using a PTFE type 
membrane module. The Emflon PFR filter cartridge (Pall, Australia) contains a double 
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layer PTFE membrane in pleated form with surface area and pore diameter of 0.8 m
and 0.2 µm, respectively. A Masterflex peristaltic pump provided flow of feed
solution through the membrane module. A temperature contr
maintained the feed-water temperature in an insulated reservoir. The vacuum pressure 
on the permeate side of the membrane was applied via a N820 KNF laboratory vacuum 
pump (Javac) when the temperature reached a desired value. A 
adjust the vacuum pressure on the permeate side. A water cooled glass condenser placed 
across the vacuum pump on the permeate side of the membrane to condense vapo
a liquid phase.  
 
 
The experiments were conducted by monitoring various perating parameters such as 
pressure, temperature, flow
Four sensors read wat
inlet and outlet of the condenser. The feed flow
188 
olled water bath circulator 
ball valve was used to 
Figure 7-2. VMD experimental arrangement
-rate and salinity along with measuring the permeate flux. 
er temperatures at feed and permeate side of the membrane and 
-rate was monitored using an FMG3000 
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-water 
ur into 
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flow metre (OMEGAMAG) that was placed just before the membrane module. A 
pressure gauge monitored the permeate side pressure creat d by the vacuum pump. All 
readings were sent to a data logger. A Signet 8900 multi-parameter controller accepts 
digital signals of temperature and pressure sensors. The signals were directed to the 
National Instruments data acquisition device (NI6221). Finally, the LabVIEW software 
(Ver. 10) was able to display and graphs each of the parameters in real-time. 
 
7.3.4 Experiments 
Experimental work was carried out to evaluate the pr sented models for the contact 
angle and the permeate flux. The absorbance and contact angle of prepared samples 
were measured to evaluate the accuracy of the empirical model. These tests were 
benchmarked under standardised conditions. On the other hand, flux decline model was 
assessed through five combinations of pressure and temperature to determine the system 
dependent constant (CA). Further, the coefficient of deposited mass (Cm) was determined 
using a variety of saline solutions. The fouling tests were conducted by VMD via 
treatment of saline water, swimming pool salt water and ground water. In order to 
explain the wetting phenomena the rate of the permeate flux as well as the electrical 
conductivity of the permeate water were monitored while grey water samples were 
treated by VMD. 
Temperature of the feed solution was adjusted between 45 to 65 ºC using a temperature 
controller. This range is selected because very high vacuum pressure is necessary for 
temperatures below 45 ºC which is not applicable. In addition, membranes' material 
may not withstand operating temperatures above 65 ºC, and also higher temperatures 
require more energy input. The absolute permeate pressu e varied between 7 to 20 kPa. 
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Vacuum pressure is a dominant parameter in flux variation, so the absolute value was 
maintained by using a ball valve. The flow-rate through the membrane was kept low 
since higher feed pressures can exceed the pressure difference across the membrane. 
The tests were carried out at a constant feed flow rate of 2 L/min flow-rate. Saline 
solutions were prepared within the range of 1–50 g/L using NaCl. 
 
7.4 Results and discussion 
7.4.1 Membrane wetting 
A 50 µL droplet of a sample was placed on a piece of membrane to measure contact 
angles as shown in Fig. 7-3. The average of right and left angle was recorded in each 
test for ten set of measurements. The average excluded those values of contact angles 
which differ more than ±5%. Five typical drop shapes are displayed in Fig. 7-3. The 
surface of the membrane was recognised by a horizontal li e in the software. The 
contact angles were obtained using the tangent at the in ersection of the droplet with the 
hydrophobic membrane surface. The contact angle was expected to be >90º for distilled 
water, saline solutions and brackish water samples. However, the results for grey water 
samples reflect what was already stated on the effect o  LAS on the membrane wetting 
phenomenon. 
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Figure  7-3. Contact angle measurement a) Synthetic grey water droplet on a PP 
membrane surface; b) Distilled water droplet on a PTFE membrane surface; c) 
Swimming pool water droplet on a PTFE membrane surface; d) Mine water droplet on a 
PP membrane surface; e) Groundwater droplet on a PTFE membrane surface 
 
Fig. 7-4 shows the experimental and theoretical contact angles versus absorbance for 
aqueous solutions. These set of experiments were carri d out with PP, PVDF and PTFE 
membranes at ambient temperature (25 ºC). It is of interest to note that contact angle 
values for swimming pool salt water, groundwater and mine water were greater than the 
limit of 90º for VMD process. However, the measured contact angles for grey water 
samples were below 90º except the one between natural grey water and the PTFE 
membrane surface. The empirically derived values obtained from Eq. (7-2) agree well 
with the measured contact angles for various solutions. The results illustrated that grey 
water will penetrate the studied membranes since the measured contact angles are below 
92.3º. 
 
a) b) 
Swimming pool water/PTFE θ=123.4 Mine water/PP θ=94.1 
c) d) 
Groundwater/PTFE θ=114.7 
e) 
Synthetic grey water/PP θ=88.2 Distilled water/PTFE θ=124.5 
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Figure  7-4. Experimental and theoretical contact angle values in accordance with Eq. 
(2), for swimming pool salt water, mine water, groundwater, synthetic and natural grey 
water on a piece of PP, PVDF and PTFE membranes. 
 
The contact angles measured between PP and PVDF membranes and grey water 
samples are less than 90º which is the boundary of liquid penetration into the membrane 
pores. The PTFE membrane is selected for the wetting investigation since the contact 
angle value of 92.3º and 90.8º were obtained for natural and synthetic grey water 
samples, respectively. In order to investigate the rend of flux during wetting 
phenomenon, PTFE membrane module was used during VMD process under steady 
state conditions. The synthetic grey water sample was treated in this experiment while 
the permeate flask weight was measured continuously. Permeate volume as a function 
of operation time is illustrated in Fig. 7-5. The constant permeate flux was observed 
during the first 0.4 h of the test, and a complete r j ction of TDS has been achieved 
during this period. This indicates the possibility of pure water production from grey 
water through VMD. Hydrophobic membrane module implies that in the first period, 
only volatiles can pass through the pores. After this period, accumulation of the 
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particles and/or crystallization of the ions on the membrane surface improve the 
penetration of feed water through the membrane pores. Indeed, some pores become wet 
which is subjected to the unequal distribution of pre size and unequal pressure 
distribution on the permeate side of the membrane. On the other hand, increase in 
electrical conductivity of the permeate water would in icate that membrane wetting has 
occurred. The electrical conductivity of the permeate water started to increase smoothly 
from the 0.4 h and significantly from the 0.67 h as shown in Fig. 7-5. Prior to membrane 
wetting, the TDS removal for the VMD Process was above 99.9%. The removal 
efficiency is reduced to 99.6% in partially wet period. Finally, the electrical 
conductivity level reached 380 µS/cm, after 1 hour. High level of TDS removal not only 
indicates the excellent quality of the permeate water but also results in the increase of 
LAS concentration in feed solution where the recirculation of feed water was 
performed. This increase significantly reduced the contact angle between the sample 
and the PTFE membrane module. 
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Figure  7-5. The wetting phenomenon through a PTFE membrane module used in a 
VMD process via plotted permeate volume (♦) and change in permeate EC (■) with 
time. 
 
7.4.2 Fouling mechanism 
The effect of salinity concentration on the decline rate of permeate flux was investigated 
in chapter 6 for the initial concentration from 1 to 50 g/L whilst all other parameters 
remained constant. Feed-water temperature remained at 55 ˚C, with a flow-rate of 2 
L/min and the permeate side pressure was kept at 10kPa absolute. The initial flux rate 
values obtained are coincident due to the low effect of salinity concentration. The effect 
of increasing feed-water salinity concentration on the flux performance was illustrated 
in Fig. 6-5. 
A chemical cleaning of the membrane was performed in order to obtain a high flux rate 
capacity on long-term basis. NaOH in concentration of 3 % and HCl acid in 
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concentration of 2 % were prepared for effective cleaning. This process was conducted 
in the direction from permeate side to the feed side. Experiments were carried out 
starting from low concentration solution and the claning process was performed at the 
end of each test as shown in Fig. 7-6. These tests were conducted at the same operating 
conditions, however the initial flux was reduced due to the irreversible scaling on the 
membrane surface. The initial flux rate experienced 0.2%, 0.5%, 1.1%, 2.3%, 4.6% and 
13.4% reduction in the tests after 60 hours at concentrations 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 g/L, 
respectively. The data presented in Fig. 7-6 implies that fouling is largely dependent on 
the presence of salt crystals on the membrane surface which is considered as an 
effective factor in the pore area reduction in the proposed model. 
 
 
Figure  7-6. Changes in the permeate flux as the results of membrane fouling by saline 
feed solution. 
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The permeate flux rate was plotted for groundwater tr atment through the VMD 
process. Particle diameter of 50 and 200 µm were assumed for dissolved and suspended 
solids, respectively. This assumption is in regard with the SEM image of the membrane 
surface for NaCl crystallization as well as soil particles diameter. The particle diameter 
used in the model was the relative average calculated using TDS and TSS 
concentrations as well as the dissolved and suspended particles' diameters. This ratio 
was calculated based on the TDS and TSS concentratio s. The same feed-water 
temperature and vacuum pressure of 55 ˚C and 10kPa were adjusted, respectively, with 
a flow-rate of 2 L/min. The system dependent constant of 1.6*10-6 was also assigned to 
the operating conditions. Decline of flux is observed via experimental and modelled 
data plotted in Fig. 7-7. Rapid scaling and fouling explains the crystallization and 
accumulation of particles followed by increase of cake resistance. The model predicts 
the experimental data well before the rapid fouling occurrence. The difference is about 
18% between the model and the experimental flux rate d a during the fouling period. 
 
 
Figure  7-7. The experimental (□) and modelled (─) permeate flux for groundwater 
treatment via VMD. 
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7.5 Conclusion 
Experimental works were carried out to investigate the effect of wetting and fouling on 
the performance of the VMD process. This study has demonstrated that wetting and 
fouling reduces the efficiency and can prevent the distillation function. Indeed, the 
effect of different feed solutions in contact with e hydrophobic membrane was 
studied. Experimental results indicated that LAS is an effective parameter in pore 
wetting. Higher concentration of LAS reduces contact angle resulting in pore wetting. 
An empirical model was presented to predict the contact angle associated with the 
concentration of LAS in the solution. The contact angle empirical model describes well 
the experimental data for swimming pool salt water, mine water, groundwater, synthetic 
and natural grey water on PP, PVDF and PTFE membrane s mples. In the case of using 
PTFE, the measured contact angles were always above 90º. Since PTFE sample could at 
least meet the requirement for membrane distillation process, it has been used in the 
VMD process for grey water treatment. Membrane wetting was observed after 25 
minutes runtimes.  
The proposed model was also able to predict the experimental flux rate achieved 
through the groundwater treatment test. Rapid declin  of flux implies the crystallization 
and accumulation of particles followed by cake resistance growth. It was shown that 
VMD can be performed successfully, and relative cleaning is necessary to prevent high 
rate of irreversible flux. Once the membrane has been fouled or wetted, it has to be 
cleaned and dried before it can be reused. Low level of initial flux reduction after each 
test is subjected to the remained foulants on the membrane surface. 
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8 Chapter 8 Heat and mass transfer simulation and 
experimental evaluation of solar powered vacuum 
membrane distillation system 
Mohammad Ramezanianpour and Muttucumaru Sivakumar 
Sustainable Water and Energy Research Group, GeoQuest Research Centre, School of 
Civil, Mining and Environmental Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Information 
Sciences, University of Wollongong, Wollongong. NSW 2522, Australia 
Abstract 
Water and energy scarcity in dry and remote areas is a well understood issue and 
becoming even more pronounced in the future due to the impact of climate change. 
Research on solar powered desalination techniques in these places is growing 
worldwide to produce fresh water using renewable sources of energy. Membrane 
distillation processes are technically simple and capable of producing high-quality 
potable water over a long period with minimal maintenance. With regard to the 
attractive advantages of the vacuum membrane distillation (VMD) process, it is a 
promising technology that can be implemented by the us  of solar energy. The aim of 
this paper is not only to develop a mathematical model describing heat and mass 
transfer processes across a vacuum membrane distillation process using thermal 
renewable energy, but also to implement innovative design to improve the overall 
performance of a solar powered vacuum membrane distillat on (SVMD) system. In the 
present work, a small pilot-scale SVMD unit was designed, assembled and tested. The 
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dependency of the predictive model to natural climatic conditions is assessed and 
validated against experimental data. Theoretical flux data of the proposed SVMD pilot 
plant is then graphed via a numerical solution in order to compare with experimental 
results. The influence of salinity concentration on the permeate flux is explained. 
Finally, sensitivity analysis of the simulated model showed that the permeate flux is 
highly sensitive to pressure, solar irradiance and flow rate values. 
Keywords: Dynamic model, Heat and mass transfer, Pilot scale, Solar thermal energy, 
Vacuum membrane distillation. 
 
8.1 Introduction and literature review 
Potable water and conventional energy are scarce sources in many places especially in 
arid and remote areas. Insufficient natural sources in remote rural areas along with low 
infrastructure are problems which will be aggravated dramatically in the future. 
Methods of removing salt from the sea and brackish waters have been studied, and 
industrial scale desalination plants have been developed for big cities to become more 
efficient. The reason is that the desalination techniques are high energy consuming and 
recommended to be supplied by renewable sources of nergy (Guillén-Burrieza et al. 
2012). Stand-alone desalination systems coupled with solar energy are a possible 
solution for remote and isolated communities. 
In total there are 26 possible combinations of desalination techniques by various 
renewable energy technologies (Mathioulakis et al. 2007). Stand-alone solar still is a 
common thermally driven desalination process for its simple set-up. However, its 
thermal efficiency is very low due to its large specific collector area (Koschikowski et 
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al. 2003). Desalination techniques are classified into thermal, membrane and hybrid 
processes (Qtaishat and Banat 2013). Physical liquid-gas phase transformation is the 
feature of the thermal processes such as multi-effect distillation (MED) and multi-stage 
flash (MSF). Separation technology is involved in the membrane process such as 
reverse osmosis (RO) and electro dialysis. The hybrid process involves both membrane 
and thermal technologies such as membrane distillation (MD). MSF and RO are the 
advanced processes commercially available. However, those processes are faced with 
drawbacks such as intensive heat or high pressure demand, pollutants and undesired 
emissions generation, scaling and fouling problems, embrane cost and its durability 
(Qtaishat and Banat 2013). A suitable desalination technology must respond to health 
risks, territorial and environmental implications despite the economic efficiency term. 
MD yields highly purified permeate water through a hybrid membrane-evaporative 
process, and reduces the investment and maintenance costs (Koschikowski et al. 2003; 
Kim et al. 2013). The pressure difference across the membrane is the driving force in 
MD. Various MD configurations such as direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD), 
air gap membrane distillation (AGMD), sweeping gas membrane distillation (SGMD) 
and vacuum membrane distillation (VMD) perform this stream in different methods 
(Khayet 2011). The suitable processes for desalinatio  purpose are DCMD, AGMD and 
VMD (El-Bourawi et al. 2006; Mericqa et al. 2011). The efficiency of DCMD, SGMD 
and VMD were compared, using a PVDF hollow fibre membrane for desalination of 
salt solution (Chen et al. 2011). The highest flux was achieved by the VMD process. 
Despite attractive features of VMD, especially coupling to low-grade sources of energy, 
the commercialisation requires research on new membrane development to overcome 
the low permeate flux and wetting problems (Qtaishat and Banat 2013). 
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In VMD, a hot feed solution is passed over a micro-porous hydrophobic membrane, and 
low pressure is applied on the permeate side. Water evaporates and passes through the 
pores via vapour pressure difference across the membrane. The steam is condensed on 
the permeate side between the membrane module and avacuum pump. The benefits of 
the VMD compared to other common separation processes are: complete rejection of 
ions, macromolecules, colloids, cells and other non-v latiles; lower operating 
temperatures than conventional distillation and other MD methods; lower operating 
pressures than pressure-driven membrane separation processes; reduced level of fouling 
and chemical interaction between membrane and solution; reduced installation area 
compared to conventional distillation processes. In this way, recent reviews state that 
the VMD process can successfully be carried out using alternative energy sources such 
as freely available solar energy (Banat et al. 2003; Ramon et al. 2009; Wang et al. 
2009b; Mericq et al. 2010a; Khayet and Matsuura 2011b; Gabsi and Chehbouni 2013; 
Sivakumar et al. 2013b). The energy source can be harvested with a solar collector 
and/or photovoltaic (PV) panel or a photovoltaic thermal (PVT) panel to provide both 
electrical and thermal energy for a VMD system.  
Low operational and maintenance costs are the benefits of solar desalination systems, 
but their major drawback is their low thermal efficiencies (Ding et al. 2005). More 
improvements through the performance were taken into consideration in recent 
advances for developing a very efficient energy recov ry system. It was shown that the 
specific energy of a desalination unit with RO has been reduced to a value near 1.8 
kWh/m3 (Elimelech and Phillip 2011). This system utilised high-permeability SWRO 
membrane elements on a controlled pilot-scale system with 50% recovery. 
Nevertheless, for thermal desalination systems depending on the configuration, the 
energy consumption varies widely. For example, the variation of the energy 
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consumption in MD methods is between 1 to 9,000 kWh/m3 (Khayet 2013). This result 
is due to various laboratory tests or pilot plant systems and/or inconsistent conclusions. 
An appropriate method of analysis is required to compare the performances. The 
efficiency of the system in terms of solar energy incident, thermal energy consumption 
and the permeate water production has to be evaluated. Gained output ratio (GOR) and 
thermal recovery ratio (TRR) are significant performance parameters for the assessment 
of thermal desalination processes (Qtaishat and Banat 2013). The ratio of the latent heat 
of evaporation and the input energy to the system dfines GOR as: 
./! = &2 '*C'D          (8-1) 
Where Hlv (J/kg) is specific enthalpy of vaporization, J (kg/m
2h) is the permeate flux, 
Am (m
2) is the membrane area, ṁs (kg/h) is the solar collector mass flow-rate, Cp (J/kgK) 
is the feed specific heat and Tm1 and Tm2 (K) are the feed temperatures at the membrane 
inlet and outlet. Overall, efficiency of a solar based desalination system is determined 
by the thermal energy required for distillation to the total thermal energy input: 
 = 	
L()MN*
O+N,           (8-2) 
Where Gt (W/m
2) is the global solar irradiance and As (m
2) is the solar collector area. 
Coupling solar energy with MD was the interest of researchers to simultaneously solve 
the problems of energy and water resources. A solar powered AGMD unit has been 
constructed and tested using a spiral-wound membrane module (Bier and Plantikow 
1995). A large reduction in the permeate flux has been reported due to the additional 
mass transfer resistance created by the air gap. The feasibility and the features of a solar 
powered AGMD over other desalination processes has been studied (Banat et al. 
2007a). The PV and thermally driven small-scale, stand-alone AGMD experiments 
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carried out with promising results using a spiral-wound module with an effective 
membrane area of 10 m². The maximum production rate of the unit reached 120 L/d 
with a permeate electrical conductivity of less than 5 µS/cm. The earliest simulation 
results on a solar driven AGMD with a thermal collector area less than 6 m2 and without 
heat storage showed that between 120 to 160 L of water distills during a day in the 
summer (Koschikowski et al. 2003). A larger system consisted of two loops has been 
employed for desalination of the Red Sea water using a titanium corrosion resistant heat 
exchanger (Banat et al. 2007b). Parallel configuration has been performed with four 
spiral wound membrane modules. Production rate of water and energy requirements 
ranged between 600 to 800 L/d and 200 to 250 kWh/m3, respectively. The system was 
benefited by 72 m2 thermal collector area and 40 m2 total membrane area. The 
calculated GOR and energy consumption were 5.5 and 117 kWh/m3, respectively for a 
volume flow of 350 L/h at an evaporator inlet temperature of 75 °C. Also, simulations 
have predicted thermal and electrical energy consumption fluctuated from 5 to 12 
kWh/m3 and 0.6 to 1.5 kWh/m3, respectively for a system without energy recovery, 
(Blanco Gálvez et al. 2009). Two different configurations of membrane modules have 
been evaluated using the combination of AGMD and solar collector (Guillén-Burrieza 
et al. 2012). Performance of the multi-stage formation was proven to be better than the 
strategy of one compact module with greater area. In this AGMD system, the parametric 
study results show that higher feed temperature and effective membrane length had a 
significant effect in lowering the cost while higher f ed flow rate, higher air gap width 
and feed channel depths resulted in increased water production cost (Saffarini et al. 
2012a).  
There are two different configurations for DCMD powered by solar energy: Feed water 
can be heated directly inside collectors or by means of an intermediate heat exchanger 
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(Cipollina et al. 2012). One of the earliest solar-powered DCMD systems distilled 17 
L/d per square metre of collector area resulting in specific energy consumption of 55.6 
kWh/m3 (Hogan et al. 1991). A flat plate module and a 12 m2 field of vacuum tube 
thermal collectors were used in this plant. A combined system studied by Suárez et al. 
(2010) showed that, permeate water distils 1.6 L/d with membrane areas ranging from 
10 to 13 cm2 per square metre of salt gradient solar ponds (SGSP). This study was 
benefitted by the coupled DCMD with SGSP (Suárez et al. 2010). A novel energy 
recovery unit has been simulated in a solar-assisted DCMD system for production of 
fresh water from seawater (Kim et al. 2013). This concept reduces temperature 
fluctuations of the feed water by storing the collected energy during solar-peak hours 
and employing heat from the permeate and brine streams to the feed seawater. The 
maximum permeate flux of 51.1 kg/m2h was calculated at 0.2 m length of the module 
with the hot and cold stream temperatures of 80 °C and 30 °C and flow rates of 6 L/min. 
For production capacity of 31 m3/day, about 160 m3 seawater storage tanks, 3360 m2 of 
evacuated-tube collectors and 50 membrane modules were incorporated. The modules 
consist of a porous hydrophobic membrane assembled together in a shell-and-tube 
module. Evaporation from solar ponds and variation of the temperature along the entire 
membrane is drawback of this system. It has been shown that DCMD is an effective 
process compared to AGMD and VMD considering heat recovery despite the 
conductive heat losses from the feed to the permeate side (Walton et al. 2004).   
The performance of a solar-heated hollow fibre VMD system for potable water 
production from underground water has been described (Wang et al. 2009b). This 
system contains four major components: a solar energy collector; a hollow fibre 
membrane module; a condenser; and centrifugal vacuum p mps. The experimental 
results reported the largest permeate flux of 32.2 kg/m2h in 16th October at 1:00 pm via 
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500 hollow fibre membrane modules with 0.1 µm pore size and 0.09 m2 area per 
module. The area of the solar collector is 8 m2. The electro conductivity was reduced 
from more than 230 mS/cm to less than 4 µS/cm. There are no calculations reported for 
the GOR and TRR, and the energy required for passing cool water through the 
condenser is not described. The combination of VMD with solar collector or SGSP was 
undertaken for the simulation study (Mericqa et al. 2011). The results showed that the 
combined VMD-SGSP system will increase concentration and temperature polarization 
phenomena at the membrane feed solution interface and will result in flux reduction. 
However, it was concluded that the VMD coupled with a solar collector is more 
practical due to the ability of increasing the feed water temperature with thermal energy. 
The highest flux of 140 L/m2h could be obtained through a vacuum pressure of 0.5 kPa. 
The energy recovery was not studied in this work. The optimal operating conditions for 
an energetic performance of the pilot plant solar powered VMD was investigated (Ben 
Abdallah et al. 2013). The designed installation is ba ed on the application of only solar 
power as an energy source to produce about 210 kg of water/d. Flat plate collectors 
were selected due to a technical-economic study of different types of solar collectors. 
The simulation study concluded that the total collector area of 70 m2, 16 PV panels, 8 
batteries and 806 hollow fibre module with 4 m² area per module are required to 
produce from 8.75 to 17.5 L/m²h of permeate water. The experimental study of this 
plant is still in progress. A comprehensive review and assessment of established solar-
powered membrane distillation (SP-MD) systems report d that only one solar powered 
VMD, and two solar powered DCMD systems have been evaluated till 2012 while the 
other studies have been focused on the AGMD type (Saffarini et al. 2012b). Low GOR 
values ranging from 0.3 to 6.0 were reported for the 16 studied experimental works. The 
calculated GOR for solar powered VMD was 0.85 with thermal energy consumption of 
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7,850 kWh/m3. The high value of energy consumption is due to the use of 0.09 m2 
membrane area. 
Despite the many benefits of a VMD system, very fewexperimental systems have been 
developed compared to solar RO and solar desalination, and such systems have not been 
commercialised. Further, modelling and optimisation of solar powered MD systems are 
less explored. Despite most of the previous studies associated with technical and 
economic feasibility assessment and/or prediction performance derived from a steady-
state condition of solar powered MD, the objectives of this study are to design an 
efficient solar powered vacuum membrane distillation (SVMD) system with heat 
recovery, and to develop a dynamic mathematical model based on an unsteady-state 
process for the prediction of system performance. Th refore, this research provides: 
 The design and construction of a solar powered (using un tracker for both PV 
panel and solar collector) coupled with VMD (contaiing two loops to extract 
heat from condensation unit).  
 Mathematical modelling of a heat and/or mass transfer process through the solar 
collector, membrane module and condensation unit. 
 Numeric solution of the model using a simulation computer program. 
 Implementation and validation of the model by comparison with experimental 
data as well as its sensitivity analysis. 
 
8.2 Solar membrane distillation process 
A modified VMD process coupled with solar energy was used for the purpose of this 
work. A schematic diagram of the solar based VMD system (SVMD) is shown in Fig. 
8-1. The system comprises of two PV panels, a thermal collector, a condenser unit and a 
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hollow fibre membrane module. The PV panels provide electrical energy for the pumps. 
The thermal collector supplies the hot feed water for the membrane module. SVMD 
consists of two separate loops and a distillate channel. The 
distilled water is passed through the first loop from the condenser inl t to a storage 
container which is designed to increase the temperatur  for energy savings. The feed 
water is then heated in the second loop via the solar collect
membrane module. The VMD water circuit is made of thermally insulated tubes. 
Permeate water is gained in the distillate channel while vapo
of pressure difference. For that reason, a hydrophobic membr
interface between the hot feed solution and the vapo
of transducers and sensors were embedded to monitor the weather conditions, system 
performance and water quality. 
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Figure  8-1. Solar powered vacuum membrane distillation system. 
 
8.2.1 Vacuum membrane distillation configuration 
The SVMD system has two major loops as shown in Fig. 8-1. A digitally controlled 
Masterflex peristaltic pump circulates feed solution from the water tank. Feed water is 
heated up when passed via the condenser. Feed water then fills the container until the 
level of water rises to the pre-set height. A floating valve shifts the stream of the feed 
water from the container to the feed tank. Another p ristaltic pump in the second loop 
adjusts the flow rate of feed water through the solar collector followed by the 
membrane. Temperature of the feed water reaches the ultimate level at the outlet of the 
solar collector in the second loop. A three-way thermostatic valve bypasses the solar 
collector when feed water reaches the ultimate temperature (65 ºC). The valve sensor 
reads the temperature of the container and leads water directly to the membrane if 
necessary. It is important to ensure that the recirculation hose at the membrane outlet 
remains above the membrane level so that the membrane module remains full at all 
times. The evaporation process takes place in a hollow fibre membrane, and the residue 
of hot feed water is directed afterwards into the container. An incorporated ball valve 
onto the N820-KNF laboratory vacuum pump (Javac) is used to apply and release 
vacuum pressure. The vacuum pump withdraws vapour into the condenser on the 
permeate side of the membrane by means of applying pressure lower than the saturation 
pressure of vaporization. A glassware condensation column containing three cavities of 
spiral tube, cold water cylinder and condensed vapour tunnel is employed in order to 
increase the efficiency of such a system compared to the one with external condenser 
working with cold water source.  
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8.2.2 Membrane module 
So far, commercially available hydrophobic membranes such as polypropylene (PP) 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) or polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) were studied for 
MD. The hydrophobic nature depends on pore size, membrane materials and liquid 
characteristics. It is possible for water to intrude into the pores as a result of applying 
higher pressure difference than the liquid entry pressure (LEP). Higher LEP is achieved 
with higher hydrophobicity and smaller pore size, however, in turn the permeability of 
the membrane will be reduced considering no change in the porosity, thickness and pore 
tortuosity. Hydrophobic PTFE membranes enjoy high LEP followed by PVDF and PP 
membranes. Hence, a commercially available micro-por us membrane made of PP in 
capillary form which is hydrophobic was selected due to the rate of flux and used in the 
VMD experiments. The hollow fibre MD02CP2N (MICRODYN) module with 40 
capillaries has the surface area and pore diameter of 0.1 m2 and 0.2 µm, respectively. 
The benefit of hollow fibre membrane to flat type is the higher ratio of the membrane 
surface area to module volume. The LEP of the employed membrane is 140 kPa as 
suggested by the manufacturer. The PP module is 65 mm in thickness and 0.47 m in 
length. 
 
8.2.3 Solar photovoltaic and collector technologies 
The VMD process couples solar collectors and PV panels to provide thermal and 
electrical energy. The PV cells convert solar irradiance into an electric current. 
Crystalline silicon type of PV is a dominant technology with the conversion efficiency 
of about 16% (Wu and Hou 2011). Two SPR-210-SunPower panels designed for use in 
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on-grid residential and commercial systems were embedded in this study. The panels 
offering a total area of 2.48 m² support ultimate 420 W power at 48 VDC into the solar 
regulator to load the requirements of the batteries. The system includes two deep cycle 
batteries (60AH 12V AGM, Aussie Batteries & Solar) to store and produce energy for 
the pumps. In order to increase the efficiency of such system a Lorentz ETRACK 
controller tracks the sun along with the PV panels mounted on this tracker system. In 
regard to the local meteorological conditions, a sun-tracking unit was adjusted for the 
east-west track. The best orientation for the altitude angle to the north or south is the 
latitude of the location.  
Absorb and transfer solar irradiance into thermal energy is achieved in solar stills, 
collectors, or solar ponds. Solar collectors are different in glazing type, selectivity and 
absorber material. The efficiency of a collector is influenced by inclination and 
orientation. Three configurations of collectors are d veloped such as the parabolic-
trough, compound parabolic and the flat plate colletor. Although, the first one is 
known as a tracking collector, in this research a plate collector is attached to the solar 
panel to be benefitted by the tracking advantage. The solar collector adopted in this 
study consists of an area of 1.5 m2. Insulation has been used for the entrance and exit 
hoses. Moreover, a local meteorological station wasmounted in a trailer in order to 
monitor and investigate the influence of parameters such as solar irradiance, ambient 
temperature, humidity and wind speed. 
 
8.2.4 Monitored parameters in SVMD 
Operating parameters were measured for the two temperature control loops. 
Temperature gradient across the condenser was monitored by two temperature sensors. 
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The outlet temperature of the thermal collector andthe temperature at the membrane 
inlet were also measured. A temperature sensor on the permeate side of the membrane 
read the vapour temperature, separately. Two flow-meters in each loop gauged the flow 
rate of cold and hot feed streams. As shown in Fig. 8-1, a pressure probe measured the 
vacuum pressure on the permeate side of the membrane. The cumulative weight of the 
permeate trap was monitored by a BA4100 Sartorius balance (± 0.1 g). All dynamic 
measurements, including temperature, flow-rate, pressure and weight of water, were 
recorded using a data acquisition system. On the otr hand, climate parameters such as 
temperature, humidity, solar irradiance, wind speed an  direction were also transferred 
to the data logger.  
The cold feed stream was circulated at 250 mL/min flow rate for efficient condensing as 
well as providing higher temperature feed flow to the collector. The hot stream flow rate 
was adjusted manually for 500 mL/min. Moreover, experiments were carried out under 
high vacuum pressure at 6 kPa.  
 
8.3 Model development 
Thermodynamic analysis has been performed to investigate in detail the thermal 
performance of the SVMD system. Heat transport mechanisms in SVMD mainly consist 
of the heat transported across the solar collector, heat and mass transported across the 
membrane, the heat transferred in the condenser, the la ent heat of condensation of the 
produced vapour and the heat losses to the surroundings. The mass and energy balance 
is established for the system as shown in Fig. 8-2.The external heat from the solar 
collector, Qs, is modelled through the available data of solar irradiance for specific 
location. Feed water is warmed up through the condenser where Qc, is condenser heat. 
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The enthalpy of the distillate within the condenser i  named Qp. Finally, Qloss accounts 
for the heat losses to the surroundings. The heat and mass transfer analysis of the 
SVMD system requires two assumptions: The feed water t nk volume is considerably 
great so the recirculated mass flow rate (ṁf-ṁd) has no effect on the temperature of the 
inside tank. However, the temperature of feed water (Tc1) depends on the ambient 
temperature (Ta). In regard to the total loss of heat considered in this system, the 
following temperature values are assumed to be equivalent: temperature at condenser 
outlet and container inlet (Tc2=Tr1); temperature at container outlet and solar collector 
inlet (Tr2=Ts1); temperature at solar collector outlet and membrane inlet (Ts2=Tm1); 
temperature at permeate side of the membrane and condensed tarp (Tp1=Tp2), since it is 
assumed that the enthalpy of condensation is more considerable in comparison with the 
heat transfer by convection. Mass flow rate from the feed tank (ṁf) will be divided into 
two parts after the condenser. The recirculated mass flow (ṁf-ṁd) is returned to the feed 
tank and the same distillate mass flow (ṁd) will head to the container. The floating 
valve used in the container accepts the same mass flow which is distillated and extracted 
on the permeate side of the membrane. It shows the relationship between mass transfers 
through the first and second loops. Also, the mass flow through the solar collector (ṁs) 
is directed to the membrane and divided into two streams. The recalculated mass to the 
container (ṁs-ṁd) is reduced by the rate of permeate flux. The relevant heat and mass 
transfer equations are given in the following sections followed by a solution method. 
Thermal equilibrium in the container via the mass flow rates at the two inlets and outlet 
is given by: 
 4# + $  − 4% + =&''* = 	        (8-3) 
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8.3.1 Solar radiation and ambient temperature
A two-dimensional empirical model visuali
dynamic behaviour of solar energy. In this regard, solar irradiance data of three different 
geographical locations i
115.86° E) and Darwin (12.45° S, 130.83° E) were obtained from Australian and New 
Zealand Solar Energy Society (ANZSES) 
to the solar irradiance data of these sites to validate the parameters. The exponential 
model similar to the amplitude version of Gaussian peak function was employed f
hourly solar irradiance function, and the correlated parameters. The general form of an 
exponential function for monthly average hourly solar irradiance (
given in Eq (8-4). 
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8-2. Heat and mass transfer in the SVMD system.
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where t is the time and the parameters C and A are related to the tendency and height of 
the peak function, respectively. These parameters have to be determined for each 
location, separately. The average of solar irradiance data observed for each month 
implies that these parameters are not constant, and their variations are not linear. An 
amplitude version of Gaussian peak function predicts the trend of these parameters for 
each month during the course of a year. The developed functions of the two parameters 
C and A for Sydney were expressed as: 
 = 	−82.8 + 53.6P':.QR.% ST        (8-5) 
 = 	934.5 − 232.4P':.QR%.-... ST        (8-6) 
The parameter m in this function is varying by month. Solar irradince on the tilted 
surface with east-west tracking is graphed in Fig. 8-3 using Eq. (8-4).  
 
Figure  8-3. The monthly average hourly solar irradiance for Sydney. 
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Accumulated data of the ambient temperature leads to de ermine the feed water tank 
relationship. Fig. 8-4 shows the monthly average hourly ambient temperature obtained 
from the ANZSES data. 
 
 
Figure  8-4. The monthly average hourly ambient temp rature (0C) for Sydney. 
 
From Figures 3 and 4 it can be seen that the maximum onthly average hourly ambient 
temperature and the irradiance are approximately 28 °C that occurs in January and about 
850 W/m2 in October, respectively. 
 
8.3.2 Heat transfer in solar collector 
Based on the monthly average hourly global irradiance on a tilted solar collector, the 
transported energy for heating purposes is calculated by means of transmissivity 
coefficient. The energy obtained from the solar collector (Qs) is defined as: 
' = #.! + 0   − ('F') "       (8-7) 
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where As (m
2) represents the area of the solar collector, η (-) is the coefficient of 
transmissivity, Kh (W.s/m
3K) is the coefficient of heat transfer, and W (m/s) is wind 
speed at 3 m above the ground. An established meteorological station collects solar 
irradiance, ambient temperature and wind speed data in order to determine the accuracy 
of transferred energy by Eq. (8-7). The absorbent material plays an important role in the 
level of captured energy. The energy absorbed is not e tirely transferred to the fluid, 
due to a part of dissipation as heat loss from the absorber. Obtained experimental values 
from the performance of the SVMD system defines coeffici nt of transmissivity as the 
ratio of the efficient energy delivered to the total solar irradiance as 
# =  '*C'''D'	U'	( '('' ))'V         (8-8) 
It is assumed that the flow through the solar colletor (ṁs) reaches to the temperature 
which is the same as the inlet temperature of the membrane. 
 
8.3.3 Heat and mass transfer across the membrane 
The heat transfer mechanism across the membrane can be divided into two regions. 
Feed and membrane boundary layers are series of resistances in VMD. Convectional 
and conductive heat transfers are considered in this research across the membrane 
module. In regard to the analogy between electrical and thermal conduction process at 
steady state condition, the heat transfer trough the membrane can be expressed as 
' = 		 '           (8-9) 
Where Q and Qm are heat transfer through the feed and membrane boundary layers, 
respectively. Heat transfer mechanism of the membrane module is illustrated in Fig. 8-
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5. Convection (Qconv) and heat transferred by mass transfer (QM) in the feed boundary 
layer are represented as 
' = 	 'IJ- + 	' = 	 ℎ 	
# − 	 + 41+              (8-10) 
Conduction (Qcond) and heat transfer by water vapour stream through the membrane 
(Qm
M) are given as 
' = 	 'IJ-4 + 	' = 	 ℎ	
 − 	9#+ 41              (8-11) 
Boundary temperatures are shown in Fig. 8-5. In the cited equations, hf and hm (W/m
2K) 
represent the corresponding heat transfer coefficient in feed and membrane boundary 
layer, respectively. The enthalpy of feed (Hl
f) and vapour (Hv
m) are determined at 
average temperature of fluid in each region. Membrane heat transfer coefficient (hm) can 
be derived from the thermal conductivity of the membrane (km). Thermal conductivity 
of a hydrophobic porous membrane depends on polymer conductivity (kp), vapour 
conductivity (kv) and membrane thickness (δ). Membrane porosity (ε) determines the 
ratio of the solid and gas conductivities. 
ℎ = 	  = 0F(#'0)                   (8-12) 
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Figure  8-5. Heat and mass transfer in VMD adapted from Qtaishat et al. (2008) 
 
The heat transferred by mass transportation in the feed boundary is negligible compared 
to the convection transfer type (Qtaishat et al. 2008). Therefore, the overall heat transfer 
coefficient (ho) of the membrane can be obtained by 
ℎJ = 2 # + #F / !0	3
'#
                  (8-13) 
Boundary layer heat transfer coefficient (hf) can be estimated from empirical 
correlations. In the VMD process, dimensionless numbers with correction factors were 
used to determine heat transfer coefficients. The heat transfer coefficient for laminar 
flow in circular tubes was estimated (Sarti et al. 1993) using Nusselt number as Eq. (8-
14). 
4
 =  = 3.66 + :.:%WV2#F:.:&V2 	3                   (8-14) 
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Where Gz is Graetz number determined as 
.X = 	 I>                     (8-15) 
Where ṁ is mass flow rate, cp is heat capacity, L is the membrane length and kt is 
thermal conductivity. Further, Qtaishat et al. (2008) proposed an empirical correlation 
for turbulent pipe flow as follows 
 = 0.027!:.	4I  ,,":.#&                 (8-16) 
Where Re is Reynolds number, Pr is prenatal number, c is 0.4 and 0.3 in the case of 
heating and cooling, respectively, and µf and µm are dynamic viscosities of fluid at the 
bulk and membrane surface, respectively. The dynamic viscosity of fluid at any 
temperature T (°C) can be achieved by Andrade correlation (Poling et al. 2001) as 
follows 
ln$% =  + /                   (8-17) 
where A and B are constants and can be determined experimentally.  
In addition, thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed for heat transfer along and across 
the membrane. This equilibrium explains the equivalent reduction of temperature of 
water from the inlet to the outlet of the membrane and the heat obtained for the 
vaporization through the membrane. Heat transfer along the membrane from the inlet to 
the outlet is correspondent to the enthalpy difference between feed solution at 
temperature Tm1 and vapour at temperature of Tp1. Accordingly, it can be expressed by 
$  − 4%9$# − 	% = 	 4  1, − 1+, "              (8-18) 
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The concept of vapour flux and heat transfer through a hydrophobic membrane is 
illustrated by vaporization of the feed solution passed on one side of the membrane. 
Water molecules in the gaseous vapour state are transported through the micro-porous 
hydrophobic membrane by applying vacuum pressure on the permeate side of the 
membrane. Mass transfer mechanism in a VMD process is described by the Kinetic 
theory of gases. A model or a combination of the Knudsen flow and the viscous flow 
demonstrate mass transfer in the VMD process. The ratio of mean free path (λ) of the 
transported vapour molecules to the diameter of the membrane pores (d) provide 
Knudsen number (Kn=λ/d) which can be used as a guideline to determine the accurate 
mechanism of mass transfer. For a given membrane pore diameter, the Knudsen number 
is obtained using the estimation of mean free path by Eq. (8-19) as (Lawson and Lloyd 
1997): 
λ = 	 √                     (8-19) 
Where kB is Boltzmann constant (1.381× 0-23 J/K), T is the absolute temperature, P is 
the mean pressure within the membrane pores and σ is the collision diameter (2.641 Å 
for water vapor). Molecule-pore wall collisions are likely dominant for a membrane 
with small pores (Kn>1). Therefore, the Knudsen-flow regime has to be explained by 
the Knudsen diffusion model expressed in Eq. (20) for vapour passing through small 
holes in a thin wall (Lawson and Lloyd 1997; Khayet et al. 2004). The number of 
molecules passing through a pore is directly proportional to the driving pressure of the 
gas and inversely to its molecular weight. 
 = 	  ∆
 ( )                   (8-20) 
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Where ε is the membrane porosity (-), r is the average of the pores radius (m), τ is the 
membrane tortuosity (-), Nw is the molar flux (mol/m
2.s), ∆P (Pa) is the pressure 
difference between the partial pressure of the solution and the absolute vacuum 
pressure, R is the gas constant (8.31 J/mol.K), δ is the membrane thickness (m) and Mw 
is the molecular weight of water (18.01528 g/mol). Vapour temperature at the feed side 
of the membrane is determined via the vapour flow rate using a value for molar flux 
rate. The mass flow-rate, ṁv (kg/s) of vapour through membrane pores is calculated 
using Eq. (8-21). 
  =                     (8-21) 
Where Am is the total membrane surface area (m
2). Since, enthalpy of vapour is larger 
than water, and the heat transfer coefficient of fluid is dominant to the membrane, the 
vapour temperature at the feed side of the membrane c  be simplified using Eqs. (8-10) 
and (8-11) as 
 = # −  &                     (8-22) 
The heat transfer coefficient of feed solution is influenced by the Nusselt Number (Nu) 
which is proportional to the Reynolds Number and Prandtl Number. So the effect of 
feed-water velocity is considered in the degree of heat loss between the feed water and 
the feed side of the membrane surface. Feed-water heat transfer coefficient is derived 
using Eq. (23). 
ℎ = 6                      (8-23) 
where D is the diameter of fibre at membrane inlet. Pressure difference across the 
membrane is influenced by the feed side temperature. Antoine’s equation expressed in 
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Eq. (8-24) relates temperature to the water vapour saturation pressure at the 
liquid/vapour interface (Mengual et al. 2004). 
	 !
 = ".#$%&'	 	
..	)                 (8-24) 
The assumption here is the negligible effect of curvature of the liquid/vapor surface 
compared to the flat surface state. The saturation pressure requires adaptation through 
the TDS concentration in the feed solution. Partial pressure is expressed by Eq. (8-25). 
	 = 	 	 !()                   (8-25) 
Where xw is the water mole fraction derived from concentration of salts in water and aw 
is the activity coefficient of water which is explored by Eq. (8-26) (Lawson and Lloyd 
1997). 
 = 1 − 0.5 *+ − 10 *+                  (8-26) 
Where xNaCl is the sodium chloride (NaCl) mole fraction. 
Viscous flow arises where the molecule-molecule collisi n is dominant for membrane 
with large pores (Kn<0.01). In this case, Eq. (8-27) was developed to determine molar 
flux (Lawson and Lloyd 1997; Khayet and Matsuura 2004): 
 = 	 
, ∆	                   (8-27) 
Where Pave is average partial pressure (Pa). 
Both molecule-molecule and molecule-pore wall collisions occur in the transition 
region (0.01<Kn<1). Also, surface diffusion is negligible for pore size higher than 0.02 
µm due to the fact that the pore area is significantly larger than the surface diffusion 
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area. The Dusty-Gas model was developed in the transi io  region to describe the VMD 
performance (Guijt et al. 2000). Eq. (8-28) is based on the assumption of both molecule-
pore wall and molecule-molecule interactions (Khayet 2011). 
 = ∆
  ( ) + 0 
,                  (8-28) 
The presented models predict flux response to changes in temperature, pressure, flow 
rate and feed solution salinity for a specific membrane. In this research, the Knudsen 
number calculated from Eq. (8-19) for MD020CP2N membrane was in the range of 
0.01 to 1, so Knudsen-viscous flow is the dominant phenomenon for mass transfer 
through a porous media. 
 
8.3.4 Heat transfer in condenser 
The important concept in the study of condensation unit for the VMD process is to bring 
the vapour to a cooler surface. Heat transfer during this can be modelled using a simple 
mathematical equation. Water vapour will be condensed when subjected to a 
temperature below its saturation temperature, Tsat at a certain pressure, Psat. This has 
been achieved by passing the vapour into contact with a solid surface with a lower 
temperature. Although, both condensation and temperature variation of the permeate 
vapour are performed through specific glassware condenser as shown in Fig. 2, the 
enthalpy of condensation is considered as a major heat transfer term. The enthalpy of 
the distillate (Qp) is equivalent to the condenser heat transfer (Qc) as: 
 41+ = 	 9	$I − 	I#%                  (8-29) 
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The mass flow of vapour through the condenser is determined by the membrane mass 
transfer equation. The enthalpy of condensation is derived from experimental 
temperature of the permeate liquid in the trap at the assigned constant pressure. 
 
8.3.5 Resolution method 
There are several ways to solve simultaneous sets of equations and variables. In this 
study the constant parameters were first defined, an  the variables were introduced 
(Appendix D, E and F). The variables were then determined by the presented equations. 
The equations were divided into two sections: derived energy from solar (Eqs. 8-4 to 8-
7) and flux calculation (Eqs. 8-9 to 8-29). Input energy was calculated for a specific 
date. Then, energy losses were determined using a set of experimental data. The results 
from energy calculation were incorporated with the experimental observation of the 
ambient temperature as an input for the solution of the permeate flux equation set. All 
the equations were developed on the MATLAB software as shown in the appendix, and 
desired graphs were plotted. 
 
8.4 Results and discussion 
The discussion focuses on the performance of the small cale SVMD system as well as 
the validation and verification of the proposed model followed by the effect of operating 
conditions on the permeate flux rate. The predicted p rformance by the developed 
model is applied for a whole year with and without heat loss effect. The model is also 
compared to the experimental data. All relevant temp ratures, flow rates, flux, pressures 
and meteorological conditions were monitored for 25 days during a two month period. 
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The evolution of the distillate flow versus time is obtained by both experimental 
measurements and theoretical calculations. The results mainly concern the variation of 
different irradiances, and also show the effect of ambient temperature and wind speed 
over time. Further, the sensitivity analysis of themodel is carried out by variation of 
operating parameters as well as membrane characteristics. Finally, the results achieved 
by desalination of brackish water are discussed. 
 
8.4.1 Model verification 
Five series of experiments were conducted to determin  the coefficient of transmissivity 
as well as the loss of heat. Transmissivity coefficient derived from Eq. (8) specifies the 
net transported heat from the collector. A coefficient of 0.15 has been calculated for the 
current solar system. The heat loss was calculated as a function of energy obtained from 
the solar collector (Qs). The heat loss equation is determined by a functio  of time 
multiplied by the term Qs. Simulated data are plotted for two cases: with and without 
heat loss. The permeate flux curve increases gradually at the beginning of the day and 
reached a maximum depending on the feed-water temperatur  and then it decreases 
gradually. The effect of solar irradiance is significant to achieve the highest feed 
temperature in comparison to the ambient temperature. 
The performed simulation (appendix D) illustrated that by ignoring heat losses, a 
maximum 10 to 14 L/m2h flux rate is possible as shown in Fig. 8-6. The results are 
outstanding due to no existing limitation for maximu  temperature. The flux rate 
increases in the summer time from a monthly view and reaches the maximum between 
12 to 2 p.m. each day. The production rate increases from 5 to 7 L from winter to 
summer with the existing MD020CP2N membrane. The equation of heat loss was 
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incorporated to the simulation to predict the realistic performance of this system. The 
results are shown in Fig. 8-7. The monthly maximum hourly simulated rate of flux 
varies between 4.7 to 6.5 L/m2h at 12 p.m. The simulated results (appendix E) also
show that flux increases starting at 8 a.m. and reach d zero again at 4 p.m. in the 
summer time. The daily clean water production using the MD020CP2N membrane with 
0.1 m2 area varies from 2.4 to 3.2 L from winter to summer. 
 
 
Figure  8-6. The monthly average hourly simulated rate of flux without heat loss 
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Figure  8-7. The monthly average hourly simulated rate of flux with heat loss 
 
The simulation was developed to predict the hourly rate of flux each day (appendix F). 
Collected data from the meteorological station such as solar irradiance, ambient 
temperature and wind speed were imported instead of using the monthly average hourly 
data observed for a year. The time step of six minutes was considered for the calculation 
of temperature at the solar thermal outlet. The initial temperature was compared to the 
minimum temperature required for vaporization of feed water at 6 kPa. If the 
temperature was higher than 36.3 °C the calculation for flux will start, otherwise zero 
was stored for the permeate flux. The various graphs in Fig. 8 represent the typical daily 
measurements of experimental flux, solar irradiance, el ctrical conductivity of the 
permeate, ambient temperature, wind speed, relative humidity and simulated flux for 
selected dates in December 2013 and January 2014. The simulation study successfully 
predicted the permeate flux rate except for the points where the solar irradiance changes 
suddenly. 10 other graphs are given in appendix G. During a day, the feed temperature 
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at the membrane inlet increases with an increasing insolation, and acts inverse in the 
afternoon.  
The gradually increase and decrease of the solar irradiance is observed on the 11th and 
17th December and 6th January results in steadily increase and decrease of the flux rate. 
Solar irradiance increases feed-water temperature using the thermal collector and 
directly influences the rate of flux. The lowest solar irradiance on 17th December among 
these three days held the maximum value of 2.65 L/m2h for the flux rate. Although solar 
irradiance is similar for 11th December and 6th January, however, higher rate of flux on 
6th January is because of higher ambient temperature and lower wind speed than 17th 
December. The feed water temperature will be directly affected by the ambient 
temperature. Wind speed is a function that plays with the value of the energy loss. 
Highest permeate flux was achieved at 1.20 p.m. on 10th December when the solar 
irradiance reached its maximum value. The ambient tmperature was between 35 to 40 
°C at that time along with low humidity and wind speed. Accordingly, maximum 
distillate production was registered at maximum irradiance and ambient temperature. 
The rate of flux decreases due to the sharp reduction of solar irradiance after 2 p.m. The 
increase of irradiance before 3 p.m. was also the reason of flux rate rise at that time. 
There was no significant change in temperature and humidity of 10th December. 
It has to be noted that the system was located in arelatively shaded area where 
availability of direct solar input was limited. The lowest rate of flux was observed on 
28th January about 2.1 L/m2h. Solar irradiance variation followed by ambient 
temperature below 30 °C and high humidity expressively explains the small rate of flux. 
The same performance has been observed on 8th January, however, the morning and 
afternoon irradiance were not sufficient to increase the water temperature to the required 
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level. The effect of rapid changes of irradiance along with temperature and humidity 
due to the cloud cover is noticed on 2nd and 5th December. However, the simulated 
model has slightly different from the experimental results. On 13th December 
experimental flux shows the effect of radiation whereby it achieved the highest level of 
flux rate between 1.15 to 1.45 p.m. The increase for the simulated model was slight due 
to the effect of ambient temperature and humidity as well as wind speed. For smooth 
results of ambient temperatures and humidity as well as solar irradiance on 18th 
December afternoon, the simulated model predicts well th  trend of the flux decline. 
Also, from all experimental achievements it can be concluded that there is a remarkable 
improvement in distillate production at high ambient temperatures where the solar 
irradiance is similarly changed. For all performed t sts, electro-conductivity varied 
between 0.6 to 1.6 µS/cm that shows a high quality of he permeate water. The variation 
of electro-conductivity is due to the signals monitred by the data logger. 
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Figure  8-8. The simulated rate of flux (—), experimental rate of flux (□), solar 
irradiance (−−) and electrical conductivity (···) during a day together with ambient 
temperature (—), humidity (−−) and wind speed (···). 
 
8.4.2 Influence of feed temperature 
The series of experiments carried out by the SVMD system also depicted that there are 
clear differences between the distribution of the permeate flux results. This is attributed 
to the variation of feed-water temperature analysed in the mass and heat transfer 
mechanisms. This temperature gradually increased and decreased for the first and last 
few hours of a day, respectively. Permeate flux reach d maximum value between 12 to 
2 p.m. depending on the local weather conditions. However, in some cases the feed-
water temperature was constant at its maximum value correspondent to the ambient 
temperature and insulation. Fig. 8-9 shows the variation of feed water temperatures on a 
selected day (13th December 2013) together with other parameters. The temperature 
reached its maximum value, about 56 °C, between 1 to 2 p.m. The effect of decline of 
insolation is also noticeable on the feed-water temp rature. The postponed influence is 
same as the time interval from the collector outlet to the membrane inlet. Therefore, it is 
illustrated that the operational conditions greatly ffect the distribution of permeate flux 
in the system. Since the flow rate and pressure were k pt constant, temperature of the 
feed solution is the main governing parameter that con rols the distillate production.  
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Figure  8-9. The experimental rate of flux (□), feed-water temperature (—), solar 
irradiance (−−) and electrical conductivity (···) on 13th of Dec 2013. 
 
8.4.3 Sensitivity analysis of the model 
The presented MATLAB program (appendix E) calculates he hourly rate of flux 
throughout a year considering the predetermined operating conditions except the feed 
water temperature which is dependent on weather conditi s. The response of the 
simulated model to the variation of some operating parameters and membrane 
characteristics is studied. Sensitivity analysis has been performed by varying the 
vacuum pressure and feed flow rate as operating parameters. The effect of solar 
irradiance variation was also examined which is the most effective parameter that 
changes the feed-water temperature. Further, membrane characteristics such as pore size 
and porosity were also tested. In regard to the featur  of selected parameters, realistic 
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variation of these parameters has been selected for analysis. The assigned values for 
each parameter within the change of increase are shown in Table 8-1. 
 
Table  8-1. Parameter range selected for sensitivity analysis. 
Parameter Pressure Flow rate Solar irradiance Pore size Porosity 
Unit kPa L/min W/m2 µm % 
Range 2-10 0.25-0.75 - 0.1-0.2 60-70 
Rate of change 4 0.25 ±200 0.05 5 
 
The results for sensitivity analysis are shown in Fig. 8-10. As predicted the reduction of 
permeate side pressure and second loop flow rate, and increase of solar irradiance, pore 
size and porosity can increase the rate of flux. Fig 8-10-a illustrates the influence of 
pressure variation on the permeate flux. A decrease of pressure by about 4 kPa from 10 
kPa was useful to achieve 8 to 16 % more rate of flux. The rate of increase for permeate 
flux varies due to dynamic temperature values for feed water during a day and a year. 
On the other hand, when 10 kPa pressure was applied on the permeate side, the rates of 
permeate flux reduction were from 4 to 7 %. This is also attributed to the variation of 
temperature during a day and a year. 
An increase of the second loop feed flow rate will slightly increase the pressure 
difference across the membrane which results in a higher rate of permeate flux. 
However, in this system, higher flow rates will decrease the contact time between the 
feed water and the solar collector. So, higher flow rates reduce the rate of heat 
absorption. Fig. 8-10-b depicted that the lower flow rate will increase the rate of 
permeate flux, and vice versa. It is also concluded that the temperature variation due to 
changes in flow rate is more impressive compared to the pressure difference variation. 
The permeate flux rate varies 10 to 17 % associated with the flow-rate changes of ±0.25 
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L/min. The model estimates a higher rate of flux at lower flow rates since the heat loss 
equation was not considered for the stream from the coll ctor outlet to the membrane 
inlet. The main heat loss was applied for the reservoir which is placed after the 
membrane. To determine the optimum flow rate, accurate heat loss equation has to be 
incorporated. 
The variation of solar irradiance by ±200 W/m2 significantly changes the feed water 
temperature. Fig. 8-10-c shows that the increase of solar irradiance directly affects the 
growth rate of the permeate flux. There was no limit for temperature in this sensitivity 
analysis. The rate of the permeate flux varies betwe n 29 to 100 %. The highest rate of 
change is attributed to the points where the rate of the permeate flux is zero for the 
initial test. The SVMD system operated with the initial solar irradiance 200 W.m2 can 
obtain permeate flux earlier in the morning and endlater in the afternoon due to the 
availability of enough solar irradiance. 
Membrane pore size was also important for the achieved rate of the permeate flux. The 
permeate flux varies between 4 to 12 % with the ±0.05 µm changes of the pore size. 
Larger pore size increases the rate of the permeate flux, however the pressure difference 
has to be maintained less than the LEP of the membrane. Fig. 8-10-d shows the 
variation of flux for three different realistic pore sizes. 
Membrane porosity plays the same role as the membrane pore size. Fig 8-10-e 
illustrated the small effect of porosity by variation of ± 5 % on the changes of rate of the 
permeate flux. It has marginal influence compared to the pore radius which is attributed 
to Eq. (8-28). The molar flux is directly influenced by the porosity of the membrane, 
and it is proportional to the membrane pore size. The fluctuation of the permeate flux 
rate varies between 0.2 to 1.5 %. 
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Figure  8-10. The simulation model response to the variation of parameters indicated in 
Table 1 a) The effect of vacuum pressure , b) The effect of feed flow rate, c) The effect 
of solar irradiance, d) The effect of pore size ande) The effect of porosity. 
 
b) 
c) d) 
a) 
e) 
d) 
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8.4.4 Influence of feed salinity 
Two sets of experiments were performed for the effect of salinity concentration on the 
decline rate of the permeate flux using 5 and 20 g/L NaCl solutions. A three-day test 
was carried out using 5 g/L saline solution from 13th to 15th January 2014. Experimental 
data along with the simulated model for 5 g/L saline solution are plotted in Fig. 8-11. 
The effect of feed-water salinity concentration on the flux performance was not 
observed. Although, the simulated model has some separation from the experimental 
data in a few points, the maximum values for the experimental permeate flux were 
similar to the simulated ones.  
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Figure  8-11. The simulated rate of flux (—), experimental rate of flux (□), solar 
irradiance (−−) and electrical conductivity (···) during a day together with ambient 
temperature (—), humidity (−−) and wind speed (···) for a three-day test with 5 g/L 
saline solution. 
 
The SVMD system was also used for desalination of 20 g/L saline solution. A two-day 
test was conducted during 16th and 17th January 2014. Fig. 8-12 presents the simulated 
permeate flux together with the experimental rate of flux. As expected, the salinity 
effect on the decline rate of the permeate flux washighlighted during the second day. 
Up to 15 % discrepancy was derived between the simulated and the experimental flux 
rates for the first day. This difference was increased to 38 % during the second day. This 
increase is due to consider no fouling phenomena in the simulated model. Higher 
salinity concentration results in a remarkable decrease of the permeate flux rate which is 
correspondent to the open pore area reduction. Membrane cleaning procedure is 
required to take place for more than 20% reduction of permeate flux. Salt removal 
efficiency was always greater than 99.9%. Electrical conductivity values of the distillate 
water were excellent which is in the range of 0.6–1 µS/cm. This clearly shows that 
there is no pore wetting problem in the system. 
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Figure  8-12. The simulated rate of flux (—), experimental rate of flux (□), solar 
irradiance (−−) and electrical conductivity (···) for a three-day test with 20 g/L saline 
solution. 
 
8.5 Conclusion 
A small scale vacuum membrane distillation unit assisted by solar energy (SVMD) was 
designed, built and examined. The performance of the SVMD system utilised a number 
of temperature probes, pressure and flow sensors to evaluate the simulated model. The 
proposed model for the permeate flux was derived by the mathematical heat and/or 
mass transfer equations presented for each component us d in the system. A simulated 
model of the system, has been developed, implemented i  MATLAB and applied for the 
available average hourly data of Sydney. The model was then verified through the 
experimental results, and provides an acceptable description of the permeate flux. An 
experimental study was carried out for different feed solutions under real conditions. A 
meteorological station monitored solar irradiance, ambient temperature, humidity and 
wind speed each day. The SVMD system shows that its performance is remarkably 
influenced by the amount of energy transported to the feed water, since other operating 
parameters such as pressure and flow rate were kept cons ant. Maximum distillate flux 
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varied from 2.1 to 6.5 L/m2h during the two month tests. The variation of the permeate 
flux was the result of changes in feed-water temperature which was correspondent to 
solar irradiance, ambient temperature and wind speed. Subsequently, sensitivity analysis 
was performed for a set of significant parameters such as pressure, flow rate, solar 
irradiance, membrane pore size and membrane porosity. It has been shown that decrease 
of pressure and flow rate and increase of solar irrdiance, membrane pore size and 
membrane porosity individually increases the flux rate. 
Finally, the results for simulated and experimental permeate flux have been compared 
for desalination of 5 and 20 g/L saline solutions. It was concluded that the low saline 
solution had an intangible effect on the rate of the permeate flux during a three day 
period. However, up to 38% difference between simulated and experimental data was 
observed for the two-day test for 20 g/L feed soluti n. The SVMD system was able to 
remove salts from the solutions, and the electrical conductivity values of the distillate 
water were excellent in all cases which were in the range of 0.6–1.6 µS/cm. 
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9 Chapter 9 Grey water treatment using a solar powered 
electro-coagulator and vacuum membrane distillation 
system 
Mohammad Ramezanianpour, Muttucumaru Sivakumar and Aleksandar Gocev 
Stojanovski 
Sustainable Water and Energy Research Group, GeoQuest Research Centre, School of 
Civil, Mining and Environmental Engineering, Faculty of Engineering and Information 
Sciences, University of Wollongong, Wollongong. NSW 2522, Australia 
Abstract 
Grey water reuse has been identified as a sustainable solution to reduce the pressure on 
fresh water storages in many countries. Vaporization and condensation of grey water 
produce high quality permeate water for multiple purpose reuses. Vacuum membrane 
distillation (VMD) is an engineered process that essentially mimics what occurs in a 
natural water cycle. The hydrophobic membrane assists the vaporization at lower 
temperatures by means of vacuum pressure on the permeate side. However, grey water 
contains surfactants present in the form of linear alkylbenzene sulphonate (LAS) that 
reduces the contact angle between the feed solution and the membrane surface leads to 
the wetting phenomenon. Electro-coagulation (EC) with aluminium electrodes has been 
demonstrated as an effective technology that removes LAS significantly. Application of 
photovoltaic (PV) panels and a thermal collector for the combination of EC and VMD 
was examined in order to reduce the non-renewable primary energy consumption. The 
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aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of the current density and circulation rate of 
EC unit on the permeate water quality and produce pure water from a solar based 
treatment technology. For this purpose, synthetic grey water was treated at different 
operating conditions followed by the measurements of the water quality parameters. It 
has been shown that, after only 12 minutes of EC the turbidity, TSS, COD, TOC, TN, 
TP, electrical conductivity and faecal coliforms were reduced by an average 94.4%, 
89.9%, 83.8%, 71.0%, 73.1%, 96.1%, 30.2% and 1.32 log, respectively. Successful field 
tests under real weather conditions were also achieved by the combination of EC and 
VMD processes benefitted by solar energy. 
Keywords: Grey water treatment, Vacuum membrane distillation, Electro-coagulation, 
Solar energy, Membrane wetting. 
 
9.1 Introduction 
Large-quantity production and high-potential reuse of grey water identifies treated grey 
water as a potential source of supplementary fresh-water supply. A considerable amount 
of researches has been devoted towards developing alternative techniques to treat grey 
water. Previous studies reveal that physical processes alone are not sufficient to meet 
the water quality guidelines especially for the removal of organics, nutrients and 
surfactants (Eriksson et al. 2002; Li et al. 2009b). In recent years, various combinations 
of biological or chemical processes with membrane filtration have been developed to 
achieve high quality effluent from grey water sources. On the other hand, sustainability 
considerations have led to the study of green technologies to produce high-quality fresh 
water that can be used for multiple purposes. 
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Vacuum membrane distillation (VMD) produces distilled quality water due to the 
vaporization and condensation process. Vapour forms at lower temperatures due to the 
application of vacuum pressure across a hydrophobic membrane. Both electrical and 
thermal energies can be supplied by means of solar panels. This incorporation improves 
economic and energy efficiency of the VMD treatment system. The vacuum pressure 
also has to be controlled in order to maintain the pressure difference less than the liquid 
entry pressure (LEP) of the membrane. Grey water contains organic matter that can 
reduce the LEP of the membrane. LEP depends on the contact angle between the 
membrane surface and the feed solution, liquid surface tension and membrane pore size. 
The major cause of membrane wetting is related to the contact angle. The contact angle 
must remain over 90° to ensure that the feed solution does not penetrate the membrane 
pores.  
VMD was successfully applied to treat a variety of brackish waters resulting in high 
quality of permeate whose water quality values were significantly below the Australian 
Drinking Water Guidelines and WHO guidelines (Sivakumar et al. 2013a). Other 
applications of VMD include the extraction of VOCs from dilute aqueous, dilution of 
the alcohol water solutions, concentration of fruit juices and treatment of textile 
wastewater coloured with dyes (Khayet and Matsuura 2011b). The application of VMD 
for textile wastewater was successful in terms of dye removal (Banat et al. 2005; 
Criscuoli et al. 2008b). However, treatment of other types of wastewater by means of 
VMD has not been studied. A tubular UF module equipped with PVDF membranes and 
a PP capillary MD module were incorporated for oily wastewater treatment (Gryta et al. 
2001). UF process reduced the oil concentration to less than 5 ppm, and further 
purification by MD results in a complete removal of oil as well as 99.5% reduction of 
the TOC concentration. The permeate flux rate decreased from 1,300 kg/m2d to 875 
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kg/m2d after 50 h operation. TDS concentration was removed by 2.4% and 99.96% by 
UF and UF/DCMD, respectively. UF performed well as a pre-treatment unit for oil 
removal. In this way, DCMD was protected from wetting, so high TDS removal was 
achieved. A commercial flat sheet PTFE was used in a DCMD process to treat olive 
mill wastewater (El-Abbassi et al. 2013). The effect of two pre-treatment processes, 
coagulation/flocculation and MF were investigated on the performance of DCMD. 
Although MF was found to be the optimum pre-treatment unit, the permeate flux rate 
decreased due to the feed phenol concentration. Concentration of TS, oil and TOC were 
reduced more efficiently by MF, however, better removal of COD concentration 
achieved by coagulation/flocculation. Coagulation trea ment was performed with 5 g/L 
of FeCl3 using flash mixing for 2 min, and the flocculation process was carried out by 
30 min of moderate mixing. 35% water flux reduction rate observed after 76 h of 
DCMD experiment. Wastewater containing NaCl and protein as well as the effluents 
produced during the regeneration of ion exchangers wa  used as feed for the DCMD 
process (Gryta et al. 2006). The necessity of appropriate pre-treatment for removal of 
foulants from the feed was reported in order to treat such wastewater by the DCMD.  
Precipitation of wastewater components on the membrane surface during the MD 
process operation and the reduction of contact angle and surface tension of the feed 
solution are the main obstacles in this area. The main impediments of MD for 
wastewater treatment are the wetting and fouling phenomena. In this way, grey water 
treatment by means of MD techniques requires suitable pre-treatment units. It has been 
shown that the chemical processes are able to remov the suspended solids, organic 
materials and surfactants in low strength grey water. On the other hand, anaerobic 
processes are not sufficient for removal of organic substances and surfactants. The 
aerobic biological processes are suitable for medium and high strength grey water 
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treatment (Li et al. 2009a). Since the removal of surfactant is the main aim of this 
research, either a chemical process or an aerobic biological process is the most feasible 
solution for pre-treatment of grey water. 
A large portion of grey water contains laundry discharge which is largely contaminated 
with residual surfactants. The critical micelle cone tration occurs at which the 
concentration of surfactant increased to the level that cause the aggregation of the 
surfactant molecules into a cluster with the hydrophobic groups located at the centre of 
the cluster and the hydrophilic head groups (Tripathi e  al. 2013). UF was suggested as 
an effective process for surfactant removal (Kowalsk  2008). However, high 
concentration of surfactant results in the reduction of the permeate flux and critical 
micelles concentrations. Among the selected UF membranes, polysulfone and 
polyethersulfone type of membranes were successful for surfactant removal, however 
their efficiency were decreased by 4% and 7%, respectively at higher concentration. The 
application of the ion-exchange process was also performed and indicated that the 
magnetic resin removes anionic surfactant successfully (Kowalska 2008). UF followed 
by the ion-exchange unit was also suggested for surfactant removal. A bipolar 
EC/electro-flotation process was carried out to treat laundry wastewater (Ge et al. 
2004). The bipolar design achieved acceptable removal f turbidity, COD, TP and 
surfactants in a wide pH range (5–9) at a short HRT (5–10 minutes.). Eight pieces of Ti 
plates and 21 pieces of Al plates were incorporated in the EC unit. The reactor volume 
and the effective area of each electrode were 2.8 L and 50 cm2, respectively. This 
application removed 80% COD concentration, 95% LAS concentration and 99.9% 
turbidity. From a sustainability point of view, EC is more preferred than a chemical type 
of coagulation unit due to its flexible operation, avoiding the use of chemicals and EC 
lends itself to the application of solar power. 
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9.2 Electro-coagulation, a suitable pre-treatment for MD 
Surfactant is rejected by means of either the reaction between charged ionic species 
with ion of the opposite charge, or with a flocculation by means of metallic hydroxides. 
Iron or aluminium is usually selected as electrodes, so the following chemical reactions 
occur at anode and cathode.: 
Anode: M(s) → M
n+ 
(aq) + ne
- 
Cathode: 2nH2O + ne
- → nH2 + 2nOH
- 
In the case of Al electrodes, the reactions in EC generate different types of ionic species 
at various pH levels including: Al3+, Al(OH)2+, Al(OH)2
+ and Al(OH)4
-. Aluminium 
ions are transformed into aluminium hydroxides at appropriate pH range near 7 
(Bensadok et al. 2008). Coagulation is performed by aluminium hydroxides such as 
Al(OH)4
- and Al(OH)3 due to adsorption of the particles to neutralise th  colloidal 
charges. On the other hand, hydrogen bubbles produced at the cathode may adhere to 
the flocculated species and induce flotation. Moreover, dense flocculated species can 
settle in the solution. 
The operating parameters that affect EC include: electrolysis time, current density, rate 
of agitation, number and distance between electrodes, retention time, type of power 
supply, type and shape of electrode and pH level. The concentration of aluminium 
released into the solution is a significant factor to build up the optimum ratio of Al:TP 
and AL:TN (Inan and Alaydın 2013). The released concentration is calculated by 
Faradays law as shown in Eq. (9-1) (Akyol 2012).  
+ = Y!&Z?7             (9-1) 
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where CAl is the concentration of aluminium (g/L), I is the current through electro-
coagulator (A), t is time (s), MAl is the molar mass of aluminium (26.98 g/mol), Z is the 
number of electrons involved in the reaction (ZAl = 3), F is Faradays constant (96,485 
A.s/mol) and V is the volume of electro-coagulator (L).  
Current density is the most significant parameter of EC that influences the rate of 
coagulant dosage, rate of bubble production and size and growth of the flocculated 
species (Akyol 2012). An increase in the current density dissolves aluminium ions 
rapidly which results in the increase of metal hydroxide substances followed by the 
production of flocculated species. Surfactant removal efficiency is also a function of 
electrolysis time. An increase in electrolysis time generates a larger number of metal 
hydroxides. However, further operation after the optimum electrolysis time has no 
effect on the pollutant removal efficiency (Khandegar and Saroha 2012).  
Surfactant removal was determined through the deterg nt compounds measurement by 
the solvent extraction-spectrophotometric unit. The Jar-test experiment was carried out 
using Ethyl Violet method for the coagulation/flocculation of industrial wastewater 
(Aboulhassan et al. 2006). The effective dosage and pH control tests were performed in 
order to determine the optimum conditions for the removal of surfactants, COD and 
turbidity. Effective pH range between 7 and 9 was ob erved for treatment with FeCl3. 
The process successfully removed surfactants and COD by 99% and 88%, respectively. 
A positive correlation between COD and surfactants removals was also illustrated. The 
cations Fe3+ attached to a micelle simultaneously prevent repulsion between micelles 
flocculating them, and effectively remove surfactant from the solution while they 
interconnect organic compounds and the flocculated spices. 
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The EC process was used to remove nitrogen and phosphorus from synthetic yellow 
water (Inan and Alaydın 2013). The removal efficieny for phosphate was 
approximately 98% at pH 8 for the ratio 1:1 of Fe/nutrient. Small reduction of TOC 
showed that its concentration reached to 26% of the initial value. It has been concluded 
that the EC processes are competitive technologies w th conventional N/P removal 
methods because of less or no chemicals usage, simple equipment requirements and 
easy operation. The major achievement of EC is its effective application for nutrient 
removal. 
Effects of operating parameters for the EC process such as electrode type (Al or Fe), 
initial pH (2–10), current density (5–80 A/m2) and operating time (0–50 min) were 
investigated to determine the optimum operating conditions of the EC performance for 
treatment of paint manufacturing wastewater (Akyol 2012). In terms of electrode type, 
Al electrodes were more successful than the Fe type with removal efficiencies of 94% 
and 89% for COD and TOC respectively. These results were achieved for the optimum 
operating conditions of pH 6.95, current density of 35 A/m2 and operating time of 15 
min. 
The EC process was successful for treatment of various wastewaters. A high removal 
rate was achieved for surfactants through coagulation/flocculation. This has been 
performed using Al electrodes. In order to treat grey water with a certain pH by EC, 
appropriate current density and operating time needs to be selected.  
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9.3 Experimental set-up and tests 
The grey water treatment system consists of an electro-coagulator as a pre-treatment 
unit followed by the VMD process. In order to determine the appropriate operating 
configuration, various operating times and densities were carried out for the 
independent EC unit. An on-site solar powered electro- oagulation and vacuum 
membrane distillation (SECVMD) system was designed an  developed for this purpose. 
In this paper, the performance of this system was studied for a wide range of water 
quality parameters. 
 
9.3.1 Electro-coagulation  
Five parallel Aluminium plates (200×200×3 mm) were employed in the electro-
coagulator unit that have a total active area of 0.16 m2. The Aluminium plates were held 
in the first reactor that has a weir to allow the coagulated water to spill over into the 
flocculation chamber. The volume of the first chamber is 1.19 L. Online and 
alternatively measurements of TDS and contact angle wer  performed in this research. 
Thus, various recirculation rates were carried out rather than the time of operation that 
results in the agitation rate increase. Thus, a circulating pump transfers grey water into 
the first chamber as shown in Fig. 9-1. To adjust the current through the electro-
coagulator, an ISO-Tech (IPS-1820D) DC variable power supply is utilised.  
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Figure  9-1 Electro-coagulator using Al electrodes for grey water treatment 
 
In this paper, only the effect of the current density and circulation rate has been 
determined. Five different current densities (12.5, 2  37.5, 50, 62.5 A/m2) and five 
circulation rates (0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25 L/min) were selected based on the 
literature data. For all 25 tests, pH and electrical conductivity were monitored online. 
Contact angle with a PP membrane was determined for each water sample collected in 
duplicates at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 30 and 60 minutes intervals of operation time. Other water 
quality parameters such as Turbidity, TP, TN, TOC, COD and Faecal coliforms were 
also measured for the raw water sample and the treated ffluent at the end of each test. 
 
9.3.2 Solar powered electro-coagulation and vacuum membrane distillation 
An SECVMD system is shown schematically in Fig. 9-2. This system consists of two 
separate flow loops and a distillate channel. Electricity for the pumps and the EC unit is 
supplied by the two PV panels. Grey water is directed through the first loop from the 
feed tank through the condenser in order to increase the temperature of the feed 
First Chamber 
Flocculation 
chamber 
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solution. The second loop recirculates water through the EC unit followed by the solar 
collector and the membrane. The EC unit not only treats grey water to achieve the 
required level of contact angle, but also heats the feed solution. When the feed solution 
passes through the thermal collector, additional het is added before feed arrives at the 
membrane module. Vacuum pressure is then applied on the permeate side of the 
membrane through the distillate channel to extract vapour by means of pressure 
difference. Heated feed solution is vaporised at the hydrophobic membrane surface. An 
online data acquisition system has been developed to monitor pressure, temperature, 
selected water quality and meteorological parameters du ing the treatment process. 
 
 
Figure  9-2 Solar powered electro-coagulation and vacuum membrane distillation system 
 
 
Loop 1 
 
Loop 2 
Membrane 
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9.4 Results and discussion 
The experimental results and discussion of the EC tests and SECVMD performance are 
presented separately. Online measurement of pH and electrical conductivity as well as 
the internal measurement of the contact angles are illustrated. The removal efficiency of 
the EC for selected water quality parameters are calculated and discussed. Finally the 
optimum operating conditions in regard to the energy consumption is reported followed 
by the performance of the SECVMD system. 
 
9.4.1 The EC influence on contact angle, pH and electrical conductivity 
The average contact angle of the synthetic grey water was found to be 76° for the PP 
membrane and this value was unacceptable for the VMD technique. The EC was carried 
out for 60 minutes. The results for contact angle of samples taken alternatively illustrate 
the role of coagulation and flocculation in improvements of the contact angle. The 
synthetic grey water with the average electrical conductivity 432 µS/cm was injected 
into the EC unit. Electrical conductivity of the sample was monitored online and was 
plotted in Fig 9-3 during the operation time. The eff ct of EC on pH was also monitored 
and graphed for each test.  
Contact angle values are graphed at specific operating times in Fig. 9-3. The rate of 
increase is dependent on the circulation rate and current density. Higher current density 
and higher circulation rate achieved more increase in the contact angle. Fig. 9-3 depicts 
that for all tests the contact angle increased sharply for the first 5 to 10 minutes of 
operation depending on the circulation rate. Afterwards, these increase rates are reduced 
from the average 24 % to 5 %. The results show that a minimum operation time of 5 to 
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10 minutes is required to achieve a contact angle above 100°. Higher circulation rate 
and higher current density reduce this time, however th  membrane characteristics has 
to be kept constant. The circulation rate of 0.25 L/min required 60 minutes of treatment 
to reach 100° contact angle in the case of the highest current density application as 
shown in Fig. 9-3 a. The circulation rate of 0.5 L/min significantly increased the contact 
angle from an average 78° to 100° in 50, 19, 8, 5 and 6 minutes of treatment for 12.5 
A/m2, 25 A/m2, 37.5 A/m2, 50 A/m2 and 62.5 A/m2, respectively as shown in Fig. 9-3 b. 
Similar improvement was observed for the circulation rate of 0.75 L/min where the 
contact angle increased from an average 78° to 100°in 44, 14, 8, 5 and 5 minutes for 
12.5 A/m2, 25 A/m2, 37.5 A/m2, 50 A/m2 and 62.5 A/m2, respectively as shown in Fig. 
9-3 c. The problem of membrane fouling decreased th contact angle between PP and 
grey water samples taken from tests with circulation rates 1.00 L/min and 1.25 L/min. 
The grey water contact angle was 71° and 70° before the tests with 0.75 L/min and 1.25 
L/min circulation rates, respectively. In order to c mpensate this effect, the increase 
rates of the contact angle were compared together for various current density 
applications as shown in Fig. 9-4. The comparison i performed for the results obtained 
by current density 25 A/m2 at different circulation rates. Regardless of the result for the 
lowest current density the other applied current densities were successful in achieving 
the aim of pre-treatment.  
Fig. 9-3 also shows the reduction of electrical conductivity with 1 hr test for different 
current densities and circulation rates. Higher current density reduced electrical 
conductivity of the grey water solution more rapidly. High current density increased the 
concentration of Al and more Al flocs resulting in a greater removal of TDS. However, 
as time progresses, the electrical conductivity value of the effluent from the first 
chamber seems to level off. This is attributed to the fact that the chemical reactions 
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reduced by the increase of pH value. On the other hand, the subsequent produced Al 
ions remained in the solution without any chemical reactions. The TDS removal rate 
decreased by increase of pH values since hydroxide ions were oxidised at the anode at 
the pH values greater than 8. The results depicted that the rate of increase for pH values 
are reduced during the operation. This is ascribed to the fact of temperature rise during 
operation. Also, Fig. 9-3 a, b, c, d and e illustrate that the circulation rate does not 
appear to affect the reduction of electrical conductivity to any significant extent. The 
electrical conductivity reduced to 310 and 330 µS/cm in all conditions except for the 
circulation rate 0.25 L/min. The only effect is on agitation of the solution since in the 
first few minutes the electrical conductivity did not reduce. The agitation is more 
important than the contact time. For different circulation rates, the contact time is 
always the same for a given operating time.  
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Figure  9-3 Electrical conductivity, pH (●) and contact angle measurements with 
operation time for a) 0.25 L/min, b) 0.5 L/min, c) 0.75 L/min, d)1.00 L/min and e) 1.25 
L/min circulation rate at various current densities (♦) 12.5 A/m2, (■) 25 A/m2, (▲) 37.5 
A/m2, () 50A/m2 and (*) 62.5 A/m2 
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Figure  9-4 Contact angle increase rate at current d sity 25 A/m2 for circulation rate (♦) 
0.25 L/min, () 0.5 L/min, (▲) 0.75 L/min, (■) 1.00 L/min and (●) 1.25 L/min 
 
9.4.2 The EC influence on Quality of the permeate 
Raw grey water temperature prior to treatment was in the range of 22-24 °C, and after 
60 minutes of operation, the temperature reached 25.6, 9.1, 31.5, 36.2 and 42.0 °C at 
current densities 12.5 A/m2, 25 A/m2, 37.5 A/m2, 50A/m2 and 62.5 A/m2, respectively. 
There is a direct relationship between energy consumption and the temperature of the 
solution. The relevant water quality parameters were measured for synthetic grey water. 
The recipe for making grey water was outlined by CSIRO (Diaper et al. 2008a). Water 
quality parameters were measured before and after treatment by the EC unit. The results 
are shown in Table 9-1. 
The EC process removed 94.4 % of turbidity from the untreated water sample which 
had an initial turbidity value of 25.5 NTU. Flocculation followed by either 
sedimentation or flotation will reduce the concentration of suspended solids. This 
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and current density beyond 0.25 L/min and 12.5 A/m2, respectively have a negligible 
effect on turbidity removal. TSS also reduced from 180 mg/L to average 3.90 mg/L at 
all current densities except for 12.5 A/m2. 
TOC concentration was reduced by 71.0 % from 54.5mg/L for raw grey water. Grey 
water COD concentration also decreased from 404.5 mg/L to 65.5 mg/L which 
illustrates the removal of organic matter from the solution. The most effective results 
are observed during the circulation rate of 0.75 L/min whereas the least effective results 
are achieved by the 0.25 L/min circulation rate for all current densities. Agitation is the 
main reason of this achievement. The COD and TOC concentrations were reduced by 
the increase of current density as shown in Fig. 9-5 This is mainly attributed due to the 
increase in size of precipitates, increased rate of bubble-generation and decreased 
bubble size when current density increases (Akyol 2012). In a similar manner, 
effectiveness of TOC removal was more dependent on the current density with the best 
results achieved at 62.5 A/m2. Higher temperatures also assist in destruction of the 
oxide film on the anode surface results in the improvement of the EC performance. 
TN and TP concentrations decreased by an average 73.1% and 96.1%, respectively. The 
main reaction is between phosphate and nitrate withaluminium. The phosphorous 
removal rate was very significant. It has been found that in wastewater treatment, 
significant removal of phosphorous can be achieved if the ratio of metal Al to TP by 
weight is between 2.05 and 6.25 (Jiang and Graham 1998). The Al:TP ratios were 1.32, 
2.65, 3.97, 5.23 and 6.62 for the 12.5 A/m2, 25 A/m2, 37.5 A/m2, 50A/m2 and 62.5 A/m2 
current densities, respectively. 
The EC process also showed a low 1.32 log removal of faecal coliforms. It was found 
that as the current densities increased the contamiants quantity decreased as shown in 
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Fig. 9-5. F. Coliforms counts significantly decreasd to 328 cfu/100mL, 90 cfu/100mL, 
60 cfu/100mL, 6 cfu/100mL and 4 cfu/100mL for current density 12.5 A/m2, 25 A/m2, 
37.5 A/m2, 50A/m2 and 62.5 A/m2, respectively, due to higher temperature released to 
the solution at higher current density.  
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Table  9-1 Quality of grey water before and after EC treatment 
 
 
Circulation 
rate
Current 
density
Turbidity COD TSS TOC TN TP F.Coliform
L/min A/m
2 NTU mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L cfu/100mL
- - 60.8 664 180 54.5 2.67 39.4 700
3.52 128 12.5 20.97 1.2 6.55 310
94.2 80.7 93.1 61.5 55.1 83.4 0.35
2.45 97.5 3 19.36 1.15 7.58 90
96.0 85.3 98.3 64.5 56.9 80.8 0.89
1.76 87.5 1 16.12 1.22 3.43 90
97.1 86.8 99.4 70.4 54.3 91.3 0.89
1.42 81 2 15.46 0.96 6.2 5
97.7 87.8 98.9 71.6 64.0 84.3 2.15
5.25 72 2 13.95 1.01 3.78 5
91.4 89.2 98.9 74.4 62.2 90.4 2.15
1.12 90 10 19.43 0.896 0.45 423
98.2 86.4 94.4 64.3 66.4 98.9 0.22
1.05 54 3 17.84 0.65 2.39 110
98.3 91.9 98.3 67.3 75.7 93.9 0.80
0.58 49 6 18.43 0.8 3.18 70
99.0 92.6 96.7 66.2 70.0 91.9 1.00
0.73 52 6 17.73 0.508 1.42 7.5
98.8 92.2 96.7 67.5 81.0 96.4 1.97
3.37 47.5 4 13.74 0.374 0.4 2.5
94.5 92.8 97.8 74.8 86.0 99.0 2.45
0.79 74.5 9 20.43 0.895 3.52 393
98.7 88.8 95.0 62.5 66.5 91.1 0.25
0.31 46.5 4 16.12 0.617 1.59 55
99.5 93.0 97.8 70.4 76.9 96.0 1.10
0.34 46.5 6 14.2 0.331 2.5 40
99.4 93.0 96.7 73.9 87.6 93.7 1.24
1.11 33.5 14 13.6 0.254 9.71 10
98.2 95.0 92.2 75.0 90.5 75.4 1.85
9.4 37.5 3 8.35 0.356 2.61 8
84.5 94.4 98.3 84.7 86.7 93.4 1.94
1.05 80.5 0 22.2 0.955 3.5 208
98.3 87.9 100.0 59.3 64.2 91.1 0.53
0.54 59 2 22.9 0.82 4.9 60
99.1 91.1 98.9 58.0 69.3 87.6 1.07
0.56 51 2.5 18.9 0.82 4.7 58
99.1 92.3 98.6 65.3 69.3 88.1 1.08
0.64 44 2.5 16.7 0.63 3.6 5
98.9 93.4 98.6 69.4 76.4 90.9 2.15
0.75 63 1.5 9.3 0.69 0.2 3
98.8 90.5 99.2 82.9 74.2 99.5 2.37
1.07 87.5 16.5 19.2 0.8 3.18 305
98.2 86.8 90.8 64.8 70.0 91.9 0.36
0.783 73.5 2 15.1 0.66 2.15 135
98.7 88.9 98.9 72.3 75.3 94.5 0.71
0.662 63.5 2 13.1 0.58 0.568 40
98.9 90.4 98.9 76.0 78.3 98.6 1.24
0.433 59.5 3.5 13.4 0.45 4.43 3
99.3 91.0 98.1 75.4 83.1 88.8 2.37
1.183 59 8 7.8 0.33 0.965 3
98.1 91.1 95.6 85.7 87.6 97.6 2.37
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Figure  9-5 Permeate water quality for a variety of circulation rates and current densities 
a) COD (mg/L), b) TOC (mg/L) and c) F.Coliform (cfu/100mL) 
 
b) 
c) 
a) 
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9.4.3 Optimum operating conditions 
Total energy consumption of each test was determined by the energy consumption of 
the circulation pump and DC current source. The power required to maintain each 
current density varied from 7.36 W to 145.8 W, and the peristaltic pump requires 17 W 
to 50 W power for relative circulation rate. Total power required to carry out the EC 
experiment is the summation of the power required for the separate components. The 
energy consumption for each test was then determined using the total power and 
operating time required to reaching a contact angle above 100º. 
The optimum operating condition is determined based on two parameters: energy 
consumption and contact angle value of the permeate water. The calculation was 
performed for the results of two tests running at different current densities. This 
decision has been made since the most effective incr ase rate of the contact angle was 
observed for 25 A/m2 and 37.5 A/m2. The results have been plotted in Fig. 9-6 along 
with a trend line in order to achieve the lowest energy consumption value. The lowest 
energy consumption is 9.12 Wh for operating EC at acirculation rate of 0.5 L/min and 
current density of 43.5 A/m2 with an operating time of 5 minutes. 
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Figure  9-6 Energy consumption of the EC unit for (♦) 0.5 L/min and (■) 0.75 L/min 
circulation rate 
 
9.4.4 Solar powered combination of EC and VMD 
Based on EC effective removal of several water quality parameters, EC was selected as 
a pre-treatment for VMD. Experimental results of the permeate water from EC permit 
the solution to pass through the hydrophobic membrane. The EC unit was located 
before the thermal panel as shown in Fig. 9-2. The two significant parameters, operating 
time and temperature variation, has to be considered in order to efficiently incorporate 
the EC unit. The EC unit was placed after the condenser to increase the temperature of 
the solution in the second loop. The EC unit was performed at the optimum condition. 
In order to apply this condition to the SECVMD system, the rate of the second 
circulation loop was adjusted to 0.5 L/min. The EC unit was also operated at the 
optimum current density of 43.5 A/m2. Grey water was treated through the SECVMD 
system for five hours as shown in Fig. 9-7. The treatment system was located in a 
relatively shaded area where the availability of direct solar input was limited to only 5 
hours during the day. The maximum flux rates about 2.4 L/m2.h were achieved between 
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13:15 to 14:15 hours due to the highest solar radiation at 13:00 which increased the 
temperature of the feed solution. The feed solution emperature increased marginally 
from 38 to 49 °C between 11:00 to 13:00. This is attributed to the shape of solar 
irradiance. Since, the vacuum pressure was constant, the temperature was the significant 
parameter in variation of the permeate flux rate. The ambient temperature was relatively 
constant at 21 °C, so there is less effect by this parameter in the variation of the feed 
water temperature. 
 
 
Figure  9-7 The permeate flux (♦) for SECVMD, solar irradiance (―) and ambient 
temperature (--) and feed water temperature (●) during a day 
 
9.5 Conclusion 
The stand-alone SECVMD system was successful in treating grey water using solar 
energy. The effect of solar radiation and ambient tmperature on the feed solution 
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parameters such as pressure and feed flow rate remain d constant. Extraction of vapour 
on the permeate side of the membrane illustrated th successful removal of LAS from 
grey water. This was achieved by only 5 minutes of electrocoagulation at 43.5 A/m2 and 
0.5 L/min circulation rate. It was concluded that the EC unit not only performed well as 
a pre-treatment process to treat the permeate water by the PP hydrophobic membrane 
but also it has improved the water quality of the gr y water. Over 90% removal of TSS 
concentration, TP concentration and turbidity value w re achieved by means of EC. 
These advantages can result in a higher permeate flux rate and higher membrane life 
time due to fouling. The concentration of TSS, TDS, COD, TOC, TN and TP were 
reduced by 92.2%, 32.3%, 85.8, 71.0%, 73.8 and 95.7%, respectively after EC. The 
contact angle was over 100° for the permeate solution from the EC unit. This permeate 
was heated by the thermal panel before it goes into the membrane. Distillate flux 
reached to 2.4 L/m2h due to the increase of solar radiation before 13:00. The permeate 
flux variation was the result of changes in feed-water temperature since the vacuum 
pressure and the flow rate remained constant. 
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10 Chapter 10 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future 
Work 
10.1 Conclusions 
The study was set out to theoretically and experimentally investigate the performance of 
a world first innovative solar powered treatment system for brackish and grey water 
reuse. The existing brackish and grey water treatment technologies were studied. The 
most sustainable treatment system was determined throug  a systematic and 
mathematical decision analysis method. Laboratory and field studies were carried out 
along with the analytical modelling and mathematical simulations. A new model was 
presented to predict the permeate flux reduction during the VMD operation. Heat and 
mass transfer simulation was performed for the field study under real weather 
conditions. Problems encountered for grey water treatm nt were solved by means of an 
appropriate pre-treatment system using EC. 
Three sustainable treatment systems adapted with solar energy were introduced. The 
most sustainable treatment system for brackish and grey water was determined through 
the OAHP. The OAHP technique evaluated the proposed ystems based on the 
information chosen for economic, environmental and social indicators. Pairwise 
comparative judgement led to determine the weight of each indicator and weight of each 
alternative associated with every indicator. In this study capital cost, water quality and 
O&M were the significant indicators for finalising the selection since total weight of 
0.30, 0.18 and 0.16 was allocated to capital cost, wa er quality and O&M indicators, 
respectively. Brackish water desalination techniques, SVMD, SMSF and SDCMD were 
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ranked by 0.45, 0.20 and 0.35 score, respectively. SVMD, SECUF and SMBR were also 
ranked by 0.40, 0.26 and 0.34 score, respectively for grey water treatment. Accordingly, 
the SVMD system was selected as the most sustainable solution for treatment. 
Moreover, various combinations of economic, social and environmental ratios were 
assessed. The SVMD system obtained the highest score for the majority of the possible 
priority rankings due to its high quality effluent and reasonable maintenance costs. 
Laboratory scale VMD was set up and experiments were conducted to observe the 
influence of pressure, temperature, flow rate and salinity on the vapour flux. 
Experimental results were also used to validate the proposed models in the literature for 
the permeate flux rate. Absolute pressure of the permeate side, feed solution 
temperature, flow rate and salinity of the solution varied independently from 20 to 7 
kPa, 45 to 65 °C, 0.5 to 3.75 L/min, 1 to 50 g/L resp ctively. It was shown that the 
pressure difference across the membrane is the most dominant parameter, followed by 
temperature, flow rate and finally, salinity. Maximu  flux rate of 6.44 L/m2.h was 
achieved at 65 ˚C temperature, 3.75 L/min flow rate nd 7 kPa absolute pressure 
whereas the lowest flux rate of 0.27 L/m2.h was associated with 55 ˚C temperature, 0.5 
L/min flow rate and 15 kPa absolute pressure. The experimental results were compared 
to the theoretically predicted values. It was shown that the Knudsen-viscous type of 
diffusion in the transition region (proposed by Khayet (2011)) described well the mass 
transfer through a porous membrane in VMD. Data obtined for energy consumption of 
each test depicted that VMD is an emerging technology that has the potential to be as 
important as current pressure-driven membrane desalination. It was also shown that 
membranes with larger areas are more beneficial in terms of energy consumption. 
Permeate water met the requirements of potable water standard regardless of the feed 
solution. TDS, Ca, Mg, Na, Fe, Al, TOC and TN were removed by an average 99.9%, 
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99.6%, 99.0%, 99.3%, 99.0%, 100%, 90.9% and 98.5%, respectively, along with 100% 
reduction in the coliform count. A variety of concetrations for saline solution showed 
the flux decline of 4.76% and 12.33% for 1 g/L and 50 g/L, respectively. Flux rate 
reduction by means of salinity has not been considered in the estimated model by the 
Knudsen-viscous diffusion. 
Decline of permeate flux occurred due to scaling and/or intermediate pore blocking 
followed by cake formation in VMD. The permeate flux behaviour is not the same as 
what has been observed in the normal membrane separation techniques. The decline 
trend in the VMD processes adheres to the inverse typ  of Gompertz model rather than 
the first order of exponential decay. This trend was derived by a new analytical model 
developed for MD processes as part of this PhD resea ch. This new model combined 
force balance theory and the concept of scaling and/or accumulation of particles on the 
membrane surface. Variation of roughness was considered in this model. The model 
was validated through a combination of pressure and temperature changes to determine 
its only system dependent constant. Authors' and available literature data for both VMD 
and DCMD processes verified the flux decline model. A precise description of the 
permeate flux was observed for different salinity con entrations, solutions and 
membranes. Higher salinity concentration results in a rapid pore blockage phenomenon 
which is associated with the sharp decline of the permeate flux rate. The decline rate of 
3.47%, 12.25%, 18.83%, 34.75%, 49.79% and 85.36% was observed for the flux in 60 
hours at 1 g/L, 2 g/L, 5 g/L, 10 g/L, 20 g/L and 50 g/L saline solutions, respectively. 
The model was also able to provide good fit of all data sets of four different DCMD 
processes. Sensitivity analysis of the model showed that the concentration increase, 
particles' diameter decrease, shape factor decrease, flow rate increase and viscosity 
increase will reduce the permeate flux rate more rapidly. 
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Scaling also may cause a pore wetting problem which can discontinue the distillation 
function. Low contact angle between the solution and the membrane surface is another 
reason for pore wetting. Experimental works carried out for pore wetting phenomenon 
illustrated that contact angle is associated with the concentration of LAS in the solution. 
The contact angle measured for variety of LAS concentration solutions showed that 
higher LAS concentration reduces the contact angle that may result in pore wetting if 
the value reached below the 90º. Contact angle for groundwater, mine water, swimming 
pool salt water, synthetic and natural grey water samples was also measured for PTFE, 
PVDF and PP type of membranes. The empirical model developed for contact angle 
variation was verified via the experimental data. I was shown that the highest value was 
achieved by the PTFE membrane followed by the PVDF and PP. Contact angles of 
92.3º and 90.8º were obtained for natural and synthetic grey water samples, 
respectively. The VMD process was performed for grey water treatment using the PTFE 
membrane module. Membrane wetting was observed after runtime of 25 minutes. 
Electrical conductivity of the permeate water increas d gradually and sharply after 24 
minutes and 40 minutes from the beginning which indicates the partially and fully wet 
conditions of the membrane. Prior to membrane wetting, the TDS removal was above 
99.9% which was reduced to 99.6% during the partially wet period. 
A pilot scale solar powered VMD system was designed, built and examined to analyse 
its performance under real weather conditions. Experiments in the SVMD system were 
carried out for a two month period and the results showed that the rate of permeate flux 
is seriously influenced by the solar irradiance, since pressure and flow rate were 
maintained at 6 kPa and 0.5 L/min, respectively. As expected maximum distillate flux 
was achieved between 12 to 2 pm when high solar irrdiance occurred, and the 
permeate flux varied from 2.1 to 6.5 L/m2h depending on the dynamic weather 
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conditions. Experimental study was accomplished for fresh water and saline solutions. 
The SVMD system was able to reject dissolved matters from the solutions, since the 
electrical conductivity values of the permeate water w re in the range of 0.6–1.6 µS/cm. 
It was also concluded that salinity concentration below 5 g/L had an intangible effect on 
the permeate flux rate, however, up to 38% flux declin  was observed for 20 g/L. It has 
to be declared that these two tests were performed for two days only. Mathematical heat 
and/or mass transfer equations were applied for each component of the system. The 
simulation study was implemented in MATLAB and then verified through the 
experimental results. The simulated model provided an acceptable description of the 
permeate flux. The permeate flux rate increased graually in the morning and reached 
its maximum when the feed-water temperature reached t  highest value and then the 
flux decreased gradually. Sensitivity analysis of the model depicted that decrease in 
pressure and flow rate and increase in solar irradiance, membrane pore size and 
membrane porosity individually increases the flux rate. 
To surmount the pore wetting problem which was the barrier for grey water treatment 
using SVMD, a pre-treatment unit was incorporated. EC was selected as the most 
suitable pre-treatment technique among the reviewed processes such as UF and ion 
exchange. EC was more preferred due to its surfactant removal efficiency, flexible 
operation, avoiding the use of chemicals and convenient application of solar power. 
Various combinations of circulation rate and current density were performed for the EC 
unit. Experimental results indicated that using higher current density will result in the 
larger contact angle between the membrane and the permeate form EC. At 0.5 L/min 
circulation rate the contact angle increased from an average 78° to 100° in 50, 19, 8, 5 
and 6 minutes of operation time at current densities of 12.5, 25, 37.5 A/m2, 50 and 62.5 
A/m2, respectively. Similar improvement was observed for the circulation rate of 0.75 
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L/min where the contact angle increased from an average 78° to 100° in 44, 14, 8, 5 and 
5 minutes at current densities 12.5, 25, 37.5, 50 and 62.5 A/m2, respectively. Water 
quality tests were carried out for the permeate samples at the end of 60 minutes EC for 
all 25 tests. Temperature increased from 22-24 °C to 25.6, 29.1, 31.5, 36.2 and 42.0 °C 
at the end of the tests carried out at 12.5, 25, 37.5, 50 and 62.5 A/m2 current density, 
respectively. The EC pre-treatment process removed n average 94.4 % of turbidity, 
71.0 % of TOC, 83.8 % of COD, 73.1% of TN and 96.1% of TP concentrations. Faecal 
coliforms were reduced by 1.32 log removal in averag . Energy consumption for each 
test was measured. The lowest 9.12 Wh energy was subjected to the circulation rate of 
0.5 L/min and current density of 43.5 A/m2 at operation times of 5 minutes to obtain 
100° contact angle. The optimum combination of 0.5 L/min circulation rate with 43.5 
A/m2 current density was then implemented to the EC unit sed in SECVMD system. 
SECVMD system was performed under real weather conditi s and could successfully 
treat grey water samples. The contact angle of the permeate solution from the EC unit 
was over 100° to prevent pore wetting. The maximum flux rate of 2.4 L/m2.h was 
achieved between 13:15 to 14:15 due to the high solar radiation from 12:00 to 14:00. 
The permeate flux variation was influenced by the changes in the feed-water 
temperature since the vacuum pressure and the flow rate remained constant. 
 
10.2 Future Research Directions 
Further research at a pilot scale is required to prove the feasibility of this system for a 
typical house application. Thermal and electrical energy systems have to be improved 
by replacing new equipment. The aim is to increase the efficiency of the field scale 
SVMD system. Larger membrane areas also enhance the production rate. The area of 
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the membrane must be selected based on the designed permeate volume. The efficiency 
of the SVMD system may also increase by an advanced con enser. A variety of cooling 
systems has to be assessed to find a suitable alternative. The SVMD performance can be 
simulated using a combination of flux decline model and the MATLAB program for 
grey water treatment. Therefore, the study of the SVMD for brackish and grey water 
treatment can be extended to address the following recommendations, which have not 
been fully investigated within the scope of this reearch.  
 
10.2.1 Improve comparative judgement for AHP 
The values assigned to each indicator originated from the available information and the 
author’s judgement. It is recommended to prepare a questionnaire form for a group of 
subject matter experts to modify this approach. Also it is recommended that AHP must 
consider more economic and sustainable technologies such as MED for comparison. 
 
10.2.2 Increasing thermal and electrical efficiency 
Although VMD is an energy intensive process, it is important to improve the energy 
efficiency or recovery of the system. The improvement can be made for thermal and/or 
electrical systems. Solar thermal panels can be replac d by evacuated tubes or 
competitive solar thermal technologies to increase the feed water temperature. About 
26.1 kW power is required to heat the feed flow sample up to 65 ºC at flow rate of 0.5 
L/min. The second option is to make PVT panels using a fluid stream underneath the 
cells to increase their efficiency. PVT panels are ble to increase the current as well as 
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heating the fluid passing underneath the cells. Therefore, PVT studies should be 
addressed in future work. 
 
10.2.3 Performing with DC voltage 
The system can be improved by keeping the batteries and eliminating the DC to AC 
convertor. Since the system can be operated in day time, the 275 W required power can 
be supported directly from the PV panels for suitable weather condition. Therefore, the 
storage unit has to be operated in parallel to the DC current, however, the circulating 
and vacuum pumps have to be replaced by the DC ones.  
 
10.2.4 Heat loss minimisation 
System efficiency can be increased by reducing heatloss. The modification can be 
implemented into the hosing and insulating the compnents. On the other hand, pressure 
losses on the permeate side of the membrane have to b  minimised. In this regard, the 
rate of flow of the vacuum pump can be increased to rec ver the system.  
 
10.2.5 Increasing membrane area 
For a constant pressure, temperature and flow rate,more permeate volume can be 
achieved by larger areas of the same membrane. Larger membrane areas will also 
increase the losses on the permeate side of the membrane. The required membrane area 
has to be calculated considering the effect of pressure loss to obtain a certain volume of 
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the permeate water. About a 5 m2 embrane area was derived by the calculation for a 
typical household. 
 
10.2.6 Improving condenser unit 
The first loop in the presented SECVMD unit passed feed water through the condenser 
not only to condense vapour, but also to increase the feed water temperature. The 
peristaltic pump incorporated for this reason consumes energy provided by the panels. 
A second alternative is the air coolant system. The findenser technique can be replaced 
which is benefitted by air convection for cooling pur oses. Heat is transferred through 
aluminium fins connected to the vapour channel. 
 
10.2.7 Redesigning EC unit 
The EC unit has to be redesigned to eliminate the circulating procedure. A waste 
disposal section is also required for the EC unit. The anode and cathode plates can be 
rotated inside the solution. This new technique will increase the efficiency of the EC 
unit, since agitation was more important than the circulation rate of feed solution. A 
second chamber is required for flocculation and finally a disposal unit which is fed by 
sediment and floating residuals from the flocculation chamber.  
 
10.2.8  Implementing large-scale/field trials of SECVMD 
Field experiments can be carried out with a large-scale SECVMD system to ensure that 
the developed system operates satisfactorily. Grey water from a typical household has to 
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be transferred to the system to be treated under real life and real weather conditions. The 
system has to be designed for the peak situation to be tested for commercial 
exploitation. For a 280 L/d production rate of grey water as an input, the components of 
the system must be re-designed. 
 
10.2.9 Developing analytical model for SECVMD system 
Both theoretical and experimental research is necessary to simulate the performance of 
the real size SECVMD system. Brackish and grey water treatment using the SECVMD 
system is subjected to scaling and fouling results in reduction of the permeate flux rate. 
A new mathematical calculation is required to predict the rate of permeate flux for 
SECVMD. This new model should combine the simulation study illustrated for the 
SVMD system and the fouling model developed for the MD processes. 
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12 Appendices 
Appendix A: grey water recipe 
Table A-1 Ingredients required synthesising 100L of grey water (Diaper et al. 2008b) 
Ingredient Amount in 100L (g) Product Used 
Sunscreen 1.5 UV TripleGuard 
Toothpaste 3.25 Colgate Maximum Cavity Protection 
Deodorant 1.0 Mum 
Na2SO4 3.5 Analytical Grade 
NaHCO3 2.5 Analytical Grade 
Na2PO4 3.9 Analytical Grade 
Clay 5 Industrial Grade 
Vegetable Oil 0.7 Coles Own Brand 
Shampoo/hand wash 72 Palmolive 
Laundry Powder 15 Omo High Performance 
Boric Acid 0.14 Analytical Grade 
Lactic Acid 2.8 Analytical Grade 
Secondary Effluent 2L Treatment Plant 
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Appendix B: LabVIEW communication 
 
Fig. A-1 LabVIEW communication diagram 
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Appendix C: SVMD schematic diagram 
 
Fig. A-2 Schematic diagram of the SECVMD system 
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Appendix D: MATLAB program for calculation of the 
permeate flux without considering heat loss 
digits (10) 
Tp %Permeate temperature  
Tc %Temperature at condenser inlet  
C %Peak function parameter 
A %Peak function parameter   
Gt  %Solar irradiance 
Qs %Input energy from the thermal collector 
B %Solver matrix 
Qlose  %Energy loss 
time  %Time 
Irradiance  %Solar irradiance 
Flux  %Permeate flux 
month %Number of month  
N = sym( 'N' , 'positive' );       %Molar flux  
Tfm = sym( 'Tfm' , 'positive' );   %Temperature at membrane surface  
Tm = sym( 'Tm' , 'positive' );     %Temperature at membrane outlet  
Tcr = sym( 'Tcr' , 'positive' );   %Temperature at condenser outlet  
Trs = sym( 'Trs' , 'positive' );   %Temperature at reservoir outlet  
Tsm = sym( 'Tsm' , 'positive' );   %Temperature at membrane inlet  
Hvl = sym( 'Hvl' , 'positive' );   %Enthalpy of vaporization  
Hv = sym( 'Hv' , 'positive' );     %Enthalpy of vapor  
Hl = sym( 'Hl' , 'positive' );     %Enthalpy of water  
hf = sym( 'hf' , 'positive' );     %Heat transfer coefficient  
Pr = sym( 'Pr' , 'positive' );     %Prenatal number  
Kt = sym( 'Kt' , 'positive' );     %Thermal conductivity  
Ps = sym( 'Ps' , 'positive' );     %Saturation pressure  
u = sym( 'u' , 'positive' );       %Viscosity  
ro = sym( 'ro' , 'positive' );     %Density  
hm = sym( 'hm' , 'positive' );     %Heat transfer coefficient  
Kv = sym( 'Kv' , 'positive' );     %Thermal conductivity of vapor  
md = sym( 'md' , 'positive' );     %Permeate flux  
To = sym( 'To' , 'positive' );     %temperature at permeate  
mf=0.004167;        %kg/s       %Flow rate at the first loop  
ms=0.008333;        %kg/s       %Flow rate at the second loop  
As=1.5;             %m2        %Thermal panel area  
etta=0.15;          %          %transmissivity coefficient  
cp=4186;            %J/kgK      %Feed specific heat  
Pv=6000;            %Pa        %Pressure at permeate side  
Am=0.1;             %m2        %Membrane area  
Mw=0.0180152;       %kg/mol     %Molecular weight of water  
delta=0.00065;      %m         %Membrane thickness  
R=8.31446;          %J/molK     %Gas constant  
epsilon=0.7;        %          %Membrane porosity  
r=0.0000001;        %m         %Pore radius  
tor=2.75;           %          %Membrane tortuosity  
D=0.0018;           %m         %Membrane diameter  
L=0.47;             %m         %Membrane length  
Kp=0.22;            %W/mK      %Thermal conductivity of membrane  
filename='Model3.xlsx'; 
t=xlsread(filename, 'A1:A325');         %hr (Start and end cells must 
be given) 
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m=xlsread(filename, 'B1:B325');         %hr (Start and end cells must 
be given) 
Ta=xlsread(filename, 'E1:E325');        %K  (Start and end cells must 
be given) 
j=0; 
for i = 1:1:325 
    j=j+1; 
    time=t(j); 
    month=m(j); 
    Tamb=Ta(j); 
S = solve(Tc == Tamb-2.89,... 
    To == Tamb+16.11,... 
    Tp == Tamb+29.05,... 
    Hv == 1000*(1.7383*Tp+2029.6),... 
 C == -82.832+53.6423*exp(-0.5*((month-6.06)/1.5408 4)^2),... 
 A == 934.4885-232.429*exp(-0.5*((month-5.78887)/1. 49386)^2),... 
 Gt == C+A*exp(-0.5*((time-12.054)/2.925)^2),... 
 Qs == etta*As*Gt,... 
    Qlose == 0*Qs); 
S = [S.Tc S.To S.Tp S.Hv S.C S.A S.Gt S.Qs S.Qlose] ; 
if S(7)<200 
    Flux(j)=0; 
else 
B = solve(Tsm == Trs+S(8)/(ms*cp),... 
    Tcr == ((md*Am*ro/3600000)*1000*(1.9*(S(3)-36.1 5-
273.15)+4.2*(36.15-S(2)+273.15))-160.5)/(mf*cp)+S(1 ),... 
    Trs == ((Tm*(ms-(md*Am*ro/3600000))+Tcr*(md*Am* ro/3600000))*cp-
S(9))/(cp*ms),... 
    Tm == Tsm- md*(Hv-Hl)/((ms-md)*cp,...      
    Hl == 1000*(4.191*Tsm-1144.8),...     
    hf == 
Kt/D*(3.66+(0.067*mf*cp/(Kt*L))/(1+0.04*(mf*cp/(Kt* L)^(2/3)))) ,...  
    Pr == 0.0009*(Tsm)^2-0.6427*(Tsm)+118.53,... 
    Kt == -1e-5*(Tsm)^2+0.0078*(Tsm)-0.8076,... 
    u == -2.5506063E-13*(Tsm)^5+0.00000000044162432 *(Tsm)^4-
0.00000030603509*(Tsm)^3+0.00010616717*(Tsm)^2-
0.01845506*(Tsm)+1.2879127,... 
    ro == 1000*(1-(Tsm-273.15+288.9414)/(508929.2*( Tsm-
273.15+68.12963))*(Tsm-273.15-3.9863)^2),... 
    Tfm == Tsm-(md*Am*ro/3600000)*(S(4)-Hl)/(hf*Am) ,...     
    Ps == exp(23.1964-3816.44/(Tfm-46.13)),... 
    N == (Ps-
Pv)/(delta*R*Tfm)*((2*epsilon*r)/(3*tor)*(8*R*Tfm/( 3.14*Mw))^(0.5)+(ep
silon*r^2)/(8*tor)*((Ps+Pv)/2)/u),... 
    (md*Am*ro/3600000) == N*Mw*Am); 
B = [B.Tsm B.Tcr B.Trs B.Tm B.Hl B.hf B.Pr B.Kt B.u  B.ro B.Tfm B.Ps 
B.N B.md]; 
Irradiance(j)=S(7); 
Flux(j)=B(14); 
end 
end 
vpa(Irradiance) 
vpa(Flux) 
Time = 9:1:18; 
[ax,h1,h2] = plotyy(Time,Irradiance,Time,Flux); 
axes(ax(1)); xlabel('Time (h)'); 
axes(ax(1)); ylabel('Irradiance (W/m2)'); 
axes(ax(2)); ylabel('Flux(L/m2.h)'); 
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Appendix E: MATLAB program for calculation of the 
permeate flux with considering heat loss 
digits (10)  
syms  
Tp %Permeate temperature  
Tc %Temperature at condenser inlet  
C %Peak function parameter 
A %Peak function parameter   
Gt  %Solar irradiance 
Qs %Input energy from the thermal collector 
B %Solver matrix 
Qlose  %Energy loss 
time  %Time 
Irradiance  %Solar irradiance 
Flux  %Permeate flux 
KQloss  %Coefficient of Qloss 
KQlose  % Coefficient of Qloss   
month %Number of month  
N = sym( 'N' , 'positive' );       %Molar flux  
Tfm = sym( 'Tfm' , 'positive' );   %Temperature at membrane surface  
Tm = sym( 'Tm' , 'positive' );     %Temperature at membrane outlet  
Tcr = sym( 'Tcr' , 'positive' );   %Temperature at condenser outlet  
Trs = sym( 'Trs' , 'positive' );   %Temperature at reservoir outlet  
Tsm = sym( 'Tsm' , 'positive' );   %Temperature at membrane inlet  
Hvl = sym( 'Hvl' , 'positive' );   %Enthalpy of vaporization  
Hv = sym( 'Hv' , 'positive' );     %Enthalpy of vapor  
Hl = sym( 'Hl' , 'positive' );     %Enthalpy of water  
hf = sym( 'hf' , 'positive' );     %Heat transfer coefficient  
Pr = sym( 'Pr' , 'positive' );     %Prenatal number  
Kt = sym( 'Kt' , 'positive' );     %Thermal conductivity  
Ps = sym( 'Ps' , 'positive' );     %Saturation pressure  
u = sym( 'u' , 'positive' );       %Viscosity  
ro = sym( 'ro' , 'positive' );     %Density  
hm = sym( 'hm' , 'positive' );     %Heat transfer coefficient  
Kv = sym( 'Kv' , 'positive' );     %Thermal conductivity of vapor  
md = sym( 'md' , 'positive' );     %Permeate flux  
To = sym( 'To' , 'positive' );     %temperature at permeate  
mf=0.004167;        %kg/s       %Flow rate at the first loop  
ms=0.008333;        %kg/s       %Flow rate at the second loop  
As=1.5;             %m2        %Thermal panel area  
etta=0.15;          %          %transmissivity coefficient  
cp=4186;            %J/kgK      %Feed specific heat  
Pv=6000;            %Pa        %Pressure at permeate side  
Am=0.1;             %m2        %Membrane area  
Mw=0.0180152;       %kg/mol     %Molecular weight of water  
delta=0.00065;      %m         %Membrane thickness  
R=8.31446;          %J/molK     %Gas constant  
epsilon=0.7;        %          %Membrane porosity  
r=0.0000001;        %m         %Pore radius  
tor=2.75;           %          %Membrane tortuosity  
D=0.0018;           %m         %Membrane diameter  
L=0.47;             %m         %Membrane length  
Kp=0.22;            %W/mK      %Thermal conductivity of membrane  
filename= 'Model3.xlsx' ;  
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t=xlsread(filename, 'A1:A325' );         %hr (Start and end cells must 
be given)  
m=xlsread(filename, 'B1:B325' );         %hr (Start and end cells must 
be given)  
Ta=xlsread(filename, 'E1:E325' );        %K  (Start and end cells must 
be given)  
KQloss = -0.0000315*t.^3 - 0.0037*t.^2 + 0.0999*t.^ 1 - 0.2213;  
j=0;  
for  i = 1:1:325  
    j=j+1;  
    KQlose=KQloss(j);  
    time=t(j);  
    month=m(j);  
    Tamb=Ta(j);  
S = solve(Tc == Tamb-2.89, ...  
    To == Tamb+16.11, ...  
    Tp == Tamb+29.05, ...  
    Hv == 1000*(1.7383*Tp+2029.6), ...  
    C == -82.832+53.6423*exp(-0.5*((month-6.06)/1.5 4084)^2), ...  
    A == 934.4885-232.429*exp(-0.5*((month-5.78887) /1.49386)^2), ...  
    Gt == C+A*exp(-0.5*((time-12.054)/2.925)^2), ...  
    Qs == etta*As*Gt, ...  
    Qlose == KQlose*Qs);  
S = [S.Tc S.To S.Tp S.Hv S.C S.A S.Gt S.Qs S.Qlose] ;  
if  S(7)<300  
    Flux(j)=0;  
else  
B = solve(Tsm == Trs+S(8)/(ms*cp), ...  
    Tcr == ((md*Am*ro/3600000)*1000*(1.9*(S(3)-36.1 5-
273.15)+4.2*(36.15-S(2)+273.15))-160.5)/(mf*cp)+S(1 ), ...  
    Trs == ((Tm*(ms-(md*Am*ro/3600000))+Tcr*(md*Am* ro/3600000))*cp-
S(9))/(cp*ms), ...  
    Tm == Tsm- md*(Hv-Hl)/((ms-md)*cp, ...       
    Hl == 1000*(4.191*Tsm-1144.8), ...      
    hf == 
Kt/D*(3.66+(0.067*mf*cp/(Kt*L))/(1+0.04*(mf*cp/(Kt* L)^(2/3)))) ,...  
    Pr == 0.0009*(Tsm)^2-0.6427*(Tsm)+118.53, ...  
    Kt == -1e-5*(Tsm)^2+0.0078*(Tsm)-0.8076, ...  
    u == -2.5506063E-13*(Tsm)^5+0.00000000044162432 *(Tsm)^4-
0.00000030603509*(Tsm)^3+0.00010616717*(Tsm)^2-
0.01845506*(Tsm)+1.2879127, ...  
    ro == 1000*(1-(Tsm-273.15+288.9414)/(508929.2*( Tsm-
273.15+68.12963))*(Tsm-273.15-3.9863)^2), ...  
    Tfm == Tsm-(md*Am*ro/3600000)*(S(4)-Hl)/(hf*Am) , ...      
    Ps == exp(23.1964-3816.44/(Tfm-46.13)), ...  
    N == (Ps-
Pv)/(delta*R*Tfm)*((2*epsilon*r)/(3*tor)*(8*R*Tfm/( 3.14*Mw))^(0.5)+(ep
silon*r^2)/(8*tor)*((Ps+Pv)/2)/u), ...  
    (md*Am*ro/3600000) == N*Mw*Am);  
B = [B.Tsm B.Tcr B.Trs B.Tm B.Hl B.hf B.Pr B.Kt B.u  B.ro B.Tfm B.Ps 
B.N B.md];  
Irradiance(j)=S(7);  
Flux(j)=B(14);  
end  
end  
vpa(Irradiance)  
vpa(Flux)  
Time = 9:1:18;  
[ax,h1,h2] = plotyy(Time,Irradiance,Time,Flux);  
axes(ax(1)); xlabel( 'Time (h)' );  
axes(ax(1)); ylabel( 'Irradiance (W/m2)' );  
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axes(ax(2)); ylabel( 'Flux(L/m2.h)' );  
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Appendix F: MATLAB program for calculation of the 
permeate flux step by step 
digits (10)  
syms Tp Tc C A Gt  Qs B Flux  Qloss  KQloss  K W Tcrnext  Trsnext  Time  
  
N = sym( 'N' , 'positive' );  
Tfm = sym( 'Tfm' , 'positive' );  
Tm = sym( 'Tm' , 'positive' );  
Tcr = sym( 'Tcr' , 'positive' );  
Trs = sym( 'Trs' , 'positive' );  
Tsm = sym( 'Tsm' , 'positive' );  
Hvl = sym( 'Hvl' , 'positive' );  
Hv = sym( 'Hv' , 'positive' );  
Hl = sym( 'Hl' , 'positive' );  
hf = sym( 'hf' , 'positive' );  
Pr = sym( 'Pr' , 'positive' );  
Kt = sym( 'Kt' , 'positive' );  
Ps = sym( 'Ps' , 'positive' );  
u = sym( 'u' , 'positive' );  
ro = sym( 'ro' , 'positive' );  
hm = sym( 'hm' , 'positive' );  
Kv = sym( 'Kv' , 'positive' );  
md = sym( 'md' , 'positive' );  
To = sym( 'To' , 'positive' );  
 
mf=0.004167;        %kg/s  
ms=0.008333;        %kg/s  
As=1.5;             %m2 
etta=0.15;         % 
cp=4186;            %J/kgK  
Pv=6000;            %Pa 
Am=0.1;             %m2 
Mw=0.0180152;       %kg/mol  
delta=0.00065;      %m 
R=8.31446;          %J/molK  
epsilon=0.7;        % 
r=0.0000001;        %m 
tor=2.75;           % 
D=0.0018;           %m 
L=0.47;             %m 
Kp=0.22;            %W/mK 
K=0.01;  
  
filename= '19_12_2013_Final_Model.xlsx' ;  
t=xlsread(filename, 'B2:B87' );         %hr (Start and end cells must 
be given)  
Ta=xlsread(filename, 'F2:F87' );        %K  (Start and end cells must 
be given)  
Gt=xlsread(filename, 'A2:A87' );  
W=xlsread(filename, 'G2:G87' );  
KQloss = -0.0000315*t.^3 - 0.0037*t.^2 + 0.0999*t.^ 1 - 0.2213;  
  
j=0;  
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for  i = 1:1:86  
    
    j=j+1;  
           
        Tc(j)=Ta(j)-2.89;  
        To(j)=Ta(j)+16.11;  
        Tp(j)=Ta(j)+29.05;  
        Tsm(1)=xlsread(filename, 'H2:H2' );  
        Trs(1)= xlsread(filename, 'H3:H3' ); 
        Tcr(1)=Tc(1);         
        Hv(j)=1000*(1.7383*Tp(j)+2029.6);  
        Qs(j)=etta*As*Gt(j)+K*W(j)*As*(Ta(j)-(Trs(j )+Tsm(j))/2);  
        Qloss(j)=KQloss(j)*Qs(j);  
  
  
        if  Tsm(j)<273.15+36.3  
            Flux(j)=0;  
            Tsm(j+1)=Trs(j)+Qs(j)/(ms*cp);  
            Trs(j+1)=Tsm(j+1);  
  
        else  
  
        B = solve(Tcrnext == ((md*Am*ro/3600000)*10 00*(1.9*(Tp(j)-
36.15-273.15)+4.2*(36.15-To(j)+273.15))-160.5)/(mf* cp)+Ta(j), ...  
        Trsnext == ((Tm*(ms-
(md*Am*ro/3600000))+Tcr(j)*(md*Am*ro/3600000))*cp-
Qloss(j))/(cp*ms), ...  
        Tm == Tsm(j)-md*(Hv-Hl)/((ms-md)*cp), ...       
        Hl == 1000*(4.191*Tsm(j)-1144.8), ...      
    hf == 
Kt/D*(3.66+(0.067*mf*cp/(Kt*L))/(1+0.04*(mf*cp/(Kt* L)^(2/3)))) ,...  
        Pr == 0.0009*(Tsm(j))^2-0.6427*(Tsm(j))+118 .53, ...  
        Kt == -1e-5*(Tsm(j))^2+0.0078*(Tsm(j))-0.80 76, ...  
        u == -2.5506063E-13*(Tsm(j))^5+0.0000000004 4162432*(Tsm(j))^4-
0.00000030603509*(Tsm(j))^3+0.00010616717*(Tsm(j))^ 2-
0.01845506*(Tsm(j))+1.2879127, ...  
        ro == 1000*(1-(Tsm(j)-273.15+288.9414)/(508 929.2*(Tsm(j)-
273.15+68.12963))*(Tsm(j)-273.15-3.9863)^2), ...  
        Tfm == Tsm(j)-(md*Am*ro/3600000)*(Hv(j)-Hl) /(hf*Am), ...      
        Ps == exp(23.1964-3816.44/(Tfm-46.13)), ...  
        N == (Ps-
Pv)/(delta*R*Tfm)*((2*epsilon*r)/(3*tor)*(8*R*Tfm/( 3.14*Mw))^(0.5)+(ep
silon*r^2)/(8*tor)*((Ps+Pv)/2)/u), ...  
        (md*Am*ro/3600000) == N*Mw*Am);  
  
        B = [B.Tcrnext B.Trsnext B.Tm B.Hl B.hf B.P r B.Kt B.u B.ro 
B.Tfm B.Ps B.N B.md];  
  
        Tcr(j+1)=B(1);  
        Trs(j+1)=B(2);  
        Tsm(j+1)=Trs(j)+Qs(j)/(ms*cp);  
        Flux(j)=B(13)  
        A = Flux(j);  
  
    end  
end  
vpa(Flux)  
  
Time = 9:1:18;  
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[ax,h1,h2] = plotyy(Time,Gt,Time,Flux);  
axes(ax(1)); xlabel( 'Time (h)' );  
axes(ax(1)); ylabel( 'Irradiance (W/m2)' );  
axes(ax(2)); ylabel( 'Flux(L/m2.h)' );  
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Appendix G: The experimental rate of flux for the SVMD 
system 
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Fig. A-3 The experimental rate of flux (□), solar irradiance (—) and electrical 
conductivity (—) during a day 
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